
AIRCIUU’T FIRE PROTECTION HANDIDOK

)

1. SCOPE

This Handbook embodies xwqulrwmn= and dedlgn obje~tims fkm fire
protection for all types of manned Naval aircraft (including helicop-
ters) with turbine engines.

2. REQummENT S AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES

2-:1 FLAMMABLE FLUID TANKS (See Figures 1, 2 and 3 on p%esg, U and 13)

2.1.1 GR?ERAL

2.1.1.1 TANK 10CATXO!Y

2.1.1.1.1 TANKS IN ENGINE CCMPAR!I!MENTS

Fuel tanks shall not be located in engine computments.

Oil, hydraulic, and water-alcohol tanks may be located in
compressor sections of engine compartments, but shall be designed to
withstand a 2000°F fire for 10 minutes without leakage. Oil,
hydraulic, and water-&Lcohol tanks in compressor sections of engines
should be kept, as far as practicable, tow=d the front of the compres-
sor and be located as low as practicable. These tanks shall not be
located adjacent to burner, turbine and tailpipe =eas. Oil tanks for
auxiliary power plants may be located in their surrounding compartments
but shall be designed to withstand a 2000°F fire for 10 minutes without
leakage.

2.1.1.1.2 TANKS AB3VE ENGINE CCBMR!R4ENTS

Location of fuel tanks above engine compartments should be
avoided. If fuel tanks -mustbe located above engine comp=tments for
justifiable reasons, provisions shall be made to prevent leakage of
fuel into engine compartments or onto exhaust systems. A ventilated
and drained s-paceshall be provided between fire wall and tank to afford
safe disposal of any fuel leakage from the _Lank. Insulation shall also
be provided, if necessary, to prevent i~ition within the tank, or in
the shrouded air space, h x of a power plant fire. Such insulation
sha~ be nonabsorbent as a material configuration and shall be suitable
for periodic inspection.
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2.I.1.1.3 FUEL TA3?KsAND !ruRBINEs

~el tanks should be located laterally as far horn the plane
of the propulsion engine +’ubine as possible. If fiel tanks must be
located in the plme of ue turbine for justifiable reasons, the turbine
should be tested for blade containment up to a speed which produces
Metic ener~ ofthemaximum aUowable overspeed of the engine, or
strategic armoring around the turbine shall be provided.

2.1.1.1.4 FUEL TANKS AND PROPELLERS

fiel tanks should be avoided in a ~ea within A 5° of
propeller planes.

2.1.1.1.5 mx-mmGPRomcTIoN

Fuel tanks with walls adjoining the free atxmsphere sho~d
be avoided in protrusions aridextremities of the aircrd’t, and in areas
less than 12 inches from leading edges and trailing edges for reasons
of lightning protection. If f’heltanks must be located in these Eueas
for justifiable reasons, adequate protection against lightning shall be
provided (see 2.18). Fuel should not be stored in fore or aft extremi-
ties, such as in the nose of the fiselage, or in the nose or aft cone
of a wing tip tank.

2.1.1.1.6 FUEL TNWCRASHHUITCTION

Wing fiel tanks in the wing roots should be avoided, if
practicable, and should be placed behind heavy spars and leading edge
sections for maximum protection from direct crash impact. For the same

reason, all fiel tanks should be arranged as high as possible in the
aircraft. Fuel tanks should, whenever practicable, be located so tht
a collapsing landing gear does not result in a major fiel tank leakage.

2.1.1.2 FUEL ’3!MKISOIACT’ON

Fhel tanks and fiel compartments shaU be isolated from one
mother and from wing and fiselage compartments by liquid and vapor
tight seals to the ~eatest practicable etient. ‘I’histin se~e to
keep f%el and fiel vapors away from enghe8, crew, electric ew~nt~
hot bleed air lirze~,and armament, with attendant advantagesin reducing
fire hazuds in case of ~el leaks caused by accident or battle damage.
These precautions shall also be applied, as f= as pr=ticable~ tO b-
bays which contxdn jettisonable fiel taaks.

l%el tanks in inhabitedareas shouldbe separated by liquid
and vaportight barriers from the rest of the inhabited area. The space

betweenthe tank and the barrier skuld be ventikted and &*ed (8-
2.1.1.3).

2
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2.1.1.3 IUEL TANK COKPAMMENTS

)

M -eas surrounding fhel tanks shall be drained and
vatllated b remove the fire hazard resuiting from any fiel spillage
or leakage@e?2.4). The drainage ~d vmtilat~m upenings shall
redin opexaat all times. There shall be no trapped fluid. If a fiel
tank is in or adjacent to a sealed compartment without potential igni-
tion souraes,it is acceptable to limit the ventilation-to that pro-
tided by drtin holes of sufficient size to prevent excessive pressure
resulting from altitude changes. The minimum ventilating air flow in
fiel tank ccxnpartmentstith potential ignition sources shall be one air
chmge per minute.

Electric equipment in fiel tank catpti?m?nta shall comply with
2.’?*3

Bleed air ducts in fuel tank compartments shalJ comply with
2.8.1 Wd 2.8.2.

2.1.1.4 ELECTRICEQUIPMENT IN FUEL TANKS

All electric equipment, and all metal lines within a ~el tank
connected to electric equipment, regardless of size, shall be grounded.
All electric wires and equipment in fiel tanks shall be designed with
the highest degree of protection against sparking, arcing, or overheat
under normal operating and emergency conditions, and d~ing m~inten~ce.
J&c-over frm electric equipment or wiring being removed from or
installed into fiel tanks shall be prevented by positive means, if such
arcs are a potential ignition source. In addition, metal wire conduit
wall thickness, joints, and attachments shall carry maximum fault
current without dangerous external heating or conduit burnthrough under
conditions of an internal power fault to the wall of the conduit or
between adjacent wires.

Conduits which are open to the exterior of the tank for
breathing p~oses, or for easy removal of the wires shall discharge
safely any leakage of f’uelinto the conduit.

All electric equipent in fuel tanks shall be explosion-proof
in accordance tith M&E-5~2, ProcedureXV.

See 2.2.3 for pumps for flammable fluids and 2.2.4 for

wtity g~es.

E.1.i.5 FUEL TANK FITTINGS

Fittings which can be loc~ted above the fuel level, preferably
on tcp of the tank, should he w located whenever practicable. Fuel
tank shutoff v~ves shall be as near to fiel tank outiets as possible,
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his location ~ro-.”ti g:’c-atestprotection against battle damage and

ful line leakage. If practicable, filler caps, vents, gage units,
outlets, e’...,should be incorporated in one inspection plate at the
top of the tank. hel tank fittings in or CICSC to the bottom of the
aircraft shall be avoided, or provisions shall be made to minimize the
hazards of tank rupture in a crash landing or due to gunfire.

2.1.1.6 TJ4NKSIN COMBAT AIRCRA3?T

Fuel lines shall be routed through Xuel tanks and close to
heavy structure, wherever possikle, to provide the greatest possible
protection ~gainst combat damage, and fire hazard resulting frm line
2eakage. Fuel tanks sha3J not be located above engine ccxrrpwtments.
Metallic tubing shad not be irkcontact with the walls of self-sealing
tanks, and fuel tmk fittings shall be so located that they are as well
protected against battle damage as practicable. IWel tank fittings
should be located as high as practicable in the tamk so that battle
damage to e fitting causes a minimum of fuel loss. Fuel tanks shall not
be located immediately adjacent :C gun compartments; they snail be
separazed from such compartments by at least one liquid and vaportight
btikhesd in addition to the tank bounaary stzwcture. IWel tank shutoff
valves shall be integral with or as close as possible to the tanks. The
fuel sequencing from multipie fuel treks should be arranged to restit
ti lowest nlnerability to battle damage.

2.1.1.7 FUEL TANK IJOADS

Wevention of major fiel leakage caused by fiel inertia loads
in the tanks during a crash ianding should be considered in tank design
to the greatest practicable extent. Fuel tanks which withstand, with-
out I&m leakage, the same crash inertia loads as the seats of the
occupants are desirable for a balanced crash safety level of an aircraft.

2.1.1.8 FAWENIZRS

Self-locking units utilizing nonmetallic locking devices shall
not be used in oil tanks because of loss of locking chuacteristics
through cii and heat. Nonmetallic nuts shall not be used on tanks
containing flanmable fluids where frequent threading of the nuts is
required.

2.1.1.9 FUELTmw m mm wm

)

The requirements for fiel tank isolation of paragraph 2.1.1.2
md for fuel tmk c~artments of paragraph 2.1.1.3 Shodd be WN*
to ikel tanks in bomb bays to the greatest practicable efient.
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2.1.1.10 FUEL TANK RWRTING (See 2.16)

2.1.2 INTERNAL,REMOVABLE,NON-SELF-SEALINGTANKS

2.1.2.1 TANK MOUNIYNG

The support struct~e of tanks containing flammble fluids
shsll be such that the stresses in the tank are 10W. tipport in padded
cradles is recommended, whenever practicable. Material for padding
shall be nonabsorbent, and fuel and oil resistant. Supports of tanks

containing flammable fluids, which are located in engine compartments

shall be designed to withstand a 2000°F fire for 10 minutes without
failure. The tank support pads shall withstand a 2000°F fire for five
minutes without losing the ability to retain the tank in position under
normal flight loads.

2.1.2.2 BLADDER CELL CAVITY

Bladder cells shaU be so supported by the tank cavity that
the bladder is not required to withstand fluid loads. Negative IO~S
on bladder cells shall be avoided by proper vent size and design.
Interior surfaces of bladder cell cavities shall be smooth and free of
projections wlnichcould cause wear of the bladder, unless provisions
are made for protection of the bladder at such points or unless the
construction of the bladder itself provides such protection. Tank
fittings and accessories shall be mounted so that their loading is
transmitted to the structural cavity. The bladder shall fit the cavity
without clearance. The tank cavity shall be liquid and vaportight, and
drained.

2.1,3 SELF-SEAIZNGTANKS

2.1.3.1 TANK CAVITY FOR RIGID TANKS

Metal structural members such as stiffeners, hat sections
‘etc.> shall be kept to a minimuin in cavities for rigid nonmetallic
self-sealing tanks. The minhum clearance between metal stmcture and
the tank should be one inch. However, it may be necessary to use the
tops of stringers for tank support to maintain tank shape. The above
requirements with regard to surrounding structure do not apply to the
top surface of the tank. The tank cavity shali be liquid and vaportight,
and &rained and ventilated.

2 .1.3.2 TANK CAVITY FOR FIJXIBLE TANKS

Ail surfaces of the tank cavity of flexible self-sealing tanks,
other than the top surface, shall be lined with plastic panels conform-
ing to MIL-P4C145.The tank cavity shall be liquid and vaportight, and

5
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shall be drained. Tk. cavity struct~e and the plastic panels shall
withstmd the forces produced by the passage of projectiles, specified
in MIL-T-55’,U,paragraph 4.6.H, through the confined liquid to such a
degree that no additional hazards evolve.

2.1.4 INTEGRAL TANKS

2.1.4.1 SHKIFICA!IZONS

These tanks shall comply with the requirements of ML-F-17874,
p=agraph

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

3.3.3 and the following:

Extrusions or one piece sections should be used instead of
built-up members.

Faying surface sealing should be applied so that it will not
interfere with electric bonding requirements.

Ample space for corners and butting parts shall be provided
for the sealant to contact aU surfaces.

The seas should be arranged so that the fluid head wilJ aid
the sealing. Access doors should be designed as inward open-
ing doors, whenever possible.

Fasteners through tank boundaries should be avoided, whenever
possible. Bolt heads rather than nuts should be located in
the sealed =ea when such a choice is available.

The sealed ~ea should be accessible for application md
inspection of the sealant and for repair.

All holes or gaps in the assembly should be covered by plates,

)

caps, shbs, etc.

2.1.4.2 SUUICELECTRICITY(*e 2.18)

6
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2.2 FMMMABM FLUID SYSTEMS (See Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 on pages 23,
25, 2’j’ and 29).

202.1 GENERAL

2.2.1.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Flammable fluid systems and components shall comply with the
fire protection requirements of the following specifications:

FUEL SYSTEMS, AIRCRAFT,INSTALLATIONAND TEST OF,
MIL-F-u874;

FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS, GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR,
MIL-F-8615;

FUEL AND OIL LINES, AIRCMFT, INSTALLATION OF,
MIL-I-18802;

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM,AIRCRAFT, REQUIREMENTSFOR,
MIL-H-5440.

2.2.1.2 COMPONENT LOCATION

Components carrying flammable fluid, such as fuel, oil,
‘~ater-alcohol,and hydz-aulicfluid shall not be located in compartments
where a “single failure,“ such as leakage, can cause ignition. They
shall not be located, if practicable, in compartments where a duel
failure, such as leakage plus electrical overheating or arcing, can
cause ignition. Tf this cannot be accomplished for justifiable reasons,
components carrying flammable fluid shall be located so that leaking
fl’~idwill not come in contact with electric equipment and wiring, bleed
air ducts, or other potential ignition sources by the effect of gravity,
airflow, or b~ttle damage. This shall be accomplished by locating
components carrying flammable fluid below and away from ignition sources.
If compi.isnce with above requirements cannot be accomplished for
justifiable reasons, the compartment shall be treated as potential fire
zone (see 2.11).

Components carrying fuel should not be located in inhabited
areas (see 2.2.1.7.7) and in cargo compartments (see 2.2.1.7.8).

Fuel lines should be routed within f’ueltanks to the greatest
possible extent to minimize fire and explosiun hazards resulting from
leakage.

Where d~plicsted flammable fluid systems are provided, these
s:;stersskcl~ldbe separated by locat:cc cr cumpartmentation.

For location of compcuents carryfi~gflammable fluid with
regard to oxyger:components see 2.9.

X3
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2.2.1.3 IMUUNAGE AND VENTILATION (See 2.4)

Al. compartments containing flammable fluid components with
potential leakage, and compartments adjacent to fuel tanks, shall be
drained and ventilated. Compartments into which leakage of flammable
vapor from other compartments is likely shall be ventilated. Where
mixtures too rich to burn can be maintained in these compartments
throughout all flight regimes, prevention of air circulation rather than
ventilation may be employed.

2.2.1.4 ELECTRIC EQU33MENT

Electronic equipment shall cmply with the fire protection
requirements of MIL-E-5kxI, and electric wiring shall comply with the
fire protection requirements of MIL-W-5088. Also see 2.7.

Electric equipment which can be an ignition source In a normal
operating or failed condition should not be located in compartments
containing flammable fluid components, or in compartments adjacent to
~~el tanks, or in compartments into which leakage of flammable vapor
fran other compartments is likely due to lack of adequate sealing. Such
lack of adequate sealing is normal in many cases afier extended mainte-
na~ce and service. Leakage of flammable vapors into electrical compart-
ments should be avoided, when practicable, by providing a positive
pressure head in the electrical compartment relative to any adJacent
compartment containing flammable fluid components. If, fOr justifiable
reasons, electric equipment which can be an ignition source must be
located in a compartment containing flammable fluid components or tanks,
or in a compartment into which leakage of flammable vapor from other
compartments cannot be prevented, the equipment shall comply with 2.7.2
and 2.7.3.

2.2.1.5 HOT GAS m

Hot bleed air ducts and other hot gas ducts and components
which can be.an igition source due to high surfece temperatures or to
leaklng hot air or gas should not be located In compartments containing
flamable fluid components with potentiel leakage, or in compartments
adJacent to fuel tanks, or in compartments into which leakage of flamm-
able vapor from other compartments is Mkely. If, for justifiable
reasons, hot air or gas ducts must be located in compartments with
potential flammable fluid or vapor leakage, they shall cmply with 2.8.1
m 2.8.2.

2.2.1.6 ACCESSORY SUPPORT

~ accessoryunits such eS f’llt~s, mlves, etc., the weight
~ %rat~on of Whid @ose adverse stresses or vibrationon tubing

u ,
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carrying flammable fluid} shall be supported by means other than the
tubing. If rigid connections are used between accessories, then all
accessories so connected shall be rigi~ mountea on the same base.

2.2.1.7 FIJMMABLE FLUID LINES

Installation of f’ueland oil lines shall comply with the fire
protection requirements of MIL-I-18802.

2.2.1.7.1 LINE LOCATION (See 2.201.2)

2.2.1.7.2 LINE SUPPORT

Unsupported sections of lines carrying flammable fluids
whose natural frequency would be such that dangerous amplitudes of
vibration might occur in operation shall be avoided. Rubberlined
clamps, such as ?4S21919,shall be used to support metal tubing and
hoses. Chafing of lines shall be prevented by clamping, or in bulkheads
or other structure by grommets. Grommets, however, shall not be used
for support of rigid lines. Grommets in firewalls shall withstand
a flame of 2000”F for 15 minutes without flame penetration in installed
condition. Lines shall not be supported from each other.

2.2.1.7.3 HOSES

Cut hose and hose clamps shall not be used in any part of a
flammable fluid system. Hose assemblies shall be protected by shielding
or other means against temperatures in excess of the maximum specified
allowable temperature for the particular hose.

2.2.1.7.4 TUEES

Tubes, carrying flammable fluid, with below standard radii
~ha]~ Rot be used. ‘Nbes shall be provided with bends or other expan-
sion means to avoid rupture during normal service, or during a fire
if located in or close to e fire zone.

2.2.1.7.5 KITIIYNGS

Limes shall hbve as few joints as possible, consistent with
economical installation requirements. Fittiiigsfor hoses and tubes
3/8 inch I.D. and sma]~er :hsll be made of steel.

‘1’hbescarr::ing:lgmmaljleflu:5s in m ckse tc a potenti~l
fire zone shall be made of stainless steel, or equivalent. Hoses

“,,Lb*.- -- -
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carrying flanznablefhid.s in or close to a potential ftie zone shall
withstand e flame of 2000°F for at least 5 minutes without leakage,
at the lowest fluid flow rate and the highest fluid temperature, and
under vibration of operation. Fittings shall have an equal resistance
to fire. Mso see 2.11.1.16.

Q.2.1.7.7 LINES IX INHABITED AREAS

See 2.2.1020 If fuel lines must be routed through inhabited
area6 for justifiable reasons, they should not incorporate fittings and
shall be sufficiently well prcterted a~ainst damage. If fittings must
be provided within the inhabited area, the lines shall be enclosed in a
fluid and vaportight drained shroud.

2.2J1.7.8 LR4ES m’ cmGO commitments

See 2.2.1.2. If fuel lines must be routed through cargo
compartments for justifiable reasons, they shall be protected by rugged,
fire resistant conduits and covers, so that they cannot be damaged by
movement of cargo. The conduits or covers for lines which have
connectors within the cargo area shall be drained overboard.

2.2.1.7.9 LDZ3S IIJh~EL WELLS

Flammable fluid lines in wheel wells shall be installed to
have the maximum protection against rocks, frozen mud or exploding tires.

2.2.1.8 INTERNAL PRESSUKE

lbccessiveinternal pressure in compone?ltscarryirlgflammabie
fluids, during normal service, or during exposure to a fire, if located
in a potential fire zone, shall be prevented by poeitive means.

2.2.1.9 mwmmori

Irmuiation used in compartments carrying flammable fluid
canponents shall be nonabsorbent as a material corlfigurationand so
installed that fluids will not be retained on or under it.

Sandwich type insulation blankets shall be vented, and drained
at their lu~est points. The vent and drain holes shall be shielded if
required to prevent entrance of fluid. The insulation shall be
“ficnpeckirig” Under SerViCe cGnditicns.

2.2.2 TANK FILLER ‘JMTS

Tank filler caps and adapters shail comyiy with the fire
protection requirements cf MIIFC-’7244.

) i
I

i

i
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All filler units-for tanks containing flammable fluids, both
gravity and pressure fueling type, which are recessed behind access
doors, shall incorporate positive provisions whereby the access doors
physically may not be secured unless the filler cap or safety cap is
properly installed Unless specifically authorized, all filler units
shall be sealed to the exterior of the aircraft against the entrance of
flammable fluids or vapors to the interior of the aircraft. If
necessary, filler basins (scuppers) shall be provided with drains of at
least 3/8 inch I.D. The scupper shall be adequately sealed to the
surrounding structure to prevent spilled fluid from entering the fiselage,
engine compartment, or wing. The cap shall incorporate provisions for
positive locking. Filler caps shall be so designed that visual inspec-
tion of the installed cap from a distance of at least 10 feet in day-
light gives positive indication that the cap is properly and positively
locked in the closed position. An electric ground receptacle for
~ounding pressure and gravity fieling nozzles, conforming to M 33645,
shall be installed, with the exception that the receptacle shall be
located: (a) not more than 20 inches or less than 5 inches from the
adapter, and (b) not near fiel vents or openings. For lightning
protecting design of filler caps, see 2.18.

Pressure fheling adapters shall comply with the requirements of
MIL-A-6425. fieling adapters shall be properly grounded to the air-
frame in accordance with MIL-B-508’7.

See fueling and de~eling 2.5.

2.2.3 PUMPS FOR FLAMMABLEFLUIDS

.F’uelbooster pumps shall comply with the fire protection
requirements of MIL-P-5238.

Electric motor driven pumps for flammable fluids akll tive
shaft seals and suitable drain chambers and overboard drains to allow
any fluid, k*hichle&.s past the main seal, to drain to the outside
before entering the motcr. The drain shall terminate on the outside of
the pmp in a boss in accordance with ~ 10049-4 or ~~ 10050.4. me
on~}’passability of seal leakage shall be from between the rubbing
members of the seal. In the event that an electric motor is utilized,
wherein its rotating element operetes immersed in the fluid, this
requiremen~ does net apply. On electric m~;or dzzivenpumps, unless
tne mcltoroperates immersed in fluidJ the motor shall be vented over-
boa?-fi . ‘I’he vent line Shc-dldbe inte~al ‘n.ithtilepurzpwithout con-
nectors. l%tcr cases of electric rectordriven pumps with imersed
12ctorShail have e vent hole to the tank cavity, which.~r.~o~rporatesa
prcven flaae arrestor. The electric motors shall be explosion-proof in
accordance with MJL-E-5272,Proce&.re IV.

17
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Electric motor uiven pumps which, in case of a failure, can
reach case te~?eratures higher than the autogenous ignition temperature
of the fluid shell incorporate the~al protection. The thermal.
protection shall cut off the current to the motor so that no point of
the motor case exceeds at any time a temperature which is 50°F below
the autogenous temperature of the fluid. The thermal protection shall
not be resettable h flight. (Also see 2.7.3.2.) >

Electric motor driven pumps shall be such that current cannot
be carried From the motor section into the pump under any failure
condition. The electric wires shall enter the motor through potted
inletsj if the wire inlet is submerged, in normal condition or in case
of a failure.

For electric wiring, connectors and conduits, and for metal tubes
attaochedto electric motor driven fiel pumps in fiel tanks, see 2.1.1.4.

Centrifugal pwps should be used rather than positive displacement
pumps if necessary to preclude high pressure buildup in case of iine
blockage. High speed positive displacement pumps shall not be used
when the pump element may run emersed.

2.2.4 QUANTITYMGES

Capacitor type fuel quantity gages shall comply with the fire
protection requirements cfMIL-G8998.

Quantity indicators in tanks containing flammable fluids shall be
desi~ed so that no “single electrical failure” in any part of the
circuit, inside or outside the tank, shall cause e spark or arc, with
an energy greater than 0.2 millijoules, within the tank. Liquid level
switches shall be b accortince with the fire protection requirements of
-s-21277. If transformers are used for power supply to the gages in
the tank, electrostatic grounded shields should be applied between the
two vindings, if a short between the prtiary and secondary winding could
cause a spark or arc, with an ener~ greater than 0.2 millijoules in the
tank ●

For routing of fuel gage electrical wiring with regard to
lightning protection, see 2.18.

2.2.5 ELECTRICVALVES

)

main openings shall be provided and arranged to prevent any
potential leakage of flammable fluid from passing through the shaf%
seal and entering an electrical actuator in the psition of installation.
&ch leakage shaLl not impinge on or otherwise contact an ignition source.
=ectrical actuators shall be explosion-proof in accordance with ~%
5272, Procedure Iv.

18 /’
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2.2.6 wws n m TANK m Lmm

Valves in fuel tank vent systems should be avoided, when possible.
If they cannot be avoided for Justifiable reasons) they shall be designed
and installed so that no flammable fluid will be released into an exist-
ing fire within the first five minutes of the fire. ~al valves for
inflow and outflow control shall be incorporated so that a “single
failure” cannot cause excessive positive or negative tank pressures.
The valves should preferably incorporate a “self-exercising” feature to
prevent sticking from inactivity.

2.2.7 m Dmmcxs

If dipsticks are used in fuel tanks which have provisions for
pressure fueling, they shall either be made of material which is
electrically nonconductive and does not retain an electrostatic surface
charge, or they shall be contained in an electrically conductive sheath,
made of metal screen or perforated tube, or any other suitable design,
which is electrically bonded to the metal filler adapter and carries
away static charges rapidly from the fuel surface in the vicinity of the
dipstick.

2.2.8 ACCESSORIESIN POTENTIALFIRE ZONES

Accessories containing flammable fluids which are located in a
potential fire zone shall be sc designed that not more than 0.5 gallons
of flammable fluid are likely to be released into an existing fire, as a
consequence of an existing fire, .~’ithinthe first five minutes of a fire.
If necessary to accomplish this, accessories shall be made to withstand
a 2000°F flame for five minutes, or flow restrictions shall be provided,
where feasible. Simultaneous leakage from multiple accessories or
tanks is not lilielyto be released into an existing fire, if accessories
or tanks are located remote from each other and so that spread of fire
to both accessories and tanks is unlikely.

2.2.9 FUELmsmi srsm

The Nel transfer system shall be designed sc that a “single
failure” in the system cannot cause failure of the level control in the
tank to shut off the transfer fluti,if such failure can cause ~el
discharge through thevent line or pressurization of a fiel tank wit].
resulting tank leakage. Vent lines for fiel tanks receiving fiel from
e transfer tari~,normally or d~e to a failure of a level controlj shall
be sized to accommodate the maximum f’ueltransfer rate, in addition tc
the venting flow rate, witha~ i~pcsing pressures on the tank. which
could cause .%el leak.sge.

19
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2“3 FLAMMABLEFLUIDS

Reserved for future text.

2.4 DRAINAGE, VENTIIATION AND VENTS (See Figures 8, 9 and 10 on
pages 3?, 39 and 41).

2.4.1 DWSINED JWEAS

All compartments containing flammable fluid components shall he
drained, unless leakage from these components is extremely unlikely.
All areas surrounding fiel tanks shall be drained. All drains shall
be so arranged that no trapped fluid can accumulate at any place in the
compartment. Cavities in flammable fluid components shall be drained
if leakage into these cavities is possible and leakage can cause an
igniticn hazard. In this category are components in which separation
of flammable fluids from electric equipment is accomplished by seals or
bellows. All filler unit scuppers which can collect spilled fhel during
filling, shall be provided with drains (see 2.2.2).

2.4.2 VEN’rILA’rEDAREAS

All compartments containing flammable fluid components with
potential leakage, compartments adjacent to fuel tanks, and compartments
into which flammable vapor can enter from other compartments, shall be
ventilated if these compartments also contain potential ignition sources
such as electric equipment, etc., unless such leaka~e is extremely
unlikely. The ventilation should be designed to lean out flammable
n-.ixturesbelow the lower limits of flamnmbility, minimize dwell time of
flammable fluid and vapor on hot surfaces and reduce environmental
temperatures. One to three air changes per minute have prcven tc be
adequate, whereby the lower value applies to compartments where only
low leakage rates are expected and the higher values apply to compart-
ments with potential high leakage rates, which can be t’necase in power
plant accessory sections.

Where mixtures too rich tc buzzncan be maintained in these
compartments throughout the flight regimes, prevention of’air circula-
tion rather than ventilation may be employed.

Ventilation flow paths througlhlarge portions of the aircraft
shall be prevented, .byvapor barriers, when necessa~, tc restrict
fiel vapor, fire, heat and smoke frm spreading overw-tiideareas at a
rapid rate. This, in case of fire, gives time to the crev to consider
possible co’~te~+e~~ure~, ~n~ el~c ~ive~ the fire a better chance to
bun itseif Jut locally. sucki vapor barriers may be ~ade ~: al~in~q
alloy or equally fire resistant material.

29
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Ven. lines fcr flammable fluid tanks shall be so designed that
they safely dispose of flammable vapors which are emitted from the
tanks during fueling, during climb and due to thermal expansion in the
tank vapor space. The vent lines shall be sized so that the inflow
and outfiok-thrmgh the lines is acconrlished in all instances without
causing arlexces~ive pressure differen~ial between the interior ~d
exterior of the tank which could result irltank leakage. Obstruction
or blockage of the vent lines ‘Dyice shall be prevented by avoiding
trapped fluid in the lines and by proper design of the vent line exit.
Icing at the vent exit can be critical in a long descent, when cold air
with a higli~lquid water content is ingested. Vent exits shall be tested
for icing if’a possibility for icing is suspected. The vent lines shall
be designed so that fluid will not spill out during nox?naimaneuvering in
flight and on the ground. If valves”are provided in the vent lines for
the pur~ose of tank pressurization, tank inerting or prevention of fluid
loss through the vent line in transient f’lightattitudes or during taxiing)
these valves shall cmpl:y with 2..2.6.Malfunction or misuse of fuel
transfer systems sliouldnot cause a k.ig~~rate of f’~elflov to be pumyed
out the vent. king fuel Tani in.stailations equipped witlivent ‘{&Ives
having pressuzzerelief provisions shall be checked for spanwise
acceleration tc cr.sureac~~n:z s~illage during h.i~;}.speed taxi t’dr~.s.

Vent lines shall be provided for flammable fluid components, if
excessive pressure differentials can cause a fire or explosion hazard.

2.4.4 VENT AND DRAIN DISCHARGE

KU vent and drain exits which carry flammable fluids and vapors
overb~ard shall be arranged irisuch a manner that there is no impingem-
ent on the a’:~craftunder a~ ncrxnalcondition of sircraft operation.
Vent discharge, drain discharge, fueling and defueling nozzles shall not
be located in close proximl.~“+ ‘ to fittings for aircrew oxygen replenish-
ment, eneine start and electric pcwer cable connections. Where the

prevention of impingement is impractical, there shall he n~ re-entw
of the flammable fluid or vapor into eircraft spaces where a possible
source of ignition may exist, considering seams which night “open” during

normal operation of the aircraftj t’nrougho’~tthe ser~ri~elife of the
aircraft. Puther, fi~eltank vents shell be installed so that fluids
discharged will not contact ground equipment normal~ parked about the
aircraft, when servicing the aircraft. Fuel tank vent exit cotiigura-
tions should be such that they dc net prctrude from the surface cf the
aircraft whenever there is a possibility of a ligll.tningclinging on to

the exit art ~ausin& fl=e p~cps~atim tc the ta~~ ~r adequate protec-
tion a:ain~? ligb.tnin:shall be provided. [See 2.1~.) Vent and di-.sin

exits shcu15 permit free Crainage cf fluid :rom t}lelines ‘dith.outwetting

the skin w}-enthe aircraft is standing or.the ground. The l]ne exits

)
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shall be sealed at the aircraft surface around the periphery of the line
to prevent entrance of fluid or vapor into the aircraft. Vent and drain
discharge shall be away from engine and rocket exhaust, to the
extent necessary to prevent flame propagation into drained and vented
compartments. Fhel tank vent exits shall be so located that iWel vapors
are not likely to enter areas in the ~selage, wing and power plant
during fueling. Vent line exits for fuel tanks which have provisions
for pressure fueling should be designed so that inadvertent blocking of
the vent exit by masking tape or by stoppers used for system leakage
checks, is eliminated to the greatest practical extent. Lightning
protection of ~el tank vent exits shall be provided in accordance
with 2.18.

2.4.5 DRAIN CONFIGUIUTIONS

Minimum wain angles should be greater than five degrees
throughout the normal range of flight and ground attitudes. All drain
lines shall be free of traps. Drainage provisions shall be designed SG
that pressure differentials and correlative airflows across the drainage
paths do not alter the gravity flow and prevent proper finction of the
drainage provisions. No drain lines should be manifolded together except
at the point of overboard discharge. In cases where manifolding is
necessary, pressure differentials in drained compartments or equipment
cavities and their possible cause of a fire or explosion, and the ability
to identi& drained fluids shall be carefilly considered. Drained fluids
which are manifolded must be compatible. Manifolded drains must be
approved by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. Minimum diameter of drain lines
and drain holes should be 3/8 inch I.D. for gravity flow, but all drain
line sizes shall be such that accumulation of flammable fluid is prevented
at the highest leakage rate caused by any “single failure.”

2.4.6 DIUiJINAGEIT!FKYYENTIALFIRE ZONES

Vent and drain lines and fittings in potential fire zones
car~ing flammable fluids or vapors shall be made of’material’that
resists a flame ~f 2000°F for at least five minutes without leakage,
unless a failure of such lines and fittings will not result in or add
to a fire hazard.

2.4.7 DRAINAGE IN CARRIER RASED AIRCRWI’

,)

A container shall be provided for collecting fuel drainage in
f-ixeawing aircraft es described in General Specification SW24,
‘Jolu..,e :, para~aph 3.12.9.MM(2). The container shall be designed
=16 iocated sc that fl~able vapors from the container cannot enter
au engine compartment or any other compartment which contains potential
ignition sources, and that the fluid b the container cannot be ignited.
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If the possibility of ignition in the container cannot be eliminated,
the drainage ~sternshall be designed to contain 6 fire without causing
a hazard to drained components.

2.4.8 VENTILATIONCONFIGURATIONS

Ventilation inlets shall be so located that -es cannot enter
from other zones. Ventilation inlets to potential fire zones and to
other compartments containing potential ignition sources shall be
loceted so that flammable fluids and vapors cannot enter. The inlet
air to these cor:partmentsshall not pass over or through any device
containing flammable fluid, such as heat.exchan&ers. me inlet air,
under c~nditi~n ~f’fai~~e, shall not contain flammable fluid or vapor.
Ventilation air inlets to a potential fire zone shall have fire shutoff
vaives, if the airflow from.a single inlet is higher than 5 cu.Ft./’mi,.,
and if fire extinguis’ningis provided for the zone.

Ventilation discharge from potential fire ~,onesshall not impinge
on surfaces of integr81 tanks, on vital structure, or on equipment, if
such impingement can cai~sean additional hazard in case of fire. Ventila-
tion discharge from potential fire zones 6hall not enter any other com-
pa~~ment or r~-enter the aircraft throu~h openings downstream of the
discharge. Ventilation discharge from compartments containing flammable
fluid components and from compartments adjacent to fuel tanks shall not
discharge or re-enter into compartments with potential ignition sources.

Tne ventilating airflow shall be distributed as evenly as
practicable throughout the compartment with emphasis cn high airflows
at areas cf potential flammable fluid leakage.

Openings should be prcvided in engine compartments which provide
natural convection ventilation during ~ound operation.

In rotary wing aircraft, ventilation by ram air cannot be
accomplished for all flight conditions. Ventilatioriby artificial
means such as exhaust or bleed air ejectors, or engine or electric
motor driven fans should be applied. Ventilation airflow through two
or more compartments, which can carry a hezard from one compartment to
another, should be avoided. Such interconnection is prohibited from
passing through fire barriers which isolate potential fire zones frm
the rest of the airplane.

)
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2.5 FUEUNG AND DEFUE~G (See figure 11 on page 45).

2.5.1 TANK FILLER UNITS

For the design of filler units for fuel tanks, both gravity and

pressure fueling type, see 2.2.2.

2.5.2 ELECTRICC~

The electric system of the aircraft shall be so designed that
supply power can selectively be provided to only those electric compo-
nents which are needed during fueling and defueling.

2.5.3 DEFUEUNG CONNEC~ON

Where the defueling connection is not also a pressure fieling
point and the tank can be damaged by pressure fueling at the defueling
point, means shall be provided to prevent pressure fueling through this
point .

2.5.4 PRESSURE FUEILNG

The pressue fueling system in the aircraft shall be designed so

that a “single failure” in the system cannot cause failure of the level

control in the tank to shut off the fueling flow. Provisions shall be

incorporated in the fueling system which allow checking of all components

of the fueling system for proper function prior to fueling. Vent lines

for fiel tanks incorporating pressure fueling provisions should be sized
to accommodate the maximum fueling rate which can occux when the level
control fails, in addition to the venting flow rate, without imposing
pressures on the tank which could cause fuel leakage. Fueling inlets to

tanks shall be sized and designed to minimize fuel splashing .

39
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2.6 FUELJX’XTZ50~G(See figure 12 on page 49].

2.6.1 JEK&TSONDISCHARGE

Jettison discharge openings shall be desimed and arranged in
such a manner that there shall be no impingement on the aircraft under
qny normal condition of aircraft operation.

2.6.2 LEAKAGE

Jettison.11.nesand controls shall be so desi~ed that they are
easily installed without the possibility of misrigging, easy to inspect
and rmintaln. Ground inspections should be made frequently, to prove
that controls are operatln.g,and that lines are intact and will not leak
in the event they are used in flight.

) L3
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2.7 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS (See figures 13, 14 and 15 on pages 59, 61 M 63).

2.7.1 SPECIFICATION

Electric and electronic equipment shall comply with the fire
protection requirements of hfIL-E-7080and 50~ and the wiring installa-
tion shall comply with the fire protection requirements of MIL-W-5088.

2.7.2 cokieom uxmori

Electric components shall not be located in compartments where a
single failure, such as leakage of flammable fluid, can cause ignition.
If”electric components must be located h compartments containing flam-
mable fluid components, or in compartments adjacent to fuel tanks, or in
compartments intc which leakage of flamable vapor from other compart-
ments is likely due to lack of adequate sealing, they shall be explosion-
proof, and protected against hazardous overheat and short circuits as
specified in 2.7.3.1, 2.7.3.2, 2.7.3.3, 2*7”3”4~ Saft?”ty.of
flight components with potential hazardous overheating, or components
for which thermal protection is not practical shall not be located in
compartment with potential flammable leakage. In addition, electric
components shall be located so that leaking flammable fluid will not
come in contact with electric equipment and wiring by the effect of
gravity, airflow, or battle -e. This shall be accomplished by
locating electric components and wires above and away from flammable
fluid components. High presswe hydraulic components, or the electric
components shall be shielded, where necessary, to prevent hydraulic
fluid from being squirted on electric components.

High power electric components can represent an ignition source
not only to flammable fluids and vapor6, but also to solid combustibles,
such as plastics and wood, when resistance heating occurs due to a
failure. Such components shall not contain combustible material, and
shall be located away from any combustible material. When sufficiently

remote location cannot be effected, adequate shielding, and insulation
if necessary, shall be provided. The shielding and insulation shall be
made of a material which will not ignite at the xmdxum component tem-
perature which can be expected under the most severe failure condition.
Tlaninatedfiberglass containers shall be made using the best grade of
fire-resistmt materials and shall be treated with a fire retardant
coating to l’imitout-gassing at tbe vaporization temperature of the
binder.

If cmnplia.ncewith above requirements cannot be accomplished for
justifiable reasons, the comment shall be treated as a potential
fire zone (see 2.11).
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:- Fcr location of”electric compo&nts and wires for reasons of
..

crash fire preventi. . see 2.15.

Fc. ~ocaticn of electric components and wires in potential fire
zones see 2,7.4.

Fcr location of electric components and wires relative to oxygen
components see 2.7.6.

2.7.3 COMPONENTS IN FLAMMABLE FLUID ZONES

Eirctz-iccompcr~entswhich are permanently or temporarily located
in compartments containing flammable fluid components with potential
leakage, or in compartments adjacent to fiel tanks, or in compartments
into whjch leakage of flammable vapors from other compartments is likely
due to lack of adequate sealing, shall comply with the following
requirements:

2.7.3.1 EXPLOSION PROOINESS

Th= electric components, including connectors, shall be
explosion-proof as defined in MIL-E-52’72,Procedure IV, unless equiva-
lent precautions are taken which have approval of BuWeps. Procedure III
of Specification MI1,-1:-52?Eis acceptable only for such components which
cannot develop internal spark producitigfailures, such as loose wires
and contacts, or other loose objects.

2.7.3.2 OVERHEAT PROTECTION

0ver?-1e2t;r~tection shall be provided for electric components,
+’uids involved under anyif case ter~peraturescan cause ignition of the --

potential condition of failure. The thermal protection shall cut off
the power tc the equipment so that no point exposed to the fluids exceeds
at any time a temperature which is 50°1?below the mtiimum autogenous
i~ition temperature of the fluids. The thermal protection should not
be resettable In flight. Where resettable protection must be,used, the
thermal protection shall be designed on the basis that it may be con-
tinuously reset as rapidly as is practicable after each time the power
is cut off.

2.7.3.3 SHORT CLRCUIT

All bare conductors or other exposed current carrying parts
shali be aae~’~teiy pr~tected ~ainst short circ’~itscaused by loose

objects. Tnis protection can be cbtained by locating them in such a
reamer that additional protection is not required,m ‘DyM~S of
suitable ccverimgs. Protection by location or covering is not sufficient
for-te-mti.als,grcund st~ds and similar components which can cause

48
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ignition by sparking;or heating because of loose connections. Allowance
shall be made for cumulative heating over extended periods and all
affected materials shall be selected to prevent deterioration or elec-
tric breakdown under these conditions. These components shall comply

with 2.7.3.1 and 2.7.3.2.

2.7.3.4 WIRES

The installation and routing of electric wires shall comply
with the fire protection requirements of MIL-W-5088.

For connections in potential fire zones, see 2.7.4.

2,7.4 CHNEN’X’S XIVFIRE ZONES

Electric components which are essential for safety of flight, or
are required to perfom emergency operations, should not be located in

or close to a fire zone. If they must be located in or close to a fire

zone for justifiable reasons, components essential for safety of flight

shall be able to withstand a 2000° F flame of the type likely to be
encountered in the area for at least 15 minutes. Components required

to perform emergency operations shall be able to withstand such a flame
of 2000° F for at least five minutes, without failure.

Firewall connections shall not allow flame penetration when
exposed to such a flame of 2000° F “forat least 15 minutes.

Shock mosmts for electric components located in potential fire
zones should be all-metal.

For materials used in potential fire zones, see 2.7.9.

Wire in fire zones which is essential for safety of flight or for
emergency operations shau be in accordance with MS 24284.

2.7.5 cmms n ITJELT-

See 2.1.1.4 for general requirements, 2.2.3 for pumps for flam-
mable fluids, 2.2.4 for quantity gages, and 2.18 for static electricity.

2.7.6 OXYGENEQKWMENT

Electyic ccrpcnects and wires should be located away from oxygen

e~ui2me3t . h%en suck separation cannot be obtained for Justifiable
rea60ns, electric wires and wire bundles shall be provided with frequent
supports, including protective conduits if necess~, Or other suitable
means of support to prevent a free end of a broken wire from touching
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any o~gerl tube . EleP&riC wires shall not be attached to oxygen couxpo-
nents, unless requireu for electric operation or monitoriq of the
compment.

2.7.7 CRASH FIRE PREWNTXON (See 2.15)

2.7.8 ELWHUCALCOMWWMENTPRESSURE

The pressure in electrical and electronic compartments should,
when practicable, be above that of an adJacent compartment which contaim
vohtile ’fbmnable fluid components with potential leakage, to compen-
sate for the hck of oomplete sealing which may be e~ected after
reasonable matitenmce and service. Tests should be made to substan-
tiate that flammable zones run at lower pressures than any ad@cent
Ignition zone.

2.7.9 ECtMnMLUc MATERIAL

Nonmetallic material used in electric components shall not ignite
spontaneously under aU environmental temperatures of installation, and
shall be self-extlngui6hing after removal of a flame. When used in fire
zones vlth fire exti.nguishlngcapabilities, It shall not afterglow.
Nonmetallic material used in or close to electric components which can
attain excessive temperatures due to resistance heating caused by a
failure, shall not l@te at the maximum temperature of a failed cumpo-
nent. ?~ble fluid shall not be used In electric equipment such as
baUxu3t6 in neon lights, etc.

2.7.10 mmm mm mmmmzs

lhrte~ power receptacles shall be located as remote as possible
f’rcxnpoint6 of potential fl.axznablefluid or vapor release, such as vent
and * exits. ~ey SU be located in areas of the aircraft where
f-bk vapors from leakage within the aircraft cannot accumulate, or
t~ SW be enclosed iR a vapor tight compartment.

2.7.u NUNsmum ELECmCBAfrrmxw

Batteries shall comply vith.the requirements of the applicable
tiitary specifications,or 6hould be approved by BWep6.

HemeticaUy sealed batteries shall not be used without specific
BuWepe approval. Where used, they shall be provided vith fr~ible
safety blow-out plugs or the equivalent.

)

Batteries shotid have gasketed covers held dmm by reliable
fasteners, In conjunction with the use of sealed type electric connec-
tlcxls. Leti-acid batteries SW be vented overb~d to a pbce where

50
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~gnition or re-entry cannot occur. Nickel-cadmium batteries shall be

provided with pressure-relief vents to limit internal pressure build-up.
Battery vent lines and fitttigs shall be resistant to the electrolytes
and their products of decomposition.

Safe cell temperatures and charging rates shall be maintained
when the batte~ is recharged (after previous complete discharge) at
maximum regulated voltage, during a flight of maximum duration, under

the most adverse cooling condition likely to occur in service.

2.7.12 STATIC ELECTRICITY (see 2.18)

2.7.13 FLECTROEXPLQSIVE SYSTEMS

Stice safe design of electroe@osive systems such as eJectors,
igniters, destructors, flares, etc., is dependent upon proper design of
the initiator system, the following design recommendations are directed
toward initiator systems.

2.7’.13.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Electric initiators shall be designed in accordance with the
fire protection requirements of ML-I-23659.

2.7.13.2 INITIATOR SYSTEMS

An initiator system consists basically of a fhsible link
(bridge vire), the extexmal power supply and the triggering device which
initiates the firing current. The fusible link generally ignites a
small primer charge which in turn explodes an actuating powder charge.
Sensitive, low electrical energy initiators should be avoided, whenever
possible.

2.7.13.3 SHUNT FT.6ES

An electric shunt fuse connected across the bridge wire cir-
c,~itskould be incl-~dedwithin tljeinitiatOr Circ’ait. This fuse should
have not more than one fifth of the resist=ce of the parallel bridge
wire path and its blow-out rating should be equal to the minimum all-
fire current of the bridge. A resistor may also be installed in series
with the complete ‘kitiator to provide current limiting during firing
and prevent opening the initiator wir~ circuit breaker.

2.7,13.4 BRIDXWXRE C13K!UXT

The bridge wire circuit sho’~d be a No-wire, ungrounded
system. Where a pvund is necessary, the ground shall be made at a
single point only.

51
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The extemrl firing circuit wires to the fiitiator bridge wire
should be a twisted-pair cable, encased in a flexible metallic shield.
This shield shosdd be covered with an lnsulatti~ sleeving, but should be
electrically bonded to the disconnect plug she~ at the initiator with
a wire as short as possible. The twisted-pair firing cable to one
initiator shofld not be placed within the shielding braid of another
initiator firing cable. Where an isolating relay is used in the fir-
cimcult, it should be located as close to the initiator as is practi-
cable, and it should open both initiator leads.

2.7.13.5 IN’ITIATORSHIELDING AND GROUNDING

The initiator shall be encased in a complete metallic shield
container, with a metallic electric receptacle for extexmal connections.
The initiator case shall be thoroughly electrically grounded to basic
metallic structure by means of the mounting installation.

2.7.13.6 RADIO FREQUENCY FILTER

In addition to metallic shieldfig of the bridge wire and its
twisted-pair shielded wiring, a radio frequency filter should be
included within the initiator circuit. . The longer the twisted-pair
shielded wirin~, the more important the radio frequency filter becomes.
The filter may te the conventional inductor-capacitor network or a
“solid state attenuator” incorporated in the bridge wire leads.

2.’7.13.’710CATION OF INITIATORS AND WIRING

The wiring and the initiator should be routed separately from
aircraft wirh.g, especially radio frequency coaxial cables and heavy
A.c. power cables. The initiator and its wiring should be located,
insofar as practicable, within and close to the metallic skin or struc-
ture of the vehicle for shielding purposes. The initiator should not
be located adJacent to transmitting antennas in the aircraft.

2.7.13.8 ACCESSIBIXZTY

All initiators should be easily accessible and replaceable.

2.7.13.9 EXPXA)DINGBRIU3E WIRE INITIATOR SYSl!R@

ExploMng bridge wire electric initiators employ bridge wires
of much larger dimeter a~acent to but not necessarily touching the
ncrmal charge of explosive. Since there is no heat sensitive e~losive
in contact with the bridge vim, my heating that may result from the

passage cf’currents ca’~sedby stray voltages, electrowetic radiation!
or other accider.talcauses will have no effect on this type of initiator.
Because of the inherently safer construction of the exploding bridge wire
systems, only the recommendations of 2.7.13.6 need be applied.
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2.8 BLEED AIR SYSTEMS

l$tLL&ql?x_2i(up)

(See Fi~res 16 and 17 on pages 69 and ~).

2.8.1 LOCATION

Hot bleed air and other hot gas duc$s and their components shall
not be located in compartments containing flammable fluid compments with
potential leakage, Or in compartments ad~acent to fuel tanks, or in com-
partments into which leakage of flammable vapor from other compartments
is likely, if the following conditions apply:

Condition 1: The maximum surface temperature of the bleed air
ducts and components, under any normal or emergency
condition, is equal to or higher than the minimum
autogenous ignition temperature (MAIT) minus 50°F
of the flammable fluids in question.

Condition 2: The maximum bleed air temperature under any normal
or emergency condition is equal or higher than the
minimum hot gas ignition temperature (MHGIT) minus
50°F of the flammable fluids in question.

If, for justifiable reasons, bleed air ducts and components must
be located in such compartments, the installation of the ducts shall com-
ply with the following requirements, fcr above Conditions 1 and 2:

Condition 1: The ducts shall be located as high within a compart-
ment as practical, and away from potential flammable fluid leakage. The
compartment shall be drained, and ventilated in conformance with 2.4.
In addition the bleed air ducts and components shall be insulated in
confomnance with 2.8.2.

Condition 2: Bleed air ducts and components shall be isclated by
fluid and vaportight, preferably permanent, barriers.

2.8.2 INSULATION

The insulation of hot bleed air and other hot gas ducts shall be
nonabsorbent as a material configuration, and so designed and installed
that fluids will not be retained on or under it. The insulation shall
be designed so that all surfaces, edges, cutouts and seams are effec-
tively sealed to prmwn: the entrance of flammable fluids. Sandwich-
type insulation blankets shall be vented, and drained at their lowest
paint . The vent and drain holes shall be shielded if required, to
prevent entrance Of fl’~id. The ins’ilatiocmaterial shall be “nonpacking”
under sewice conditions , Insulatic::shall ‘Deattached to ducts and
Cur.poner,tssc That a “~~~g~e fa:L’L*e“ cannot ca’~seignition.

2.8.3 BI.&rEDAIR DIETS IN FIRE ZONE3 (See 2.11)

59
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2.8.4 ANTI-STALL BLEED AIR

Air blvd from the e~izie to prevent compressor stall shall be
discharged ~lrectly overboard~ and shall not discharge inside any air-
plane compartment. Discharge into turbine and tailpipe compartments is
permitted, except if water-alcohol is added to the compressor air for
thrust augmentation upstream of the bleed air takeoff. The ducts for
anti-stall bleed air discharge shall be made of steel, or equivalent
material, within fire zones.

)
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2.9 OXYGENSYSTEMS(see Figure 18

2.9.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Gaseous axygen systems shall
requirements of ML-I-8683. Liquid

on page 77).

comply with the fire protection
o~gen systems shti comply with the

fi;e protection requirements of~-1-19Y6.

2.9.2 LQCATION

2.9.2.1 COKWEIUTTIWERAmS

Oxygen components shall not be located in or close to potential
fire zones, or in other areas where they could be subjected to tempera-
tures In excess of those specified in the individual ccuxponentspecifi-
cation, under normal operating conditions, or in case of a fire, hot duct
xupture, etc. If such location is not possible, permanent~ installed
shielding and insulation, if necessary, shall be provided to keep the
ccmrponenttemperatures within specification values.

2.9.2.2 PORTABLEoxmmcormmms

Portable oxygen contatiers shall be stored In areas where the
likelihood of a fire is remote, or they shall be stored in enclosws
which can withstand a fire MJcely to occw at their location, and they
shaU be
from the

2.9.2.3

insulsted so that such fire will not cause discharge of o~gen
container into the fire.

SYSTEM LAYour

The layout of the oxygen system and the location of the compo-
xxmts should be such that all lines are as shoti as practical, and that
high pressure lines are held to a minimum length. O~gen containers,
hwever, should not be located Immediately adjacent to the crew, and In
combat aircraft they should be located, whenever practical, sc that they
are protected against gunfire.

2.9.2.4 FUMABLE FLUID COMPCWENTS

Insofar as practicable, o~gen llnes and components shall not
be grouped with lines and components carrying flanmable fluids, and shall
nut be located above each other. When necessary to keep potential f@-
mable fluid le~e away from oggen lines and canponents, shrouding
shall be used.

2.9.2.5 cwomcwwric~

A cle=ance cf at least two Inches shall be provided between
o~gen tubing and components, and control cables and other flexible

/’
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moving parts. A clearmce of at least 1/2 Inch shall be provided
&tween oxygen tubi~ and components, and other parts of the aircraft
under any condition of operation and accumulation of manufacturing
tolerances, unless the oxygen lties and components are rigidly attached
to these parts.

For routing of electric wires near oxygen systems see 2.7.6.

Oxygen containers shall not be located within six inches of the
plane of rotation of aircraft propellers or turbine rotors.

2.9.3 UNES AND FI’X?I’INGS

J.luminumor stainless steel tubing should be used in oxygen
systems, and the comectors shall be of a type approved by BuWeps for
use in oxygen systems.

2.9.4 CONTAINER SUPPORT

The o~gen container supports should be desi~ed to withstand the
same inertia loati as the seats of the occupants. The container supports

In combat aircraft shall be designed tc prevent the container from
tearing loose when hit by gunfire.

2.9.5 FILLING PROVISIONS

The filler connections shall not be located where there is any ~
possibility of oil caning in contact with the filler valve. The filler
connection shall be installed within a closed box behind a cover plate
with a dirt and oiltight seal.

Contaminants such as dirt, lint, mtal chips, etc., should be
prevented from entering filler connections of the oxygen system by means
of fine mesh or sintered filters installed in the system.

2.9.6 cLEANLJmss

The entire oxygen system shall be completely free from oil, grease
and other foreign matter. Open ends of cleaned and &iedtubtig and
components shall be plugged at all times. There shall be no unplugged

openti~ h the Instalhtion at any time, except during attachment Or
detachment of parts.

6’6
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201c mzmDoUS SW= (see ~iwes 19$ ~1 21) 22 ad 23 Onp~eS
57, 89, 91) 93 and95)”

2.10.1 GENERAL

The systems treated or referenced in this section are potential
fire and explosion hazards if not properly designed, located or installed.

2.10.2 HIGH SPEED ROTATING EQUIP-

2.10.2.1 LOCATION

High speed rotating equipment such as starters, auxiliary
power units, hive shafts, etc., shall be located, whenever possible,

to prevent dammge of flammable fluid components, eqlosl~e~, oxygen
contatiers, and in particular fuel tanks by flyl.ngfragments in case of
disintegration of a rotating part.

2.10.2.2 OVERSPEED PROI’ECTION -

If location recommended in 2.10.2..1is not possible for justi-
fiable reasons, high speed

engines, shall be designed
features:

2.10.2.2.1 CONTAINMENT

rotating equipment, except main propulsion

to incorporate either one of the following

Capability of containing aU rotor fragments wlthln th~
equipment under the conditions of the most adverse “single failme
which causes maximum overspeed at maximum operating temperat~~e.

2.10.2.2.2 ROTOR STRENGTH

Strength of all rotor parts to withstand a speed which pro-
duces i.~0 times the kinetic ener~ of a maxi.?.?.overspeed which can be
caused by the roostadverse “single failure,” and at maximum operating

temperature.

2.10.2.2.3 mommmc SPEm uMTATIm

Aerc@amic speed limitation such that falluxe of the rotor

c~ct Gccur at a speed producing 1.5 t-s the kinetic ener~ of the
1izi~ ~~~~at~-~ temperat’are.speed a“~tEii Z&XLEN21 .

If’ the equipment

req’.2irescontrolled iK@e~tiGa of air fcr aerodyn-c speed limitation,

the equipment model specification shall give W the req’~ire=nts
necessa~ for satisfactory duct design.

69
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2.10 .2.2.4 FRICTION W’1-CNG

~- eed limitation by friction braking between rotor and cage
6uch that failure of the rctcr cannot occur at a speed producing 1.50
times the kinetic energy of the maxhrum ltiit speed, and at my op=at~
temperature.

2.10.2.2.5 sPm m4mmG DEVICE

In order to limlt the maximum overspeed h 2.10.2.2.1 and
2.10.2.2.2, twc reliable and independent speed limiting devices should
be considered. One of these devices may be the normal speed control and
the other one should be a tcpping device with the sole purpose of pre-
venting the equipment from exceeting a predetermined maximum speed. The
topping device should incorporate a “self-exercising,” or a testable
feature to prevent sticking from inactivity. The speed llmiting detice
should be located as close as practicable to the component which iS to
be protected ~ainst overspeed by the device. Any electrical portion
of the topping device shall be located or protected so that it will not
be rendered inoperative by the lubricating oil of the equipment, Uder
nomal operating conditio~ cr Ln case of a “single failure.“

2.10.2.3 urEIERwizARDs

High speed rotating equipment shall be carefily analyzed for
other potential fire hazards such as ignition of flamnable fluids by
high case temperature due to normal operation or due to failure, such
as oil starvation and bearing failure. Satisfacto~ protection shall be
provided if such hazards exist. High speed rotating equipment sha~ be

suppcfied in such a manner that imbalance due to potential failures will
not cause failure of the support with consequent fire potentiality-

High speed drive shafts should be encased, if necessary to
protect flammable fluid components, fiel ttis, explosive, oxygen
containers, etc.

2.lC.2.4 PWER TURBINES

c~mpartments containing fiel burning power turbties SW
coxuplywith 2.1.1.

2.lc.3 mIH PREssuREuRSwrEm

2.1: .3.1 SPECIIUCATIONS

Kigk press’ue air s:?ste- shall comply w:th the fire protection
re~a.direnen%sof KrL-F-551?.
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2.10.3.2 canaaw

High pressure eir compressors and related components utiliz-

ing.lubricati~ oil es piston lubricant which ultimately Is mixed with
the compressor air can experience explosions with destructive results

to the equipent and to,adjacent components, if not properly designed.

2.20.3.3 XOCATION

~i@ pre68ure air compressors and related equipment shall be

locatedj whenever possible, to minimize damage of flammable fluid
Components, explosives} o~gen containers, and in particular fuel
tank6, by flying fragments in case of an explosion.

2.10.3.4 DCPILEIOR HAZARM

High pressure air compressors and related equipment shall

C~~ with ~kp-55~0 Anexplosion hazard report shall be submitted
to MWeps as requiredby MIIJ-P-5518. Particular attention shall be
given in this report to potential hazardous conditions caused by
equipent XnaMUnctions. me oil-air mixture in a compressor, which iS
precharged with compressed bleed ah, may move from “too lean” to
“exploeive” when the mass airflow i6 reduced due to a severed com-
pressor air ,intake line. The same result can be experienced when the
lubricating oil flow to the cylinders of the compressor is increased
due to a ma~ction of the lubricating system. Rreakdom of the

cooling system due to a fan failure may also cause explosion when the
air temperature exceeds the autogenous ignition temperature of the
lubricating oil.

2.10.3.5 SUPPOR!l’

Compressors and reservoirs for compressed air shall be
supported so that compressor unbalance caused by malfunction, or
reservoir damage caused by gunfire~ will not result in failure of a
support with resultant fire potentiality.

2.1o.4 ~IVES

2.10.4.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Rcploeive6 shall comply uith the fire protection requirements
of the following specifications:

n
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RHTUZWS, ELECTRIC, RMJm AND EVALUA!KOR OF KIIA-2365$1

BIGR MD EVALUATION OF CAI?TRIMES P’OR
cARTRIMl MTUATED DEVICES ~L ~D.21G2cj

I?WTALLATION AND TEST OF AIRCWWI PYMTMEUC
~~, GENERAL SPEC. FOR KrL-I&72

2.10.J+.2 IAxx!rIoll

Ekplo6ive6 shall not be installed or stowed in “the proximity
of heat sources if these heat source6 can cause i@tlon of the
explosives under any nomal condition, or If a “single failure” can
cause ignition of the explosives. Explosives shall not be installed or
stowed In the proximity of potential fire zones. If explosives must be
located close to real or potential heat sources for jU6tlf18ble ressons~
they shall be adequately protected by permanently installed inaulation~
or shields, or both,

2.10.4.3 INSTALLATION

Explosives can be a hazard to manufacturing andmalntenance
personnel. Designs should permit installation of explosives as late a6
po6sible In manufacturing sequence, preferably at the flight line.
Explosives shall be interchangeable without force or rework.

2010.5 ENGINE STARTERS

2.10.5.1 SPECIFICJVHONS

Air turbine starters shall comply with the fire protection
requirements of KIbS-@480

2.10.5.2 ovmmm PROTECTION

Failure of a starter coupling to disengage af%er engine
Mghtoff can cause overspeed of the starter. Starter disintegration due
~o this type of failure and due to failure in the speed control
mechanism shall be prevented by overspeed protection per 2.10.2.2.

2.10.5.3 OZ’HERWUAR.DS(See 2.10.2. )

2.10.5.4 mmlrlm sTARmRs

)

In additicn to the requirement of 2.1o.5.2 8md 2e10a5~3?
a cartridge starter shall cumply with the following requtiments:

72
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2.Io.~.4.I DM.DVERTEN’TIGNITION

A cartridge starter shall be suitably protected against
inadvertent ignition of the cartridge. It shall be possible to arm the
starter only after securing the breech. It shall be possible to disarm
the starter at any time prior to actuation.

2.10.5.4.2 GAS LEAKAGE

There shall be no leakage of gases into the starter
compartment or into any other compartment from any part of the starter
during or following operation throughout the operating range.

2.10.5.4.3 OVEWRESSURE PROTECTION

An overp~essure relief device shall be incorporated in the
starter which will limit the maximum breech pressure in the event of
abnormal cartridge burning. The Qevice shall bypass the turbine. The
relief pressure shall not exceed the breech proof pressure.

2.1o.5.4.4 CARTRIDGE STORAGE (See 2.10.b.2)

2.10.5.k.5 EXHAUST

Exhaust from the turbine and from the overpressure relief
device shall be disposed of in conformance with 2.11.1.13.

2.1o.5A.6 CARTRIDGES

Cartridges shall comply with the fire protection require-
ments of MIL-D-21625.

2.10.6 GUN INSTALLA~ONS

2.10.6.1 GENERAL

Gun gases leaving the muzzle and leaking from the breech
contain considerable quantities of unburned combustibles. Appropriate
measures shall be taken so that the gas-air mixture within the gun
compartment does not fall within the explosive range.

2.10.6.2 GUN GAS DATA

The maximum ~gn gas release rate into the gun compartment and
tke maximun content Gf combustibles by volume in the gas shall be
5ete~ined end specified ky the p~n manufactwer. The lover eqlosive
:“mit 0: gu gas is approximately nine percent by volume. “

?3
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2.10.6.3 YENTIIJWION

If ventilation is us>d for diluting the gas-air mixture in “
the gun corti~rtment,air intake shall be located away from the gun
muzzle to prevent gases from the muzzle from entering the ventilating
air. Gun icing by ventilating air shall be prevented ~ls can be
accomplished with a ventilating sYst~. operating only while the w
fires. The ventilation &irflow rate should be high enough to result in
an average concentration of cornbu~tiblesof 4.5 percent with good
mixing, and 2.25 percent with less thorough mixing.

2.10.6.4 FUEL TANKS

Fuel tanks shall not be located immediately adjacent to gun
compartments; they shall be separated from such compartments by at
least one liquia and vaportight bulkhead in addition to the tank
boundary structure.

2.10.7 LANDING WHEEL BRAKES .

Wheels whicrlserve as housings for highly loaded brakes shall
be provided with pressure relief devices actuated by heat. Consider-
ation shall alsc be given to the use of a heat shield between the brake
and the -.fheel.The p’~r~aseof these devices is to prevent tire explo-
sion caused by brake overi.eatingor by brake fire.

In addition, serious consideration shall be given to a brake
overheat warning system. Use of a brake warning system shall be based
on the type of vehicle, its intended usage, the characteristic of the
brake, and the probability and the consequences of the hazards.

2.10.6 EXTERNAL ROCKETS

&ternal rockets shall be installed so that the rocket”exhaust
will not be a hazard to fuel tati vent lines. If fuel vent exits
cannot be located at a safe dist~nce from the rocket exhaust, the vent
line exits shall be protected by flame arrestors or other effective
means to prevent flame propagation into the tanks.

Surfaces of rocket exhaust impingement shall be designed for
neat and corrosion resistance. fiotection shall be providedj if neces-
sary, for flammabie fluid components fuel tariksjexplosives) etc”)
locstea in compartments exposed to the exhaust wake.
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2.11 WTENTIAL FIRE ~NES (%e Fi&res 2b, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 on

pages U3, 115, UT, Ug, Ml andM3).

2.11.1 GENERAL

2.11.1.1 DEFINITION

The following compartments shall be treated as potential fire
zones in conformance with the requirements of this section:

(1) Compartments which contain flammable fluid components with
potential leakage, and,potential ignition sources, if the following
applies:

(a) One “single failure” can cause a fire or explosion. A
combustor and turbine compartment is in this category if it contains
external flammable fluid lines with leakage potential as well as an
unprotected engine case hot enough to ignite the flammable fluid, or
when a combustor burnthrough can cause leakage from the flammable fluid
lines.

(b) A dual failure is needed to cause ignition, but the
flammable fluid components and potential ignition sources are not
sufficient~ separated and shielded, or are present in high concentra-
tion, so that contact of flammable fluid and vapor with ignition sources
by gravity, ventilation airflow or squirt is likely. Accessory sections
of engines are, and hydraulic and fuel service centers may be in this
category.

This requirement is based on the assumption that
protective features of ignition sources may be rendered ineffective, at
least temporarily, by poor maintenance. A cover left off from explo-
sion-proof electric equipment, for instance, can invalidate the explo-
sion protective feature of the equipment and go undetected for some
time.

(2) Any zone containing flaxnable fluid components if the zone is
adjacent to a potential fire zone and is not sufficiently separated
from the fire”zone to minimize the possibility of flame propagation.

2.11.1.2 F’XREZONE ISOLATION

)./

Fire zone isolation from the rest of the aircraft shall be
accomplished by fire barriers. Such fire barriers are:
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2,1J..1.2.1 FIREWAIJS

Firewalls separate potential fire zones from adjacent
compartments of the aircraft. Firewalls shall be made of stainless
steel or titanium, at least 0.012 inches thick, or equivalent materialo
Titanium shall not be used for firewall material in the vicinity of
burner cans, where molten material can drip on it when a bumthrough
occurs) or when the firewall is a vital load-carrying structural
member. The firewall shall be as tight as possible; a hole of O.@
inches @iameter tn a firewall O.01~ inches thick can cause propagation
of flames through the firewall. Firewall connectors and the passage
of all plumbingj ducts, wiring, controls, etc., throu@ firewalls shall
be as fireproof as the firewall itself, i-e=,under no conditions of
fire shall fire penetrate through the firewall because of failure of
fittings. Firewalls may buckle severely due to heat, therefore access
doors or joints shall be avoided in firewells. If access doors or

Joints must be provided in firewalls for justifiable reasons, they shall
be closed by closely spaced fasteners of such type that hazardous gaps
will not result during a fire. Whenever a ftiewall is closer than
eight inches from the outer case of a combustor, additional protection
Ehe~ be considered against the torchlike flame resulting from a burned-
through combustor. All grommets and fillers used at points where items
pass through firewalls shall be made of material possessing the same
fireproof.characteristics as the firewall material. Fillers shaU be
used sparingly and only where necessary. Consideration shaU be given
to the difficulties of removing and replacing any movable pieces of
airframe which have been sealed with fillers. Unique firewall

connectors or passages shall be demonstrated to be satisfacto~ by
actual test. Firewalls should not be stressed by airloads, mounted
equipment, etc., so that early failure would occur due to the loss of
strength, even thuugh flame penetration was not imminent.

Materla16 used close to the protected side of the ftiewall
shaU be a type which will not burst into flames as a result of heat
conduction and radiation from a ftie in the potential fire zone.
Structure and equipaent shall be protected by insulation, shielding or
coollng if heating due to a fire can cause a safety of flight hazard.
EUgh strength fasteners with alumtium components such a6 lockhlts and
HI-Shear rivets 6hal~ not be used.

2.11.1.2.2 Sm m Sm STRUCTURE

)

The skin and skin structure of potential fire zone
enclosures, or portion6 thereof, or the 6kin and skin 6t~ctWe auacent
to potential fire zone enclosures, or portions thereof> sha~ be ~de cf
stainless steel or titanium, at least 0.012 inches thick} or of equiva-
lent material, if necess~ to protect agatifi the followi~:
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(1) -Ing of a fire out of a potential fire zone and subsequent
burning into nonprotectedt adJacent areas, around the flrewall, either

through the skin or through openings in the skin.

(2) ?Wrning of a fire out of a potential fire zone through the
skin and subsequent impingement of flames op vital structure or on
inte=al fuel tanks, if such Impingement can cause safety of flight
hazard. ~

In order to prevent re-entry or impingement of a fire with
the minhrum use of stainless steel or titanium skin structure, the
following should be considered:

(a) @enings such as ventilation outlets in the skin of
potential fire zones should be so located and designed that re-entry
of flames) or impingement with resulting hazard) downstream of the fire
zone cannot occur.

(b) Fire egress shouldbe encouraged at places where re-entry
or impingement cannot occur. This can be done by proper location of
ventihtion openings, or by burnout panels.

(c) Fire penetration is most likely in areas of Potential
flammable fluid leakage, at ventilation air exits, and at and near the
bottom of the compartment. ‘Theseareas should receive highest attention
in a fire containment analysis.

2.11.1.2.3 m x)ucm

Air ducts passing through potential fire zones, when allowed
to burn through, might give a fire the opportunity to travel from one
fire zone tc another or to the rest of the aircraft, and they may also
allow a high air mass fiow to enter the potential fire zone and feed
the fire. Such air ducts shall be made of stainless steel or titanium
not less than 0.015 inches thick, or equivalent material, where they
pass through fire zones. Air ducts originating fire zones shall be
made of stair:lesssteel or titanium not less than O.01~ inches thick>
or equivalent material, for a sufficient distance beyond the fire
barrier to assure that any fire ca~ be contained within the duct. For
air ducts originating in potential fire zonesj and flowing air to
potential fire zones shutoff means shall be provided as required by
2.11.1.4.

,)

%q-lesions in pctential fire zones due tc presence of fM3m-
.nablevapors shall be prevented by adequate drainage and ventilation in
confforma...cewith 2.4. However, explosions in potential fire zones
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happen occasionally and precaution must be t-en to restrain the
consequences of this ?lPzardto the greatest practical extent. For this
reason) the compartmeiicwalls should be strong enough to withstand a
pressure differential of ~ psig. Q~ick opening relief holes in the
outside wah should be considered to prevent a pressure rise over 5
psig, if natural relief is not provided. Ihcts inside the potential
fire zones shall be designed strong enough to prevent a failure caused
by an explosion, such as collapse of an intake duct or an exhaust pipe,
to the extent that a safety of flight hazard is prevented.

2.u.l.h SHUTUFFMEANS

%ovisions shall be made for shutting off the flow of hazard-
ous quantities of air and flammable fluids into or through each
potential fire zone. This requirement may be waived (a) if the design
is such that leakage into a fire is impossible, or (b) if the fluid

(e*g* @draulic fluid, feathering oil) is necessary for control of the
emergency. (2.11.1.6)

Shutoff means shall be located outside of and remote from
fire zones, unless the following conditions are met:

(1) Shutoff valves, when exposed to a flame of 2000”F, are
easily operable during the first five minutes of a fire, and are
capable of remaining closed without internal or external leakage for
the duration of the fire.

(2) Mechanical and electric controls for shutoff valves are
operable for a minimum of five minutes when exposed to a flame of
2000”F, and are capable of holding their valves closed for the duration
of the fire. Hydraulic controls shall meet this requirement without
leakage of hydraulic fluid.

Ihel shutoff valves shall comply with the requirements of
mv-$608.

For oil shutoff valves in main power plants, see 2.11.2.7.

Shutoff valves are not required in flammable fluid lines if
the maxlnnun flow rate through a llne is 0.1 gallons per minute or less.”
If more than one flammable fluid llne without shutoff valve are used
for one fire zone, and the lines are h the same area.so that
simultaneous fire damage is l~kely, the total maximum flow rate shall
not exceed 0.1 gallons per minute.

Alr shutoff valves shall be provided for potential fire ~ones
which are equipped with fire ext~ishtig, for any single ah inlet.
flowing more than five cu. ft. per minute of air to a fire zone, unle68
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it can be demonstrated by anelysis or te6t that the airflow is not
defeeting the effectiveness of fire extinguishing. (See 2.13.) Bleed
air shutoff valves shell be provided on multi-engine aircraft, using an
intercmnected distribution system, unless the duct is made of stainlese
steel or titanium not less than 0.015 inches tMck, or equivalent
material, within the fire zone. The shutoff valve may be a simple check
velve or a controlled valve. Shutoff valves shell be provided in eir
ducts which originate in a potential fire zone and lead to enother
compartment in the aircraft.

Shutoff valves actuated by a servomechanism shall travel
from full open to full closed in one second or less. Electric shutoff
valves which employ terminal switches for limitation of va’lvetravel
shall be so designed that reasonable tolerances are allowed for adjust-
ment of the terminal switches. Solenoid shutoff valves shall not be
used for equipment which is essential for performance of a mission and
shall be designed to shut off the flow to a fire zone, when failed.

Shutoff valves for potential fire zones shall be actuated in

conformance with 2.14.

2.11.1.5 FIAMMA13LE FLUID TANKS (See 2.1.1.1.1)

2.11.1.6 LINES FOR FLAMMABLEFLUIDS

Tubes carrying flammable fluids in or close to a potential
fire zone shall be made of stainless steel, or equivalent. Hoses
carrying flammable fluids in or close to a potential fire zone shall
witnstand a flame of 2000”F for at least five minutes without leakage,
at the lowest fluid flow rate and the highest fluid temperature, and
under \’i-Drationof operation. Fittings shall heve an equal resistance
to fire. These requiremer,tsof fire resistance apply also to vent end
drain lines, unless E failure cf such lines and fittings will not add
tO 8 fire hazard. Hoses f’oremergency equipment in fire zones Should
be as fireproof as possible and they should be routed, end protected
if necessary, sc that they ere riotdamaged by consequence of the failure
which started the fire, thereby incapacitating the h~ses when they ere
needed

~~amm8bie fluid lines in potential fire zones shall be
reduced tc the mir,imumtotei Length end tc the rinimum number of
connectors, consistent with other requirements of HIL-I-18802. They
~~-al~be err~~e~ ar ~~*W’a: ~~actical in tk.ecozpartzezt and away from
potential fire scu33ces. Shielding of h

.
i@ pressure hydraulic lines

should be cur.sideredtc r,icimizethe possibility C: hydwaulic fluid
contacting iEmi:im scuces ty spray. Hose assemblies shall be

89
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protected by shieldin-gw other
the maxhum specified ~.lowable
cul= h06e~

mear.sagainst temperetmes in excess of
operating temperature for the parti-

2.11.1.7 ~ ITJJIDAcmsoRE

Flammable fluid accessories shall be located in potential
fire zones only when justifiable reasons for such locations exist.
Flammable fluid accessories which must be located in potential fire -
zones shall comply

2011.1.8 DRM3?AGE

2.11.1.9 -TRIc

Electric

with the requirements of 2.2.8.

AND~TILATION (See 2.4)

EQUI-

equipment shali be located in potential fire zones
only when Justifiable reasons for such location exist. Electric
equipnent, which must be located in potential fire zones, shall comply
with the requirements of 2.7.

2.11.1.10 MATERIALS

In addition to the requ-ments for materials wed for
firewalb (2.11.1.2.1), lines for flammable fluid (2.11.1.6), materials
close to firevalls (2.11.1.2.1), and flammable fluid tanks in engine
compartments (2.1.1.1.1), the following Is required In or close to
potential fire zones:

(1) Aluminum alloy shall not be used within or close to a
potential fire zone for struc~ure or equipment, the breakdown of which

will endanger the integrity of the aircrafi structure or controls
necessary for flight, jeopardize the controllabilityof the aircraft, or
cause hazardous spread of fire.

(2) Magnesium shall not be used unless approvedby IhWeps
(see “Iksign and Construction of Aircraft Weapon Systems” SB24 Vol. 1,
and Vol. II)*

(3) Insulation shall be nonabsorbent as a material, or as a
material configuration, and so designed and installed that fluids will
not be retained on or under it.

(4) ?ionmetallicmaterial which is combustible shallbe
used only ,whenuse of more fire resistant material is impractical-
Nonmetallic material shall not ignite spontaneously under all envtion-
rnentalte.xperaturesof installation, and it shall be self-extinguishi~g
after r~cval of a flame. When used in potentiel fire zones vith fire

)
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ertlnguishlng capabilities, it shall not afterglow. Also see 2C7S9 for
material used in or close to electric component= ~’

2.3.l.l.u AIR INLETS AND OUTLETS

Alrscoops into potential fire zones shall be located and
constructed 60 that flammable fluids and vapors, or flames, cannot
enter a potential fire zone under any reasonable flight attitude. For

air outlets see 2.11.1a2.2.(a).

2.11.1.12 MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Metallic shock absorbing elements should be used in potential
fire zones, whenever practical, instead of elements made of elastomeric
meterial~ When metallic shock absorbing elements cannot be used, the
elements shall be so designed that the supported cmponents will remain
adequately supported and continue to ~ction effectively} in spite of
failure of the nornnetallicmaterial in the mounting system due to ftie.

2.11.1013 EXHAUSTsrsmnfs

Exhaust systems should be located as high in a compartment
and In the airplane as practicable. Flammable fluid equipment, tanksl
and lines should be kept remote from exhaust systems. For location of
fuel, oil, hydraulic, and water/alcohol tanks with respect to exhaust
systems, see 2.1.1.1.

Whenever satisfactory isolation of exhaust systems from
flanmable fluid equipment, lines and tanks by location is not practical,
isolation by steel shrouds shall be considered. Sufficient distance
betveen exhaust pipe and shroud, plus forced air cooling and insulation,
If nece66ary, shalJ be applied to keep the surface on the side of the
potential flammable fluid leakage at least 50°F below the autogenous
i~ition temperature of the flammable fluids involved. The shrouds
Sb~ be liquid tight.

Exhaust eJectors have been used successfully for the cooling
of exhaust pipes and ventilation of cmnpartients. This method is
particubrly suitable for helicopters and auxiliary power plants where
ram ah is not available in all flight and fpound phases. When exhaust
ejectorE are used which draw the cooling air frcxncompartments contain-
ing flammable fluid component6 with potential leakage, protection shall
be provided against ignition of flammable fluids and vapors by the
exhaust or exhauet pipes, or by the hot turbine wheel a~er shutdown.

)

Where shrouds cannot be used for separation of exhaust
systems from flammable fluid componerits,sandwich t~~e or other
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suitable Insulation l’~nkets may be used for covering the hot exhaust
surfaces. ‘I’heyshall De designed and in6talled so that all surfaces~
edges, c-~to~l+sand seams are effectively sealed to prevent the entrance
of flammabie fluids. The Insulation blankets should have stainless
steel surface6 on both sides, and they sha~ be vented and drained at
their lowest point. The vent and drain holes sha~ be shielded, if
required, to prevent entrance of liquid. The insulation material shalJ
be “nonpacking” under service conditions. Insulation shall be attached
to the exhaust system so that 6 “single failure” of an attachment will
not cause an i~ition hazard.

Exhaust systems and shrouds tend to warp. Such warpage shall
be considered in design of exhaust system so that leakage of exhaust
and flammable fluids will not occur to an extent which can cause a fire
hazard or a false fire warning signal.

Hea’:radiation from exhaust flanges and annular heavy sections
may be sufficient to directly damage wiring, aluminum alloy structure,
hose assemblies, etc., located in the plane of the flange. Adequate
shielding or insulation shall be provided, if necessary.

IWrning fluids will occasionally mm out the end of exhaust
pipes. Positive provisions shall be made either to let this fluid run
free and clear of the aircrati to the ground, or to trap and drain it
within the adjacent structure.

Discharge of exhaust shall not impinge on unprotected surfaces,
on skin of integral tanks, or other places where a hazard may result
during nomal operation or when a failure occurs. Exhaust shall not
pass over access doors and filler wells, and it shall be remote enough
from flammable fluid and vapor vents and ventilation and fiel jettison
outlet6 to avoid a hazardo Drain discharge shall not create a hazardous
condition when h cmtact with exhaust gases under any condition of
aircraft maneuvering.

2.11.1.14 FIRE DEI’ECTION

All potential fire zones shall have fire detector systems
(see 2.12).

2.11.1.15 TIREEXTINGUISHING

)

Weed ftie extinguishing systems will be provided only if
required by the airplane detail specification. Where potential fire
zones are recognized by e contractor, and not covered in -F-22285,
appropriate recommendations 6nall be made to the Weau of Naval
Weapons.
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Potential fire zones with high airflows which are equipped
with fire extinguishing systems, should be devoid of sheltered areas in
the lower quarter of the installations. Use of smooth fireproof inner

liners in these areas shall be considered. Where ali.ner is used, the
edges shall be sealed so that burning fluid cannot penetrate under the
liner.

2.11.2 MAIN POWER PIJOJ!rs

In addition to the general requirements of 2.11.1 through
2.11.1.16 for potential fire zones, main power plsnts shall comply with
the following:

2.11.2.1 FIRE EXT12?GUISHING

Fire extinguishing system shall be provided in the mati power
plant installation of all multi-engine aircraft. Fire extinguishing
systems are not required in single engine aircraft, except for first
procurement of a small quantity of a new model aircraftc The fire
extinguishing system shall comply with the requirements of 2.13.

2.11.2.2 FIRE SHIXIJl

The accessozy section of a power plant should be separated
&om the hot burner, turbine and tailpipe section by a fire shield,
when practicable. The entire fire shield, or portions thereof, may be
made of aluminum alloy if the hazard from an existing fire is not
~c~eased in case of b~nthrough. Partial aluminum alloy fire shields,
with the rest of the fire shield made of stainless steel, should be
considered when local burnthrough is desired as discussed in 2.11.1.2.2.
(b). Careful consideration shall be given to the possibility of high
pressures building up in the hot engine compartment, in case of a
failure which causes release of exhaust gases- Such pressure in
combination with the high exhaust temperature could cause penetration
of an aluminum fire shield and carzy an ignition source into the acces-
sory compartment, thereby increasing the hazard potential.

The fire shield shall be liquid and vapor tight. It is
destiable to govern the pressure of the burner, turbine and tailpipe
section above that of the accesso~ section tc compensate for the lack
of perfect sealing which may occur after a reasonable service the.

Ihgines with high compression ratios msy require location of
the fire shield forward of the Last compressor stage to prevent igni-
ticn cf leakirg flammable fluid by the hot compressor case.”
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2.11.2.3 DUAL-mGm msTmTION

Enqines arranged in close proxtiity tc each other shall be
separated “bya firewall.

2.11.2.4 ENGIIW AIR INLETS

Engine air inlets should be designed, whenever’possible, 60
that air cannot be drawn from a compartment with potential flammable
leakage during any ground or flight phasee Im pressure in the em
inlet ducts relative to pressures in adjacent compartments during
~ound runs and low flight speeds can cause ingestion of flammable
leakage with resulting engine stall, flash-back of combustor flames
through the compressor, and fire and explosion in the adjacent compafi-
ment. It also causes reverse flow of air in the compartment with the
related problems of detector, and extinguishing discharge nozzle
location=

2.11.2,05 13UiAUSTSYSTEMS

See 2.11.1.13. As flight altitude increases, tmbine engine
exhaust wake fans out to a wider effective area, so caution shall be
taken that exhaust does not impinge on unprotected surfaces or create e
hazard by coming close to flammable fluid and vapor drain, vent. and
dump outlets.

Re-entry of exhaust gases into WI% cavities may occur on
installations with engines mounted on the wing. Gases may travel
spanwise under some flight conditions. The wing cavities shall be
analyzed for potential ftie hazards and for hazardous deterioration of
structural material, and appropriate protection shall be provided.

2.11.2.6 COMPONENTS IN HOT ENGINE SECTION

Lines and equipment which carry flammable fluid ?mq are
located close to the burner, turbine, and exhaust section of the engine
shall be of the hi@est possible order of reliability, and shall be
fireproof. All nuts, bolts and fasteners which can cause leakage of
flammable fluid, when loose, shall be safety-wired or otherwise
mechanically locked.

)

No lines and equipment carrying flammable fluid shall be
located in the plane of the turbine wheels, or aft and close to the
fuel injection nozzles, except thet lines may cross these areas In a
longitudinal direction when necessary.

— .
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2.11.2.7 OIL SHUTOFF VALVES

An oil shutoff valve shall be provided for each engine of au
multi-engine aircraft in accordance with Spec. MIL-o-19838.

Valves and controls shall comply with 2.11.l.~, except that
the emergency procedure should incorporate a separate step for closure
of the oil valve if engine rotation cannot be stopped and if a major
damage of the engine can be expected from oil starvation. ‘IThecontrol
shall be such that the oil valve is always open when the fuel feed
valve is open.

2.11.2.8 OIL, HYDRAULIC’AND WATER-ALCOHOL TANKS (2.1.1.1.1)

2.11.2.9 ou cooms

Aluminum oil coolers and other heat exchangers for flammable
fluids, and their air intakes, should be separated from the engine
compartment by stainless steel or titanium sheet metal not less than
0.015 inches thick. Oil coolers and other heat exchangers for flammable
fluid should be located as low as practical in a power plant installa-
tion and so that fluid cannot enter the engine air intake system in case
of a failure. Oil coolers shall not be located in the hot engine
section. JUSO see 2.11.2.6.

2.11.2.10 FIRE ACCESS LOOR

Spring-loaded fire access doors in main power plants shall
be prcvided only if required by the aircraft model specification. This
door shall be in such a position that the nozzle of a C02 extin~isller
can be thrust against the door, forcing it open, and permitting C02 tc
be injected directly intc the compartment. The spring shall be
sufficiently strong to hold the door shut against air loads. &ick-
release latches should not be used. The size of the door should be
5-1/2 x 10 inches. The door should be located near the bottom, at a
point where burning flammable fluid cannot drain on the operator of the
extinguisher nozzle. me docr should be marked “Access for Fire
Extinguisher.“

2.11.2.11 EMERGENCY FIRE PROVISIONS (See 2.14)

2.11.3 AUXDLURY POWER PLANTS

in addition to the general requirements of 2.11.1 through
2.11.1.16 for potential fire zones, and 2.10.2 for high speed rotating
eqdipment, a’tiiliaryyower plact.s shell conpl:; k-ith the ?cl13’.’ing:
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2.u.3.1 SPECIFICATIONS

—

I

‘wiliary gas-turbine power plants shall comply with the fire
protection requirements of MIL-P-8686.

2. IL3.2 VEHTILA.TION

If an exhaust ejector is used to provide ventilation for an
auxiliary power plant compartment, protection shall be provided against
ignition of flammable fluids and vapors by the exhaust or exhaust
plpes~ or by the hot turbine after shutdown.

Ventilation of auxiliary power plant compartments shall be
provided in flight, regardless of the power plant being used or not in
flight.

2.11.3.3 FIRE SHIELDS

A fire shield should be provided between the hot section and
the accessory section of an auxiliary power plant, when practicable.
‘Jhefire shield shall be liquid and vapor tight. It is desirable to
govern the pressure of the hot section above that of the section con-
taining the flammable fluid components.

2.11.3.4 AIR INLETS

Combustion air inlets should be designed, whenever possible,
so that air cannot be drawn from a compartment with potential flammable
leakage during any gound or flight condition.

2.11.3.5 OIL TANKS

011 tanks for auxiliary power plants may be located in their
surrounding compartment, but shall be designed to withstand a 2000°F
fire for ten minutes without leakage.

2.11.3.6 FEE ACCESS DOORS

Spring-loaded fire access doors in auxiliary power plants in
conformance with 2.11.2.10 shall be provided only if required by the
aircra~ model specification. A door shall be provided if a ftied
fire extinguishing system is not provided.

2.11.J4 COW3USTION HEATERS

)

.

In addition tc the general requirements Iof 2.11.1 through
2.IL1.16 for potential fire zones, combustion heaters shall comply With
the folloving:

96
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2.11.401 SPECIFICATIONS

)

Combustion heaters shall comply with’the fire protection
requirements af MIL-H-005@J.

2.11.4.2

aircraft
strutted

HEATING AIR DUCTS

Portions of heating air ducts passing through regions in the
where flammable fluid systems are located shall be so con-
or isolated from such systms that failure or malfunction of

the flammable system ccmnponentscannot introduce flammable fluids or
vapors into the heating airstream.

2.11.4.3 CCMBUSTION AIR DUCTS

@mbu6tion air ducts shall be of fireproof construction for a
distance sufficient to prevent damage fim backfiring or reverse flame
propagation. Combustion air ducts shall not ccxmnunicatewith the
heating airstream unless it is demonstrated that flames from backfires
or reverse burning cannot enter the heating airstream under any condi-
tions of ground or flight operation including conditions of reverse
flow or malfunctioning of the heater or its associated components.
Combustion air ducts shall not restrict prompt relief of backfires
which can cause heater failure due to pressures generated within the
heater.

2.11.4.4 AIR INLETS

Combustion and ventilating air intakes shall be so located
that no flammable fluids or vapors can enter the heater system under
any conditions of ground or flight operation either during normal
operation or as a result of failure.

2.11.4.5 EHIAUST SYSTEM

In addition to complying with the requirements of 2.11.1.13,
the exhaust sh811 be released without restriction which could cause
heater failure due to pressure within the heater.

2.11.4.6 RRAINS

Fuel drairiagefrom the combustion chamber shall be carried
overboard in conformance with 2.4.

77
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2.11.j OTHER POTENTIAL FIRE ZONES

Compartments which quali~ as fire zones per 2.11.1.1 and are

not power p~..lt
or combustion heater compartments must be analyzed for

the most effective fire protection, whereby the following must be con-

sidered:

(1) If shutoff of flammable fluid flow to a fire is not
possible without rendering flight essential components inoperative,
effective fire protection is impossible for all practical purposes.

(2) It is therefore mandatory that greatest possible separa-
tion between flammable fluid components and ignition sources be accom-
plished when components are involved which are safety of flight items.

.

Whenever an unusual potential fire zone has been recognized as
a necessity, the fire protection philosophy for such a zone shall be
submitted to hWeps for approval.
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2.12 FIRE DETECTION (See Figures 30 and 31 on pages 131 and 133)

2.12.1 GENERAL

Fire detection systems shall be provided for all potential fire
zones (see 2all)a The detector system should be designed for highest
reliability to detect a fire and to minimize the occurrence of false
alarms. It is desirable that it only respond to a fire and misinter-
pretation with a lesser hazard such as engine overtemperature, harmless
exhaust gas and bleed air leakage should not be possible. If indication
of lesser hazard conditions is desirable, an independent system shall
be used. A fire detection system should be reserved for a condition
requiring immediate measures such as engine shutdown, fire extinguish-
ing, or bailout. A separate detector system shall be provided for each
fire zone. One single detector system may be provided for two or more
fire zones if a fire or overheat condition in either zone requires the
same emergency procedure. Fire detection systems shall not be incor-
porated with other systems, which if failed, could prevent normal
operation of the detector system. Diodes shall not be used to separate
detector systems.

2.12.2 TYPES OF DETECTORS

Fires or dangerous fire conditions shall be detected by one or
any combination of the following techniques:

(1) Radiation sensing detectors: Radiation detectors operate on
the principle of sensing visible flame. They are most use-
fil where the material present will burn brightly soon after
ignition, such as in a powerplant accessory section.

(2) Continuous type fire detectors. These detector systems
employ continuous lengths of heat sensing wires and can be
used wherever the hazard is evidenced by temperatures
exceeding a predicted set value. Also, some continuous
type systems operate on a temperature rate-of-rise principle
in addition to a discrete level. For alarm temperature
setting and system response, refer to 2.12.5.

(~) Unit type. As the name implies, the unit type detector is
a single element} which operates on a heat sensing
principle. Unit type detectors are most effectively used
in small compartments or confined passages. The use of
unit detectors must be negotiated with lhWeps.
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2.12.3“””SPECIFICATIONS

Fire ‘arning systems with the exception of the unit tyye and
smoke and carbon monoxide detectors shall ccxnplywith the requirements
of’their applicable ppecif’ication: Fire Warning Systems, Continuous,

Aircraft; Test and Installation ofl MIL-F-?872; Mre Warning Sy6t=s>
Aircraft, Radiation Sensing me, Test and Instalhtion of MIIFF-23417*

2.12.k.l FUMCTION

The detector system should:

(1) Indicate fire immediately after Igition and show the
compar~ent in which the fire is located

(2) Renmi.n“on” for the duration of the fire

(3) Indicate when the fire is out

(4) Indicate re-ignition of a fire

2.12.4.2 SYSTEM KELIABIL~

The system shuuld be designed to minimize the occurrence of
false warning6 and of being inoperative under any fli@t or ~wd
conditions.

2.12.4.3 CONSTRUCTION

me detector system should be of rugged constmction, to
resist maintenance hmdllng, exposure to fuel, oil, dirt, water,
cleantig agent> extreme teqerat~es~ ftie~ ~ibration) SRlt air)
tigus, and altitude. The detector units should be light in velghtj
smell and compact, end readily adaptable to desired positions of
IDountlng*

2.U.4.4 OPERATION

Each detector system should actuate an individual light or
lights which are In the direct lime of sight of the crm member respons-
ible for execution of the emergency procedure The lights shall

indicate the location of the ftie. If these indicator lights are not

also in the direct line of sight ~f the remaining coc~it crew members,
master warning lights shali be provided which are in the direct line of
sight of these crw members. The master warning light sha~ be illu-

ndmated when any Indicator light is illuminated”

--.
.
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When overheat detector6 as well as fire detectors are u6ed,
the warning system shall be disttict~ different such as a steady light
for fire, and a flashing light for overheat.

2o1.2.4.5 FD?X RESISTANCE

Detector system components located withti and close to poten-
tial fire zones shall withstand, without failure, a 2000°F flame for a
period not les6 than 5 minutes-

2.12.4.6SYSTEMROUTJ2VG

Detector system components for anY fire zone shall not pass
through or be close to other fire zones, unless they are protected
against false warnings and being rendered inoperative from fires in
such zones. This requirement shall not be applicable with respect to
zones which are simultaneously protected by the same warning and
extinguisher system.

2.12.4.7 MULTI-ENGINE INSTALLATIONS

Two or more engines shall not be dependent upon a single
detector system. The installation of common zone detection equipment
prevents the detection system from distinguishing between the engine
installations, necessitating shutting down both engines in the event of
ftie.

2.x2.5mmm MCATION

Heat sensing fire detector sensing elements shall be located as
close as practicable to sources of flammables such as fiel strainers,
and i~ition sources such as generators and alternators, where the
proximity of these flammables and ignition sources constitute a possible
source of fire. They also should be located at points where the
ventilation air leaves the compartments so that temperature indication
can be obtained with a minimum len@h or minimum number of sensing
eknents. Radiation detectors should be located such that any flame
within the compartment is sense% considering the cone of vision of the
sensor and the fact that direct flames as well as reflected flames are
sensed. Detectors should not be located directly adjacent to combustion
sections or any area where in the event of “burnthrough,” the high
temperature would incapacitate the system prior to providing alarm.
They should however be located so that they will indicate the “burn-
tbalgh.”
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2.12.6 RHGN IUKJII%~
Y -.

The minimum allowable bend radius of continuous type sensing
elements, as recommended by the manufacturer, shall be rigidly adhered
to ● Mounting brackets should be as short as possible, and spaced
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation in order to prevent
damage by vibration. Where sensors are located in the area of high
pressure ratio exhaust systems, special provisions, such as close
interval support should be made to prevent destmctive-sensor vibration.

Sensor systems shall be desi~ed so that it is not necessary to
disassemble or remove sections to perform frequent maintenance on the
aircraft. Comectors should be readily accessible.

tinnectors used in firewalls shall remain intact and prevent
flame penetration for at least 15minutes when exposed to a 20100”F
flame and the vibration of application. Firewall connectors and
connectors used in or close to potential fire zones shall be able to
remain operable for at least 5 minutes when subjected to a 2000°F flmme
and the vibration of application. All connectors used in the detector
systems shall be environment-free. Connectors used in areas which are
not potential fire zones shall comply with specification MIbc-x5482.
Exposed teminal blocks shall not be used in any portion of the system.

~ectric wires or components for the detector system which are
located in or close to a fire zone shall withstand a flame of 2000”F
for five mlnute6 under the vibration of application.

.

)
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2.13 FIRE EXTINGUISHING (See Figures34 ~d 35 on pagps 143 end 145)

2.13.1 camRAL

A fixed fire extin~ishing system shall be provided rely.if
required by the airplane detail specification- Fire extinguishing
systems in single ehgine aircraft are not required except for first
procurement of a small quantity of a new model aircraft.

Fire extinguishing systems which incorporate a second discharge
when required per lWJ-E-”2~~85 shall be so designed that the first
discharge Is directed to its respective compartment without requiring
positioning of valves to select the compartment

The discharge openings of the lines shall not be threaded so as
to minimize the possibility of closure by caps which could be left on
by oversight.

2.13.2sPEcmIcAmoNs

Fire extinguishing systems shall comply with the requirements
of the following specifications: EXT)2iGUISH~G SYS’HM, FIRE AIRCRAFI’,
HIGH-~-DIS~GE TYPE, INSTALLATION AND TEST OF MIL-E-22285; and
CONTAINER, AIRCRAFT FIRE EX3XNGUISHDJG SYSTEM, EROMOTRITLUORO~,
cF31nl,M3L-C-22284.

2.13.3 SYS’ITNMATER~

%ainless steel or other material with equivalent fire barrier
qualities shall be used for all portions of extinguishi~ systems within
and clo6e to potential fire zones with the exception of discharge
tubing in cargo and baggage ccmrpartmentsjwhich may be of al~i~
alloy~ and valve 6eals which may be of an elastic material. This
material shall not react chemically with the agent and cause leakage-
Some 6eal materials which are compatible and have been used with
Rromotrifluoromethane are summarized below:

lJJ9

)
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per~an 26 ~R-7362.
KIER-6855
CLAss I

Neoprene KDR-6855
!&pe GN-A CUSS II

HyC~ OR-15 - R-7362
-R-6855
CLAss 1

~-5 I NONE

Thiokol FA NONE

-65
to
250 ‘F

-65
to
250”F

-65
to
250”F

-65
to
225“F

-65
to
175‘F

o

1

1

1

Good

Good

Good

—.

Good

Poor”

Poor Storage
& Ozone
Woperties

Good Weather-
ing, Ozone &
Storage Re-
sistance

Poor Storage
& Ozone
Properties

Poor Storage
& Ozone
Properties

Fkcell.ent
Weathering,
Ozone and
Storage
Propertie6

2.13.4 CONTA32UZRLLWU’XON

Agent containers 6hall not be located in a fire zone. Jknbient
temperat~e around the container shall neither rise to a point causing
inadvertent discharge at maximum ambient operating temperature, nor
fall below the minimum temperature necessary for adequate rate of
discharue. If the container Is located adJacent to the area which it
protects and could be subjected to overheat h case of a ftie, discharge
through the relief ltie into the protected area is acceptable. *e
2.13.10.The containers shall be readily accessible for installation)
removal and inspection. Containers shall be located in such a manner
that the pressure gage is readily visible for inspection by maintenance
personnel.

120
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2.13.5 CONTROI.JSYSTEM

Control systems for fire extinguisher ~stems shall not pass
through any potential fire zone. Any portion of the controls which must
be located in a potential fire zone for justifiable reasons shall be able
to operate for a period of no less than five minutes when subjected to a
2000”F flame. The fire extinguishing system may be electrically or
mechanically controlled.

2.13.6 E~TRICAL COWNENTS AND CIRCUITRY

Electrical components and circuitry of fire extinguishing
systems should be as simple and reliable as possible and when located in
fire zones shall be able to operate for at least 15 minutes when sub-
jected to a 2000°F flame. They should tie into the aircrtit electrical
system in.a manner so that any other electrical failure will not affect
the operation of the system, Camplete electrical circuits should be
insured by providing direct ground contact for ti electrical components
such as agent containers, solenoids, directional valves, etc. The
reliability of grounding through tubing or support structure is poor
because the anodized fittings offer considerable electrical resistance.
Relays should be avoided if possible but if relays must be used, two
independent relays shalJ be used in such a way that failure of one relay
does not cause malfunction of the system. When the discharge triggering
device is electrically operated (squib or solenoid), two such devices
with two separate and independent electrical circuits from the circuit
breaker outward should be provided. A single circuit with single relay
is acceptable for protection of equipment which is.used on the gruund
only. Electric control systems should be designed so that accidental
grounding of the circuit through a discharged squib does not cause
malfunction of other circuits of the systm. Care should be taken to

make certain the power supply is not affected by fire control procedures.
For prevention of inadvertent triggering of squib operated systems, see
section on electro-exp+osive systems (2.7.13).

2.13.7 SQUIBS

Squibs in container discharge valves shall be protected against
inadvertent discharge due to heat influx from a fire if such discharge
jeopardizes the intended function of the extinguisher system. Any
squib should be “anintegral part of the electric connector or other pro-
visions shall be made to insure that the squ.ib(s)cmnot be left out
when the connector is attached to the contatier.

2.13.8 PREWURE INDICATORS

Pressure indicators shall be of such desi~ as to-enable reading
h-lthan accuracy of plus or tius 30 psi or better. An indicator with

121
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temp=at~e compensation should be used whenever possible. If te~ra-

ture compensated gages ~ s not used, a plac=d shall be placed near the
gage to provide container presswe variation with agent temperate.
(See Fi@.re ~p.) For maintenmce purposes, this plac=d shall be used

as fo~ows: When the pressure indication is below the value shorn on
the placmd at the estimated agent temperate, the cont:in~r sh=~ be
removed and weighed~ If the weight is below the weight ~ndxcated on the
container~ the con~iner shall be recharged and lea.kage-ohecked. The
container sh~l be charged with nitrogen to 600 psi +25 -0 at ?O°F as
indicated on the container gage.

Agent quatity maybe determined emperic~ by use of the
fo~as presented in MIL-E-22285. Note that the specification requires

15 percent of additiond agent trapped in the container and lost in

wetting the discharge tubing.

It should be noted that the quantity formulas are emperic~ aids
for the designer. The final adequacy of the system shall be detem.ined
by actual teSt, to assure that the required agent concentration and time
of concentration throughout the compartment axe attained as required m

.

MIL-E-22285. In these tests special attention should be g~ven to
sheltered areas ant areas of high airflow by judicias placement of
concentration detectors to assure that adequate agent concentration in
these ueas is attained.

2.13.10smm oumm

Each container shall be flnmished with a safety outlet incor-
porating a fr~ible disc type diaphragm or a fusible aXloy type PIW in
order to relieve excessive pressure that may occur in the conttier.

The blowout pressure of the disc should be equal to the container
pressure at the maximum ambient temperate ylus 50”F but not less thm
21@F. A curve of container pres-e variat~on ‘ath t~era~e 1s
presented in Fi~e ~~= The fusible plug relief setting shall be 50°1?
in excess of the maximum ambient temperat~e but not less thm 21O*F.

The discharge line from the pressure relief connection shall
terminate outside the aircraft in a location convenient for in~ction
on the ground. An indicator shall be provided at the disc~ge end of
the ltie to provide a visual indication when the conttiner has been dis-
charged through the relief line. The indicator shall be on the outside

of t’heaircr~.ftand readiiy visi’blefrom the gromd. If the contatier

Freswe gage is readily accessible :Or ~hecki~, the disch=ge infieator
is ~Jc~ ~e:e~,=y. If’ the conttzin~ris located a~j’~~~tc~et~ ~~~re, thewhich

it protects and could be subjected to overheat x .

)
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discharge line from the pressme relief connection may be -terminated in

the protected area to afford some protective capability. However, this

type of installation must incorporate a pressure gage readily visible from

the ground to show when the container has been discharged, and it must

have ~Weps approval.

2.13.11 NITROGEN VOLUME

Determination of required nitrogen volume in the contafier is
obtained by means of the following formula:

200

‘N=~ ‘s

Where: s Volume of fi2in ~ (cu. in.)
‘N

container at pressure P

pb = Container total pressure at lowest expected
environmental temperate * (psia)

‘s =
Total volume of system (container plus lines plus valves)

(cu. in.)

* For lowest pressure> see Figure 2.

2.13.12m Fm IIKTIIiGUISHERS

See2.19.12.
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FIGURE 33- CONTAINER PRESSURES OF CF3 Br & N2 VS TEMP.
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2.14 EMERGENCY FIRE PROVISIONS (See figures 36, 37 and 38 on pages—
151, 153 end 155)

i?. Ib.l GENERAL

M%er a fire and its location have
to perform the correct emergency operation
sequence to effect prompt extinguishento

been detected it is necessary
immediately and in the proper
For this reason the basic

desi~ of the emergency system and the arrangement of the handles,
switches and circuitry should be such that the emergency procedure is as
simple and clear as possible. Each new aircraft should be analyzed to

determine the t~e of fire control syst~ ~Thichshould be inc~rporated>
considering such factors as:

(1) The number of emergency operations required for the
specific aircraft.

(2) The ability of the pilot
operations in the required time.

(3) me compromises involved
control system.

(4) System cost and weight.

2.14.2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

or crew to perform the required

in a more complex fire fighting

Ebergency operations and their sequencing may vary with
different aircraft. However, in general, the following emergency
operations are requtied in the event of fire:

2.14.2.1 ENGINE F~

(a) Feather propeller if applicable.

(b) Shut off engine.

(c) Apply engine brake if applicable.

(d) ~ut off all nonessential flammable fluid to the engine

(fiel, oil, hydraulics, anti-icing fluid, etc~)= Essential fluids =e

those required to: prevent ~her damage to the engine; allow safe
continuation of flight; allow safe auto-rotation landing; or provide for

accomplishing required emergency procedures.

(e) Shut off ventilating and cooling ah if requtied. (See

potential fire zones 2.11. )
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(f) fiut off bleed air from other engines if they can
discharge into a fire zone such es in the case of a bleed air duct
burnthrcugk in a fire zone. (See potential fire zone 2.11.1.2.3 and
2.11.1.4. )

(g) ~-energize electric circuits to the engine compartment#
or nacelle (with the exceptions of the feathering, fire fighting and
essential circuits).

(h) Select and arm the circuit for discharge of the
extinguishing agent.

(i) Actuate fire extinguishing system.

2.14.2.2 EQUIRfENT FIRES

(a) Shut off equipment.

(b) Shut off all flammable fluids to the equipment.

(c) Shut off ventilating and cooling air if required (see
potential fire zones 2.11).

(d) De-energize electric circuits to the equipment compartment.

(e) Select and arm the circuit for discharge of the fire
extinguishing agent. )

(f) Actuate fire extinguisher.

A single emergency handle (panic handle) shall be used to
perform the above operations in their proper sequence, with the exception
of agent discharge, in every region possib~v affected by the fire (which
may consist of multiple zones), and also initiate necessary operational
fictions evolving from the shutdown. If engine rotation cannot be
stopped and if a major damage of the engine must be expected from oil
starvation, the emergency procedure should incorporate a separate step
for closure of the oil valve. ti uncomplicated installations, a multiple
control system may be used, however, only after approval is obtained
tiom lhWeps.

2.14.3 EMERGENCYHANDLE

The emergency handle should be red ti color and have the words
“FIRE-PULL” engraved or embossed thereon, or the words should be inte-
grally iighted in accordance with MIbSTD-qUA. Each emergency handle
should be identified by adeq’~atemarking, adjacent to the handle, to
indicate the potential fire zone associated with the control.

132
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Single emergenc~ handles should require 20 to 25 pounds of pull
to operate theme The operation of the emergency handle should either be
reversible, or reactivaticm of the shut-down engtie shall be established
by other means~

The cockpit installation and location shall be according to
MIL-S!lD203 for ftied wing aircraft, or MIL-STD-250 for helicopters.

2.14.4 INDICATOR LIGHTS

The indicator lights which are illuminated by the detector
system should be arranged close to the emergency handle so that associa-
tion with the emergency handle is obvious, or they should be incorporated

into the emergency handle in accordance with MIL-S~41U.

The indicator lights shall stay illuminated as long as a fire
detection persists.

Dimming provisions shall not be provided for the indicator lights.

2.14.5 IJU@S

Where light signals are used for fire warning, each signal shall
include at least two MS 2531-313 lamps, or at least two MS or AN lamps
of equinlent wattagem

2.14.6MASTERFIRE WMINING LIGHTS AND AUDITORY SIGNAIS

See 2.12.4.4.

2.lk.7 FIRE EXTINGUISHING

When fire extinguishing is provided the switches for its
activation shall be located so that they are covered by the emergency
handles and cannot be activated before the emergency handle is pulled.

When a reserve supply of agent is provided (second shot) the
second switch or handle should be guarded or a separate transfer switch
should be provided so that accidental discharge of both shots simulta-
neously is unlikely. The system shall be designed so that the first shot
can be applied to the desired zone without activation of a transfer
device and activation of a second shot i6 not possible before transfer
is accomplished.

133
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2.15 mm Fm PREVENTION (See Figures 39 and JO on
and 163)

2.15.1 FU’IILTANK IL)CATION

Wing fiel tanks should be located behind heavy bpars and

)

leading edges to give them maximum protection against horizontal crash
impact loads. Integral fiel tanks in and close to the wing roots are
exposed to high bending and twisting loads in a crash landing and
should be avoided, whenever practical.

Fbselage ~el tanks should not extend close to the bottom of
the fuselage and should be protected by heavy bottom structure, whenever
practical. If fuel tanks must extend close to the bottom of the fuse-
lage, tank fittings and tank accessories should not protmde from the
tank surface, or they should be so designed that they tend to recede
into the tank without leakage in a crash. Fhel tanks should, whenever
practicable, be located so that a collapsing landing gear does not result’
in a major fiel tank leakage.

2.15.2FUEL TANK DESIGN

Prevention of major f’ueltank leakage caused by fiel inertia
loads in the tanks during a crash landing should be considered in tank
design to the greatest practicable extent. Ihel tanks which withstand,
without major leakage, the same inertia loads as the seats of the
occupants are desirable for a balanced crash safety level of an aircraft.

Bladder cells should be considered h locations where Wage to
fiel tanks is likely in a belly landing. Three and four ply nylon fabric
with rubber liner and with plies laminated on the bias have proven to be
vezy suitable for cell construction due to their inherently hi@
elongation values and strength.

2.15.3 DRIP FENCES

Engine nacelles and pylons should be constmcted so that fhel
leakage from ruptured wing fuel tanks, which is carried spanwise by
wetting conduction, is prevented from entering an engine compartment.
The nacelle and pylon skin joint with the lower wing surface, and pylon
and nacelle skins should be as liquid tight as practicalfind necessa~
to dispose of major leakage of fiel along the skin to the ~ound.

2.15.4 ~FLUIDL~

Flammable fluid lines should be routed so that they are protected
by structure from impact. fiel and hydraulic lines shnuld not be located

w.
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In the leading edge see+ion.
slack should be used in areas
a crash.

Flexible flammable fluid lines with ample
where

2.15.5 IWWWBIJ FLUID ACCESSORIES

Oil tanks, oil cooler, fuel
not be located at points of contact

2.15.6 FRICTION SPH

deformations are likely to occur in

controls and fiel strainers should
with gound in a belly landing.

Metals which ha%e low friction spark tendency should be used in
areas of the aircraft which are in contact with the pound in a be12y
landing. !Ihespark characteristics of the three most cannon construction
materials and their ignition capabilities are as follows:

.

Material Spark Appearance Ignition Capability
L 1

Aluminum No Sparks None

Steel Thin Orange Streaks lhconslstent

Titanium Bright Consistent
.

2.15.7 LANDING LIGHTS

The filaments of landlng lights have been proven to be hot enough
to ignite flammable vapors after the glass bulbs are shattered by crash
impact. Landing lights should, therefore, be located
exposed to crash impact and where they are not likely
with flammable vapors. A location in the vicinity of
is considered satisfacto~.

where they are not
to cane in contact
the trailing edge

2.15.8 ELECTRIc BYIT’ERIES

Electric batteries which can be an Ignition source should be
located where they are unl~ely to be exposed to crash damage. Battery

retention should be de6i~ed to withstand the same acceleration loads as
the crew seats.

2.15.9 CMSH IIWKHNG

Xnerttig of engines or other areas for the purpose of ignition
prevention shall not be considered, unles6 required by airlxafi detail
specification or unless approved by RaWepse
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2.16 PING (See Figures 41 and 42 on pages 167 end lb9)

2.16.1G~

Inerting is the limitation of oxygen concentration in a fuel-air
mixture by dilution with an inert gas for the purpose of prevention of
e~losions or Mnitation of explosion pressures=

2.16.1.1oxwm CONCENTRATION

The maximumallowable oxygen concentration in a hydrocarbon
fiel-air vapor mixture depends on the total pressure of the mixtwe
before ignition and on the maximum tolerable pressure rise after ignition.
(See Figure 41. )

2.16.1.2OXYGENhVOLUTION

Oxygen which is in solution in hydrocarbon fiels when a tank
is fueled at sea level, is released when the pressure in the tank is
reduced. This oxygen increases the concentration in the vapor space
with increasing altitude. The oxygen evolution rate is low from a
quiescent ~el volume and increases rapidly with agitation of the fuel.

2.16.2mTDiG Rmnm4mTs

An inerting system shall be applied in an aircraft only when
required by the aircraft detail specification or when approved by MWeps.

The inflow of inerting agent to the tank, the distribution of
the agent, and the oxygen evolution from the bulk fiel shall be so
controlled that a predetermined maximum allowable tank pressure will not
be exceeded due to chemical reaction in the tank vapor space. The pro-

tection shall be effective for the time and conditions specified in the
aircraft spectiication or as approved by &Weps. Valves used to maintain
the operating tank pressure within predetermined limits shall comply with
2.2.6. M~imum pressures caused by chemical reaction (initiated by enem~
attack or other kinetic phenomena) shall not cause inability of the ati-
crafi to return to home base.

2.16.3 RIERTDIGGAS

The inerting gas, when entering the tank, shall be free of
harc~~l a.nountsof water> cerrcsive material, and material whiichcon-
taminates the fiel or fiel system. The gas shall not adversely affect
pumpabiiity, and burning end electrical characteristics of the fiel.

).

TneTt gas generating sys’.ems shall not require unusually short
overhaul periods, or excessive and costly maintenance and servicing.

147
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2.17 ~If)SION SUPPRESSION (See Figures 43 and 44 on pages 173 and 175)—.—, — —
d

2.17.1 APPLICATION’

Explosion suppression system should be
of an explosion due 80 the same cause during a
can be prevented by action of the flight crew.

used only if recurrence
flight, is unlikely or
The IMted range of

action ~f a single -capde ties this type of protection suitable for
smaLA tanks or computxnents. When application is considered for Urge

tanks or comp=tments the potential ignition hazard from an extensive
electrical system in the victiity of the tanks or compartments must be
carefhlly weighed. Any application of an explosion suppression system
sha2L be approved by BuWeps.

2.17.2 RESmNm mm m mm mEssum

The response time of the system from initiation of the explosion
to quenching of burning shall be such that a safe pressure in the pro-
tected tank or compartment is not exceeded. The safe pressure is that
pressure which cannot be exceeded without causing inability of the air-
craft to continue stie flight.

2.17. 3 SYSTEMMMITORING

The electrical system shall be so designed that continuity can
be readily pre-flight checked. The condition of a discharged explosion
suppression system shall be indicated by an amber light in the flight
station, if no immediate action by the flight crew is required. If
immediate action is required, a red light should indicate the operation

of the system.

2.17.4 msmwmorf

The installation of the explosion system shall be such that the
complete volume is protected. AU electrical equipment in the protected
zone and in the areas adjacent to the protected zone shall comply with
2.1.1.2, 2.1.1.4 and 2.7.

.
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2.18 STATIC ELECTRICITY (See Fi
Y

es 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 on pages
181, 183, 155, 157, and 189

2.18.1 IJGHTNING

The shell of an aircraft generally provides satisfactory pro-
tection against lightning strikes causing ignition within this shell.
There are a few exceptions, however, where precautions must be taken
in design to prevent “penetrationof fuel tank -11s, arcing within fuel
tanks, and flame propagation thro~h vent lines into fiel tanks. In the
following paragraphs, methods are described which can be applied to
minimize lightning hazards to fuel tanks. An analysis of the most ade-
quate protection for each new aircraft shall be made, coxrrnensuratewith
the potential extent of e~osure of the particular aircraft to lightning.
The analyses shall be submitted to BuWeps together with a proposal for
testing, where deemed necessary.

2.18.1.1 FUEL TANK WALL PENETRATION

Some areas on the aircraft, primarily extremities, have been
found to be prone to frequent direct lightning strikes of the type
which penetrates aircraft skins. See 2.1.1.1.5.

If fuel must be stored in any of these
reasons, the following means of protection shall

(1) Tank skin thickness sufficient to

areas, for justifiable
be evaluated:

carry the electrical
current surge of lightning at the points of potential entrance to and
exit from the skin, without causing skin penetration due to resistance
heating. Skin thicknesses of 0.08 inches seem to give satisfactory
safeguard against skin penetration for most lightning strikes.

(2) A composite skin structure consisting of the load carry-
ing skin, a Fiberglas cloth layer and an aluminum sheet bonded together.
The resistance of such composite stmcture to lightning penetration has
been demonstrated to be consider~bly better than a single aluminum sheet
of the same total thickness.

(3) Lightning diverters (see 2.18.1.4).

2.18.1.2 Mcs IN FtJELI!ANKS

Lightning current traveling through the fuel tmk skin on its
path from the point of entrance to the aircraft, to the point of exit,
shall not cause electric arcs within fuel t-s with the possi”~iecon-
sequence of vapor ignition. Tne use of electric~ly conducting gaskets
or seals should be considered for all access doors, flanges of’filler
units, quantity gages, pumps, etc., in the plane of the skin to ensure

)
1?9
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a direct and omnidirectional path for the current. If other current

bridges =e incorporated across openings in the skin, the tendency of
inductive current to follow a straight path and the necessity to make
the functio:.of the bridge independent of potential maintenance omis-
sions shall be considered. ‘Theload carrying capacity of the bridge
shall not be less than the equivalent of a bonding jumper consisting
of tinned copper stranded cable with a cross-sectional area of 20,000
circular nils. Materials and surface treatments shall be selected at
joints in the bridge which prevent current resistant corrosion deposits
at the surfaces of contact. Chains or other spark producing metallic
links shall not be used for securing filler caps against 10SS.

2.18.1.3 FUEL TANK VENT DISCHARGE

Some areas on the aircraft have been found to be prone to fre-
quent direct or swept lightning strikes which have sufficient ener~ to
ignite f’uelvapors emanating from a .tieltank vent line under certain
conditions. Fuel tank vent discharge openings should therefore be
avoided in the following areas:

(1) In the wing plan form area closer than twelve inches to
the wing leading and trailing edges, md in the area at the ~ng tiP
which is indicated in Figure 47 by cross hatching, and not closer th~
twelve i~lchesfrcm the wing tip.

(2) Within a zone extending behind a propeller which is
thirty-six inches wider than the diameter of the propeller.

(3) In extremities and protzwsions of the aircraft and in the
wake of such extremities and protrusions.

(4) Close toanyshq corners, or in the wake of such corners,
or in vent masts, or in the proximity of static dischmge ticks.

If required, flame arrestors of a proven design shall be
installed in fiel tank vent discharge openings. One type of a proven
flame =restor is shown in Figure 45. The flame arrestors shaIl be
installed so that the exteriors of the flame arrestors =e flushed by the
ambient airstream to prevent flames frm clinging to sheltered pockets.

If location of fuel vent discharge openings per p=agraphs (1)
through (4) is not practical, or vent masts must be used, present-day
flame urestors alone are not sufficient protection. A configuration
with vent outlets shielded against direct lightning strikes has proven
tc be success~ in simulated lightning tests where simple flme arrestors
failed. Lightning diverters in combination with present-day flame
arrestors may also give satisfactory protection, whereby the “diverters
prevent direct hits to the vent openimg and the flame arrestors protect
against potential swept strikes and heat radiation. See Fi~e w.

)
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2.18.1.4 LIGHTNINGDIVERTERS

)

Lightning diverters, when used as suggested in the previous

paragraphs, shall be arranged strategical~ so that the critical areas
or points =e shielded from all directions of potential lightning

afiroach. The diverters shall be erosion resistant, resistant to the
airstreu loads, and shall carry the current through the diverter base

without skin puncture. The tendency of a lightning stroke to be swept

away frcxsa ligh~”ing diverter bY the ~rflow~ or ‘o ‘eek a ‘hortcut~
make the design of an effective diverter difficult and testtig of every
new arrang-nt almost mandatory. Some examples of diverter arrange-

ments and their inherent problems ~e shown in Figure ~.

2.18.1.5 LIGFH!NINGINDUCEDVOU!AGES

Under certain conditions lightning discharges have sufficiently
steep rates of current rise to produce an inductive potential sufficient

to not only cause -cing across fiel tank discontinuities, but to also

induce voltages into fiel capacitmce gage wiring and into the probes
within the tanks. The latter can eas~~y be caused by a strike to a wing
tip light or an antenna, if its wiring is contained in the same bundle

as the fiel capacitance gage probe. Such induced voltage also can

cause inadvertent discharge of a fire extinguisher, or can trigger ord-
nance equipnent. Circuitry prone to lightning strikes shall be routed
away frmn other electrical wiring, or shall be shielded.

2.18.1.6 ANTENNAS

Antenna lead-in wires shall incorporate lightning arrestors
which are in conformance with ~L-A-9094 if they are not sufficiently
shielded against lightning by the aircraft sheU.

2.18.2 IDW ENERGY ST2iTICmcmcm

Pressure fueling inlets b fiel tanks shall be sized and designed
to minimize fiel splashing. Splashing is am important contributing fac-

tor to electrostatic clxrging of the fuel and can lead to sp=ting in
the tank vapor space.

~el dipsticks shti be designed in confoxmmce with 2.2.7 to

prevent arc-uver ficm a dipstick to t- structure during gaging.

Electric ground receptules for grounding pressure and gravity
fieUng nozzles shaU be prwided h ccmfo~ce with 2.2.2.

161
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2.19 INHABITED AREAS (See Figure 50 on page 195)

2.19.1 MAmums

2.19.1.1 mrmnu

Materials used for cabin interiors shaU not ignite spontane-
ously at the highest temperatures of installation, or at temperatures
lower than l@°F. They shall be self-extinguishing after removal of the
flame. Whenever possible, cabin interior finish materials should be
those which produce the smallest amount of toxic gases when burned or
decomposed by heat.

2.19.1.2 mcmas

Textiles which are used for upholstery, floor covering, inte-
rior trim, etc., which are made flame resistant by treatment shall not
lose their flame resistant quality after @ cleaning or laundering. If
treated textiles are used which lose flame resistance with age, or dry
cleaning, or laundering, suitable safe maintenance requirements shall.
be given in the applicable Maintenance Instruction l@nuI-.

2.19.1.3 BMNKETS

)
Blankets are acceptable without treatment if they contain a

mintium of 95% wool, Closely woven, short napped textiles are superior.

2.19.1.4 WOD AND PLYWOOD

Wood and plywood used for cabti interiors shall be permmently
covered with a flame resistant material.

2.19.2 AMBmm TEhfmwms

Fabrics of vegetable, animal and synthetic textile fibers and
plastics shall not be used where ambient temperatures exceed 250”F.
Materials less fire resistant than aluminm alloys shall not be used
where ambient temperatures exceed 500°F.

2.19.3 TREATMENT OF MATERIALS

Treatment of materials of any kind (coating, doping, etc.) SW
not impair their flame resistance qualities. Nitrate dope shalJ not be
used in cabin interiors.

2.19.4 BERTHS

Berths shall be placarded against smoking.

)..-
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2.19.5 STORAGE FACIIJTIES

Storage facilities provided for storage of blankets, pillows,
magazines, nc..spapers, etc., shall be located and designed so that the
contents will not be ignited by light bulbs, matches, cigarette ashes,
etc.

2.19.6 shmmG FACIUTIES

Smoking facilities shti be provided in the fozm of an adequate
number of fireproof self-contained, renmvable ash receptacles with
covers. Compartments where smoking facilities are not provided sha~ be
placaded against smoking.

2.19.7 WASTE MATERIAL

Waste material must be stowed in closed, fire resistant con-
tainers made of aluminum a310y or other material with equivalent fire
barrier qualities.

2.19.8 AIR cOmITIOmG

Recirculation fans or other high speed rotating equipnent should
not contain magnesium parts.

2.19.9 DUCTS AND THEIR CONNECTIONS

Ducts and their connections which terminate in the cabin or which
me routed through the cabin should be made of aluminum or equally fire
resistant material.

Flammable fluid and vapor shall not enter inhabited areas.
Flaxunablefluid equipent and lines should be avoided in inhabited areas
unless they are enclosed in a fluid and vaportight shroud, which is
drained and ventilated overboard, or unless they do not incorporate
fittings and ue sufficient well protected against damage.

2.19.u mILATIoN AND SM)KE EVACUATION

Means should be provided to close off airflow between crew and
passenger comyutments. Revisions of smoke masks and goggles for crew
members should be considered.

Frovisims should be made to evacuate smoke and fire extinguish-
- %ent frm crew ~d passenger compartments following @inguishment
of a fire. After every discharge of extinguishing agent in the cabin or

1?4
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b~age compartment, the crew and passenger coxqartments should be ven-
tilated whether or not smoke is present. It is therefore desirable tmt
the cabin ventilation system have capacity sufficient to supply fresh
air in quantities great enough to allow q~ck purging of personnel com-
partments. To prevent re-ignition, ventilation should not be
re-established too soon to confined areas such as lavatories and coat
cozrrputments.

2.19.12 HAND mm EXTINGUISHEFM

Furtable C02 extinguishers shall be as required by the aircraft
detail specification.

175
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2,20 BAGGAGE AND CARGO COXPAMMENTS (See Figure 51 on

2.20.1 GElOnwJ

MIIJ-HDB~)
3 my 1965

page 20)

The occurrence of ignition and sustained burning within baggage
is very unlikely. Genwation of moisture and inert gases during the
‘smoldering action within baggage may cause any fire to die out or many
h-s wild probably pass before even a W open fl=e results. The
probability of continued burning is further reduced by increased alti=
tude, decreased air-temperature, increased relative humidity, and
ticreased “densityof clothing pack. Increasing velocity of air passing

over baggage containing fire increases the burning rate of the fire.
The degree of increase depends on the compactness of the baggage.

2.20.2 PKYYECTION REQ~S

Requirements for specific configurations are as fo~ows:

(a) If a fire is easily discernible and is accessible in flight,
a hand fire extinguisher for each baggage and cargo compartment shall be
protided.

(W) If sufficient access to baggage and c=go compartments is
available in,flight to extinguish a fire with a hand fire extinguisher,
but a fire is not easily discernible, a separate system of smke or fire
detectors for each comp=tment, and a hand fire extinguisher readily
available for each compartment, shall be provided. NO hazardous qu~ti-
ties of smoke, flames, or extinguishing agent shsll enter crew or passen-
ger compartments when access to the baggage and cargo compartment is
opened. The compartment shall be lined with aluminum or equally fire
resistant material.

(c) If the fire is not easily discernible and is not accessible
in flight, separate systems of smoke or fire detectors for each baggage
and cargo compartment, and a built-in fire extinguisher system shall be
protided. No hazuduus quantity of smoke, flames or extinguishing agent
shaU enter the crew or passenge~ comp=tments. Ventilation and draft
Within each baggage and cargo compartment shall be controUed so that fire
etiinguishg is effective. The baggage and cargo compartment shall be
lined with aluminum or equally fire resistsnt material.

(d) If a fire canbe completely confined without endangering
the aircraft or the occupants, no detector or extinguishing system is
required. However, neither flame nor smoke or noxious gases sha31 enter
crew or passenger computments in ~zardous qumtities. Ventilation and
draft within the baggage and cargo compartments shall be controlled.
Ventilation ad draft airflow through such corqutments shall not exceed

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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three cu.ft. per hour p-r cu.ft. of volume and should preferably be
less. The method for measuring the airflow rate described in CAA Tech-
nical DeveloF-ent Report No. 1~, dated June 1951, is recommended. For

luger compmtments lesser airflow my be applicable. me comp=tients
shall be lined with aluminum or equally fire resistant material. No
critical effects shall be caused by heat on adjacent parts.

(e) For aircraft used exclusively to tramsport cargo the follow-
ing configuration is acceptable: Sep~ate systems of or fire
detectors shall be provided. Means shall be protided to shut off the
ventilating airflow to or within the compartment. No haz=dous quanti-
ties of smoke, flames, or extinguishing agent shall enter the flight
crew uea. The compartment shall be lined with aluminum or equally fire
resistant material.

2.20.5 EAGGAGE AND CARGO COMPARTMENT CONSTRUCTION

2,20.3.1 VENTILATINGAIR

Shutting off ventilating air in case of fire permits the
exti~-tishing agent to be retained for a longer period of O%utoff
means are therefore desirable for dl types of baggage and cargo com-
p=tments. Compartment sealing amd ventilation shutoff should be so
designed and maintatied that at least a 25% concentration of agent is
maintained after a two-hour cruise level flight. Tinecompartment sealing
must allow the necessq breathing, for maximum climb and descent rates,
so that the design pressure differentials ae not exceeded.

2.20.;,2 COMPARTMENT LZNING

Compwtments so specified in 2.20.2 shall be completely lined
tith fire resistant material (Aluminum Alloy or other material with
equivalent fire b=rier qualities). Consideration shall be given to the
effect of heat within the compartment on adjacent parts of the aircraft.

2.20.3.3 ELECTRICAL WIRING AND FW= FLUID LINES

Electrical wiring and flaxmable fluid lines should be excluded
fro~ ‘caggageand cargo compartments. If this is not possible such wires
and lines shti be installed as to be protected from damage by c=go
being loaded, carried or shifted. (Also see 2.2.1.’7.8)

2.20.3.4 LIGHTS

)

~w ~d Cage comp=tmerit lights shali be located or pro-
tectei in such a manner that baggage and cago carmot be i~ited by them.

180
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2,2o.4 FXRE DETECTION

See 2.12.

2.20.5 FIRE HTmuI_

In addition to the requiraents of 2.13, fire extixshing
containers shall not be located In the baggage or c=go comparhents.

.
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3* IGNITXOIVMD COMBWTION FUNDAMENTALS.

(&e Figures 52through64 on pages 221 through 233).

3.1 GENERAL

The requirements and design directives of Section 2 of this Hand-
book are the results of world-wide flight experience over many years of
operation by commercial and military aircraft of all types. They have
proven to be a compromise aviation can live with, both with regard to
the penalty of performance and cost, and remaining hazard potentials.

In order to comply with the requirements and design directives in
the most economical manner, the designer must have, or must acquire
knowledge about the physical phenomena of air, fuel and ignition sources
and their interrelation which lead to ignition. If he does not have the
necessary knowledge at his command, he may end up with an unsafe aircraft,
or he may be forced to be overly cautious at the expense of performance
and cost.

The purpose of this section is to introduce a designer to basic
knowledge which in connection with the bibliography of Appendix A, shoulL
enable him to cope with a great deal of his problems. Even though, the
mny variable parameters involved in ignition and their intricate inter-
relation make it necessary to resort to specifically tailored tests for
many applications. In order to make these tests meaningful and to
arrive at the desired results with the least expense, knowledge of the
state-of-the-art again is a prerequisite.

Conditions necessary for starting a fi~e sound deceptively simple;
the simultaneous presence cf a flammable substance and a suitable igni-
tion source. In the case of fires involving aircraft turbine engine
fuels, formation of a flammable substance requires the mixing of an
oxidizer with the fuel vapor. Under ordinary circumstances the most
likely cxidizer is air. Three principal ingredients then are involved
in producing a fire: air, fuel, and an ignition source. Their perti-
nent characteristics are described next, after which their interrelation
with respect to fire will be discussed.

) 185
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In a precise sense, the earth’s atmosphere is a zather hetero-

gemous rnitiureof gases and small solid particles.
From a practical

standpoint, however, it may be considered a relatively uniform mixture.

“U. S. Standard Atmosp~ere 1962” assumes that the air of the standard

atmosphere is dry and has the same relative composition at all altitudes

concerned. This composition is given h Table I. Using Table 1: the

standard equivalent molectir weight for air of 28.97 may be derived
from a s-tion of the products of mol fractions times molecular weight

While such things as smoke, dust, and industrial gases are noticeable

rontaminmts, their total is negligible, since it IS not likely to
exceed that of carbon dioxide, which in itself constitutes a ve~ small

percentage of the atmosphere.

as

composition

Constituent Gas

Nitrogen (N2)

Oxygen (02)

Argon (A)

Carbon Dioxide (C02)

Neon (Ne)

TABLE I

of Standard Atmosphe

Mol Fraction, %

—

\

s.

re

Molecular Weight

78.09

20.95

0.93

0.03

1.8 X 10-3

28.016

32.000

39.944

44.010

20.183

-4 4.003
Helium (He) 5.24 X 10

Krypton (Kr)
-4

1.0 x 10 83.7

Hydrogen (H2) 5.0 x 10-5
.

2.0160

Xenon (Xc) 8.0 X 10-6 131.3

-6 48.000
Ozone (03) 1.0 x 10

Radon (Rn) 6.0 x 10-18 222

Temperature and pressure of static atmospheric air both decrease

the altitude incre~es. Fi~e 52 shows static presswe variations
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with altitude for ICAO standard day and Air Force - Navy standard cold
atmosphere and hot atmosphere.

Figure 53 shows static temperature variations with altitude for the
lCAO standard day and for the Air Force - Navy standard cold atmosphere

and hot atmosphere.

In actual operation it would be extremely rare for any local atmos-
phere to conform exactly to any of the standards shown in Figure 52 and
F@xre 53. The figures are primarily indicative of the range of varia-
tions which might be encountered. Functions related to ignition and.
combustion are dependent upon absolute temperatmes and pressures;
therefore the various standard atmospheres indicate a range of altitudes
over which certain conditions might be encountered.

As an aircraft moves through the atmosphere, the stagnation pressue
and temperature increase as a function of velocity. Figure 54 shows the
ratios of stagnation pressures and temperatures to free strean (static)
pressures and temperatures for Mach numbers between O and 3.5. These
ratios are then applied to static absolute temperature and pressure con-
ditions being investigated to determine actual stagnation values.

Figure 55 shows stagnation temperature as a function of Mach number
for the sea level condition and for the isothermal condition. Figure 56
shows stagnation pressures at several standard day pressure altitude
conditions as functions of Mach number. These figures illustrate the
general magnitude of temperatures and pressures to be expected at high
velocities . They also serve as references for whatever calculations
designers might wish to make. It should be understood that the stagna-
tion pressures and temperatures at locations other than the sta~ation
point must be calculated on the basis of the individual configuration in
question.

).

Several important points should be kept in mind: 1) For practical
purposes air consists of 21% oxygen and 79% inert gases by volume. 2)
The proportionality of gases is constant for the atmosphere in which
air-breathing engines can operate. 3) The supply of oxidizer in the
form of atmospheric air is virtually inexhaustible. 4) Pressure and
temperature of the air will depend on weather conditions and operating
altitude.

18’7
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3,3 FLAMMABLE FLUIDS

3.3*1 AIRCRAFI’ TURBINE ENGINE FUELS

Standard fuels used h turbine engines on Navy aircraft cmform
to specification MIL-J-s624(F), Grade JT’-4and Grade JP-5. For emer-
gency operation, WY engties permit limited use of aviation gasoline
of the lowest available performance rating, conforming to specification
hfIL-G-5572.

The “Material” section of both of the above specifications states
that the fiel shall consist completely of h@rocarbon compounds except
as otherwise specified. Since there are literally millions of possible
hydrocarbon compounds it is impossible to predict the chemical composi-
tion for a given fuel. From a statistical standpoint aviation gasoline
may contain as many as 200 different compounds, and the turbine fuels
perhaps 5000 or more different compounds. The blending of compounds
and groups of compounds permits utilization of the advantages of these
compounds and results in economical production of fuels suitable for
combustion in aircraft engties. Fuel specifications control a number of
physical characteristics as shown in Figure 57.

From a practical standpoint aircraft fiels consist of four series
of hydrocarbon ccmpcunds: paraffins, cycloparaffins, olefins, and aro-
matics . Each of these series of compounds displays both favorable and

unfavorable characteristics. Figure 58 presents comparative character-
istics for the four series of hydrocarbons. It can be seen that paraffins

and cyclopara.fflnsare desirable fuels and usually,co~titute 70$ to 8@
of the fuel blend. Aromatics am desirable primarily because of their
high specific gravity, which produces a higher heat Pr ~it vol~o
Inclusion of olefins Is in many cases an economic measure to reduce th
over-ali cost of tk fuel.

Stice net heat of combustion and flame temperature shuw only a
small variation between the various fuels mentioned, the question
naturally arises: Is one fuel hazardous than any of the others?
This becomes a difficult question to answer in stiple terms. Liquid
fiel of itself will not burn. If there is either too little or too
much gaseous f%el in the fiel-air mixt’~e, the mifiure will not support
combustion. A brief discussion on vapor pressure should help to clarify
the situation.

IW.ndamentally,vapor pressure is a measure of molecular activity,
and represents the tendency of a substance to vaporize. Itcanbe
defined as the minimum pressure at which a substance will remati liquid
or solid at the given temperature. Figure 59 is a generalized diagram
of the vapor pressure function. It shows how the temperature and

)
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pressure determine whether a substance is solid, liquid, or gas. !!?he
junction of the three branches of the diagram is called the “triple
point at which the substance can exist simultaneously in the solid,
liquid, and gaseous forms. As the temperature increases, a critical

point is attained. If temperature is increased beyond this point, the
substance is gaseous no matter what the pressure. A simple, practical

example of this relationship is a conversion of ice to steam in an open
vessel, which is accomplished at a constant pressure with only the
addition of heat to increase the temperature. In the liquid-gas rek-
tionship it can also be seen that liquid can be converted to gas either
by increasing the temperature or by decreasing the pressure. With
respect to fire hazard, the liquid-gas relationship is the important
portion of the vapor pressure diagram.

Vapor pressure as described above is equivalent to the partial
pressure of fiel vapor in a fuel-air mixture under equilibrium conditions
in a closed vessel. This vapor pressure is a tne absolute pressure and
must not be confused with Reid Vapor Pressure. Reid Vapor Pressure is
always measured at 100°F, is influenced by the partial pressure of the
air volume in the measuring chamber, and is intended prlmarlly as a
measure of relative volatility of various fuels.

Figure 60 shows the effect of temperature on the vapor pressure
of the fuels under consideration. For ~-4, the shaded area between the
two curves indicates the range permissible by specification. Since the
Reid Vapcr Pressure is not specified for m-5t the cm= represents
average values. For aviation gasoline the shaded area represents the
specification tolerance; performance rating of the various g’radesof
gasoline is independent of the vapor pressure.

Molecular weight of the fuel vapor does not of itself affect
flammability. In general, however, it should be remembered that molec-
ular weight will increase as fuel volatility decreases. As a matter Of
interest, average molecular weights for fdel vapors are: a) aviation
gasGline, 75; b) JT-4, 85; C) JP-5, 14-o. These values have a probable
accuracy of f5~.

The hyarogen to carbon ratio of the fuel vapor will affect the
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. This will be discussed in a section
concerning formation of flammable mixtures.

In additicn to its fuel supply, an aircraft carries a number of
cthei-flammable fluids. Principal among these are:

(1) Alcohol and alcohcl mixtures

189
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(2) Hydraulic f?;>id

(3) Ep;tie lubricating oil

Methanol (methyl alcohol) is widely used for engine thrust aug-
mentation and for de-icing. Isopropyl alcohol has also been used. Both
are relatively volatile; at ordinary temperatures, methanol is slightly
less volatile than gasoline, and isopropyl alcohol slightly less vola-
tile than JP-k. Althou@ the net heat of combustion is less than that
of gasoline and jet fiel, any alcohol should be handled with the same
respect accorded the other fuels. Alcohols are miscible with water, and

the resultant mixture is flammable.

Standard petroleum base hydraulic fluid MIL-H-5606 is essentially
a hydrocarbon mixture. It has a vapor pressure lower than kerosene;
therefore it is only moderately hazardous at ordinary temperature and
pressure. When it is heated or when the pressure is reduced, a flam-
uble mixture can result. With respect to autogenous ignition It is as
hazardcus as JT-4 and JT-5, and more hazardous than gasoline. Fluids
such as Skydrol 5C0 and Monsanto OS-1+5-lare only relatively fire-
resistant; they require higher temperatures than the FfIL-H-5606fluid to
become flammable.

Lubricating cils are derived both from petroleum products and
from synthetic compounds. Their low volatility requires that they be
heated considerably before equilibrium flammable mixtures are formed.
This is evidenced by flash points (basically the lea llmit) ranging
from 225°F tO 51O”F. On the other hand, autogenous iqition tempera-
tures range from 470°F to 74~”Ft which is similar to the range for fuel.

Considering all factors, these three types of fluids are only
slightly less hazardous thzm fuel, and must be.treated accordingly; each
has, at some time, caused aircraft fires.

i.
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1’. 3 .k FLAM4iBLE FUEL-AIRMIXTURES

Forxmtlon of fuel-airmixtures is best deecribed by considerln.g
equilibrium conditions In a closed system. Visualize a tank containing

both air and liquid tuel, with no means for fuel vapor or air to emape.
Some fuel molecules p~netrate the surface and enter the air space while
others re-enter the fuel. Eventually an equilibrium condition is attained
@ which the number of molecules leaving the fuel is equal to the number
re-entering. The gas Volume above the fiel contains both f%el vapor and
air. At this time.the proportionality between f%el vapor and air can be
calculated from the relationship of partial pressures given below.

13Yvolume, (F/Ji)v=

By weight, (F/A)w =

Where (F/A)v=

(F/A)w =

Pv =

Pa “

(P*-PV) =

M.W.V =

M.W.a =

P@’a-pv)

(P )(M.W. )/lpa-pv)(M.w.a)v v

Fuel-air ratio by volume

~el-air ratio by weight

Vapor pressure of fuel (absolute)

Pressure at surface of fiel (absolute)

Partial pressure of air

Molecular weight of fiei vapor

Equivalent molecular weight of air

From these equations it can be seen that the fiel-air ratio by
weight in the gas volume is dependent upon the vapor pressure of the
f%el, the molecular weight of the fiel, the absolute pressure at the
surface of the fuel, and the molecular weight of the air. It can also
be seen that when the fuel vapor pressure i6 equal to the absolute pres-
sure at the surface of the fiel, the partial pressure of the air becomes
zero. Under these conditions the fuel is at its boiling point, for the
temperature In question, or In other words is on the dividing line
between gas and liquid.

In the combustion process the cartin and hydrogen contained in the
fuel vapor combine with the oxygen in the air. For completely efficient
combustion each carbon atom combines with two oxygen atoms to form a
carbon dioxide molecule, while each hydrogen molecule, containlmg two
hydrogen atoms, combines with an oxygen atom to form a water molecule.
For example, pentane containing 5 carbon atoms and 12 hydrogen atoms,
combines with 8 oqygen molecules to form 5 carbon dioxide molecules and
6 water nmlecties.

)
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Another ~-mmple is the aromatic benzene, in’which two benzene mole-
cules, each contak~ 6 carbon atoms and 6 ~drogen atoms, combine with
15 OIWgeR molecties to fom u -Mn dioxide mo~ecties and 6 water
molecules.

2 C6H6 + 15 02~U C02 + 6 E20

Fuel-air ratio in a stoichiometric mixture is dependent On the
hydrogen and carbon =toms present in the fiel vapor and Is calcuhted as
described below. In the case of pentane the 8 oxygen molecules are
divided by the percent oxygen by volume in the atmosphere (00~5) to
show that 38.2 equivalent air molecules are required for each pentme
molecule. Volumetric fuel-air ratio for the stoichiometric x@&ure is
simply the ratio of the number of molecules, In this case 0.0260. fiel-
air ratio by weight is determined by dividing the product of fuel vapor
molecular weight times the number of fiel molecules by the product of
air molecular weight times number of air molecules, or in the case of
pentane 0.0647.

/ / /
(F/A)v=l (~020g~) ‘1 @~=0”02@. .
(F/Mw = (l)(?2J~/ (8/o.mg5)(28.97) = 0.0647

In the case of benzene the 15 oxygen molecule~ required to combine
with 2 benzene molecules require the equivalent of 71.6 air molecules.
Volumetric fuel-air ratio for the stoichiometric mixture is then 0.027’9,
and weight fuel-air ratio for the same mixture is 0.0753.

(F/A)v = 2
/(15/o.m~) “0.Q2’B

(F/@v = (2)(78 *x)/( ~5/o.~95)(28.92) ‘0”0753

For the fiels under discussion, the co~sition of the fiel vapor
16 quite likely to be different than the composition of the liquid. This
rehtionship can also change with chmges in altitude and because of fiel
weathering (loss of more volatile constituents), and can be defined
precisely only by extensive testing. From a practical standpoint the
assumption of a stoichi-tric fuel-air ratio by weight of 0.068 probab~
will be accurate to approximite~ *5$. This is due to the predo~ce
of parafftis and cyclopamfftis in tbe fiels.

Experience in adJusting til-air mixtures in such apparatus aS
Bunsen burners, gas stoves, and automotive carburetors, demonstmteS
that flammability occurs at mixtures other than stoichbmetric. In the
combustion process the exotbemic or heat-prduc~ reaction takes place
between a definite proportion of fuel molecules and air mlecules. LOSS
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eXcess air or excess ffie~vap6r eventually can pre-
pr0cef3sf~m.s~tath~g itee}f. For,t~bine e%tie..

fiels the’~le+nltiit and3rfch:lMt m~ties’ a$ one atmosphere can W
calculated f~qrnthe’~fo+tiong~ven belti. ‘ -

,

.- ‘r .. .-.

L = 18:7x 10
6
/ (\)(M)

R.

R
f/8 =

Where: L =

/
o Lf/a=@HM} (1W :L)(28.97),

/

‘..
L + 143 *0:7 ‘

(@( M)/(Im -R)(28.97)

‘f/a =
R.

‘f/a =

lean-llmit concentration by volume

net heat of combustion, BTU/lb.

molecular weight of fuel vapor

lean-limit fuel-air ratio by weight

rich-limit concentration by volume

rich-limit fuel-air ratio by weight

Flammability l~ts expressed in terms of fuel-air ratio by volume
or by weight are relatively insensitive to changes k absolute pressure.

The diminishtig temperature spread shown b Figure 61 merely reflects
the reduced vapor pressure range dictated “Dythe reduced absolute pres-=
sure . Combustion in test apparatus has been obtained et pressures
equivalent to 75,~ foot alt~t~de” Moreover, test data at low absolute

pressures is rather meager, and the tests caa be affected significantly

by test ap~aratus size and configuration. If low ambient pressure is to

be used a~ a protecting feature against explosion, realistic tests
za~lored to the actual condition and configuration must be conducted.

F-ble fiel-air mixtures can also be’formed when a mist is gener-
ated such as fron severe agitation cm impact. When the droplet diameter

is LO nicrons oy less, the mixture acts very similar to.a vapor-air
mixture . As dzmplet size increases the lower fhmmbility limit

then shows an increase once more. Data on this sub~ect is extremely

IhSted; the mcst important pci.ntto remember is that the normal Iimlts
P-!Gf .~ “~ilityfor an equilibrium fl~eivapDr-air mixture are not appli-

cable to mists and sprays.
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When fuel is stored in an open contaher it is a practical impossi-
bility to form an equil.mium fuel-air mixture. The greatest fuel
concentration will be at the surface cf the liquid and will diminish
with both di.~ance from the liquld and circulation of the composite
mbrture . If the pressure and temperature conditions existing for the
storage facility indicate that equilibrium fuel-air ratio would be less
than the lean flammability limit, the hazard is greatly reduced. On the
other hand, if the ccuditions indicate that equilibrium fuel-air ratio
would be considerably above the rich flammability limit, it must be
assumed that somewhere between the surface of the fuel and the uncontam-
inated surrounding air a region of flammable ~el-alr mixture will exist.
Other hazardous situations will be discussed later.

Once the fuel-air mkture has left its ccntalner and emerges tito
the atmosphere, it diffuses rapidly into the surrounding air. If this
were not the case, fi~elhandling operations would be much mom hazardous
than they are.

.
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3.5 SOURCES OF IGNITION

Ignition usually is considered the process of producing a propa-
gating fl=e h a combustible mixture. In order to initiate,the combus-

tion, energy must be added to the mixture; after which a propagating

fhme is self-sustatiing until the fuel is consumed, or it is extin-
guished because of lack of oxygen or by quenching.

The following mechanisms of ignition must be considered in aircraft
design:

(1) Autogenous or spontaneous ignition is caused by contact of

a flammable mixture with a hot surface.

(2) Friction spark ignition is in fact causedby contact with
hot surfaces but is generally not called autogenous ignition.

(3) I~itionby electric arcs and sparks.

(4) Hot gas ignition caused by mixing hot gas with a flammable
mixture .

Ignition of flammable mixtures by severe shock waves is theroetically

possible but it has never been proven to be responsible for a fire in an
aircraft.

The ignition mechanisms (1) through (4) shall be described briefly.

3.5.1 AU’IWENOUS IGNITION

Autogenous ignition is evidenced by fires resdting from Fdel
spillage on hot tail pipes, exhaust stacks, turbine cases, GYerheated
electronic equipment, hot bleed air llnes, overheated high speed equip-

ment, etc. Surface temperatures required to initiate combustion are
subject to a number of variables such as configuration, co~osition CT
the fuel-air mixture, surface material and area, pressure and exposure
time (dwell or residence time); therefore, apparatus and techniques for
determining autogenous ignition characteristics are quite diversified
and have resulted in a wide range of values. Among the most important
methods &r’e:

(1) Dropptig meas~edqwtities cf fuel into a heated flask
filled with air or oxidizer, at a wide rmge of pressures .

.)

(2) Dropping of fiel onto a heated open surface over which the
air may be either quiescent or flowing.
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3.5.2 FRIcTION smuts

)

lhictlon 6~k6 can cause ignition h crwh bzAQs. Due to the
surface areas of sparks and short contact tks, rektively high

spark temperatures are needed to ignite fuel air ndxtures. Steel sparks

h the or-e color region (1650 to 1750°F) caused erratic i~ition, and
titanium sparks h the white color region (-ah- 2000°F) caused repeated
ignition in tests simulating aircraft skin slidlng along a runway surface.

3.5.3 ELECTRIC SPARKS AND ARCS

Electric discharges are excellent ignition sources because of
ability to concentrate high energy in a very small volume.

Although there are many methods of using electrical discharges, the
resultant sparks can be categorized generally as eithex inductive or
capacitance sparks or arcs.

Inductive sparks can be generated easily by transformers, ignition
coils, magnetos, and similar devices, and by interruption of an induc-
tive circuit, Because inductance sparks are usually caused by high
impedance sources, the current is low and the spark Is of relatively
long duration. Capacit=ce sparks =e produced by the discharge of
charged condensers. Electric discharges such as those generated by
friction, impact, pressure, successive contact and separation of unlike
surfaces, and transference of’ are the same as capacitance sparks
except for ma.rmerof generation. Natural atmospheric electrical dis-
charges such as corona, streamers, and lightning, are basically capaci-
tance dlecharge6. Duration of ordinary capacitance sparks may be
extremely short, such as less than 0.01 microseconds for low energies.
With higher energies and with resistance added to the system, the dura-
tion of the discharge can be Increased considerably, such as to 5 milli-
seconds in a lightning stroke.

Perhaps the most important aspect of electrical discharge is the
extremely small amount of ener~ required to produce ignition. Under

conditions favorable to ignition, the mergy can be less than 1 milli-
~oule. Under ideal conditions the ener~ has been as low a8 0.2 milli-
jo es. (In terms of mechanical energy, 1 milMjoule equals ~ .737$~xw)
?lo- foot pounds: in terms of thermal energy it equsls 0.9478 x 10

~.~.~ HOT GAS IGNXTION

The ability of hot gases to cause a fire are well km;vn. Exhaust
gases and hot bleed air leaking into a flammable tiure, or vice versa,
can ca~se ignition. hot gas ignition temperatures vary uith stichfac-
tors as mixture composition, hot gas volume, turbulence, ett. The
minimum hot gas Q@ticn temperature for a given hydrocarbon is apprcxi-

rmtely twice the mininrm autogenous i~ition temperature in de~ree
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centigrade. Experiment- 1 data are Influenced considerably by apparatus
effects . For instance, the container for the hot gas usmlly provides
a heated surf-se and renders it difficult to separate the effects of
the hot gas from those due to the heated surface.

When development testing is required to investigate potential
hazardous situations, the tests must be tailored to simulate closely the
most adverse operating conditions.
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3.6 VARIABLES II?FLUENCINGi@lITION

I&my, although not all ignition phenmexm, we better understood
when they are analyzed from the vieb~oint of molecular energy necessary
to cause ignition. In order tG ignite a mixture this mitime must reach
a certain ener~ level t’ypicalfor the particular fiel. It is hewn

that chemical reaction in a mixture occurs before visibl~ flame indicates
an ignition. This kind of reaction may or may not be indicated by

when taking place in a closed vessel, and it is suspected that it
may prevent ignition in marginal cases by inerting caused by the decom-
-positionproducts. Since the rises of prei~ition reactions
Lwe low compared tc those of ignitior.,amd ignition is likely to follow
a prelgmit.ion reac~ion in nearly all cases, prelgnltlon react~on

. . .

czr.be a~sregarded, at least for the aircraft covered by this Wndbmk.

~?*.-L, <3s:; t’:urLd:rs-LdzGLila::I:eer,trfg trarAsferfrom an ignition
Sc:uce tc 2 Kie.we is in~’~~en~edb~~ch= t~perat~-e ~d vc~~e of &“A

:gIiAZiCrl Sclu-rce [ene:gy flow ~ate) ~ the contact between ignition

source and .ti.xture,the mclecuiar contact and the heat transfer coeffi-
C:f31-~t ~1’0T7 a. heated sur:Gce tc a mixture. It is alscIquite :Leu that a
mixture which has a high energy content to st~”t with, ‘wQ1 Ignite
faster, and t’natenergy applied tc molecules in the mixtwes which do
not contribute tc Lmming, is w~ted. Energy lost to adjacent cool
s..ui’scesv-L2.Jdelay, or even pre~rentignition if the energy supply is
ltiited. I: ihe net rate of energy transfer (rate of ener~ input minus
rate of energy losses) is below a certain value for a specific fuel,
imitior- is impossible regardless of such factors as size of energy

source, contact time, molecular mixing, etc.

Alzhough the conditions r,eedeufor ignition =e simp~ the shuuL-
t~neous presence of a flammabie substance and a suitable ignition source,
a n’tier of v=_”iablesM-lH influence the ease of ignition. The more in.
flllentia’!of these conditions are: 1) composition of the flammable
Zixtu e; 2) absolute press-we; 3) temperature of tixzure and ignition
scurce; 4) time; ~) velocity and turbulence; 6) surface fLrAi~h~d ~te-
rial; 7) surface area; 8) distecncebetween surfaces; ~) nature of elec-
trical ener~.

Precise definition of the effects caused by varying these conditions
is beyond the sccpe of discussion because of the interaction of the
v~iables. Ho-~ever,the general effects of each vzxriablecan be
descr:bed ~.c ~Vc ~.~sc~ssedbelow.

Th~oretical:J, ignition should be easiest with a stoichiametric
mixture. In many cases tests have sho~ that fin- i~ition energieS

are achie-~ed with mixtures slightly richer thaa stoichiametric, while ti
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a few cases ignition ‘has been easiest with sanewhat lean mixtures.
Hydrocarbon type and ..olectiarweight can also influence ignition ck -
acteristics. For aircraft turbine ~els, ignition is easiest at fiel-
air ratios approximately 2@ richer than stoic~ometric.

Equilibrium conditions are seldan attained except in a quiescent
storage vessel. During aircraft fieling and other fiel transfer func-
tions, mists and sprays =e generated and any spillage aggravates the
release of fuel vapor. Diffusion of the fuel vapor into the surrounding
air is quite rapid, so that for normal circumstances the existing fire
prevention requirements for areas around aircraft are adequate. How-

it must be remembered that a severe spill%e of fuel> p~tic~~lY
in warm weather or onto a wmn surface, will greatly increase the
hazard zone because of the tremendous volume of vapor which will be
released.

3.6.2 Amm PRESSURE

The vast majority of test work indicates that ignition can be
accomplished at lower temperatures and energy levels as absolute pres-
sure increases. With electrical ignition, the minimum energy required
for ignition is proportional approximately to the inverse square of the
absolute pressure. h exanple is shown in Figure 63. Autogenous i~ition
temperatures show a similar trend, except that the fhnction is not well
defined numerictiy.

3.6.3 TEka?mAm

Since increased temperature of either the flamnable mixture or
the ignition source indicates an increase in energy level, the fact that
i~ition is easier at higher temperatures is quite logical. In auto-
genous ignition the effect of temperature is best defined in temns of
ignition lag. This fbction is approximately hyperbolic; the limits me
the minimum time required for the chemical reaction and the minixum tem-
perature required for ignition regudless of time l%. Test data M
Figure 64 involving a gasoltie-oxygen mixture in a platinum crucible shows
an ignition lag of approximately 1.2 seconds at 61O”F and 25 seconds at
544°F. A similar effect occurs with electrical ignition. Using pentme,
minimum i~ition energies ranged from 45.0 millijoules at -22°F to 2.5
millijuul.esat 347”F.

3.6.4 m

.

Frcxna practical standpoint this is an extreme~ importmt vari-
able since it can often be the difference between ignition ad non-
ignition. It is prinaril.ya dependent -iable stice it is inthately
interrelated with the other conditions. Time becames increasing~ ~r-
tant when mixture cqsition, pressure, and ignition ener~ me at”levels
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least conducive to i~ition. There me undoubtedly mmy unrecorded

instances in which the conditions were all within the limits of ignita-
bility but ignition did not occur because these conditions aid not
exist simultaneously for a sufficiently long time.

,1.~.7 EKRFACE All&.

%8-rting with ve-q:-smaU .surlaceareas: i~iticn temperature

tecreases as ~ea increases until some minimum temperature is approached.
-~fterthis point fither increases in surface mea have no effect orl*-

h= i.~.iiicn te~erat~-.:+ F~r.e~-~rez zm~t be heated to incandescence

:U ;CLse ~@tlOiL. ‘WIQleheated particles such as those emanating frm

G grinding wheel or S.~l= abrasive tiction me not very effective as

igr.itiorLsources, they must be ciassed as ~tential ignition so-~ceso
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3.6.8 DISTANCE BETWIWN

The ability of a

SURFACES

flammable mixture to support combustion is
Wluenced Oy the distmce between any surfaces which might contain the
flannable mixture. When parallel surfaces ai”esufficiently close, or a
tube diameter or slit width is sufficiently small, it becanes impossible
to propagate a flame. This “quenching distance” is considerably influ-
enced by fuel-air ratio, pressure, and temperature. Quenching distance
will be at a minimum with slightly richer than stoichianetric fiel-air
ratio, high temperature, and high absolute pressure. The most important
point is that practical flame arrestors are feasible and that test data
is available to provide design information.
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(2) ANA BUiN NO. 42]

ALTITUDE -1000 FEET

FIGURE 52- VARIATION OF STANDARD ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE W!Tti ALTlltJDE
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS

Air, bleed - See bleed air.

Anoxemic - Indicates deficient aeration of the blood.

Arc, electric - See electric arc.

Armor - Steel or iron plating designed to resist gunfire or other high
kinetic ener~ pieces, used to protect fuel tanks and other

vulnerable components.

Arrestor, flame - See flame arrestor.

Arrestor, lightning - See lightning arrestor.

Autogenous ignition temperature, minimum, (MAIT) - The lowest temperature
at whick.a flammable fuel-air mixture will ignite spontaneously
under specified conditions.

?krrier, fire - See fire barrier.

Mrrier, vapor - See vapor barrier.

Bladder cell - Tank formed by an elastic bag which is contained in a
rigid cavity.

Bleed air - Air tapped from a turbine engine compressor for the purpose
of ener~ extraction, or compressor stall prevention. Tle air

may be tapped after the final compressor stage or at any inter-

mediate stage.

lbnding, electric - See elect~ic bonding.

Butt - To meet or adjoin at.the end. Example: butting wing skin.

CarbGn monoxide detector - A device for detection of hazaz~dousconcentra-
tions of carbon monoxide or fire, especially a smoldering or
incipient fire.

Cell, bladder - See kladder cell*

Combustible - %1.ids or liquids which will ignite and burn, but are not
explosive rapidly burning in the environment of application=

Cut hose - Nonmetallic hose usually cut to size from stock material and
secured by a hose clamp.

~fla~ation - A c]laica~ reaction (f~e) moving t’hrou@ the material at

a speed less than ‘~hatof sumds

Detector, carbon monoxide - See carbcn monoxide detector.
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flow. Ikla5.1-—
craft, mp5il dmimlge Mf%mmbkfl nidl. eahgecm=rboard -
am Zx&eHdx is very eflrectiYe in miIliE&ing fire and CExgDhion

hazards. Iiiqyid fbelmrust wqor’izeti diffkas ei.xrtothea3r

befb.rebang redered m~k= ~ rapid ~ reduces ‘he

-t* for mparmtion-

Ikell tti - !l%ethe a f~le mixture tii. ncoxrt=ctwit haltat
surface. !X!hWtime is signific=zrt far the tu&l tmcalnt of heat

emrgytransf~fkm thehatsuri%ce to the flm9miblem5xture0
me dwell time is thl=w?fol’e03= of the mctcu= hfluencing *

-~ ~tion ~tare of a mixture.

Klectricarc - A sustabd lmil~’-u ~ m, S-*S h-
the appearance of a Curved lixleof flame, thatti fclrmedumder
certdn conditions when a break is made in an electric c-t.

Electric bondling - The ccmmx%ion betmeen tvo elfdzricconihctczrsfor the
~e of’~ w thrn at m~ iklly the same elmAzri@
potential. For the purpose of this mmuzilthisis~ tobe

the potential of’the a~ Stnlctalre.

Entionment-free - This tezm is app3ied to electric connections and
denotes a connector vhich has either no ~ior spaces am ~Z

te, or which is sealed so that ~,vapor, or fluid can ac~
vapor, or fluid cannot entxzr.

ItXplosion- A tioknt expamicm or bursting that is accanpanied by mise
and is caused by sudden rel~e of energy.

Explosion proof - Eqdm3ion pmmf aeronautical equip is designed b

prevent ignitionof a flammable mixture vithin the equipemt uhen
operated, or to prevent an internalerpbsion _ p~ting b
the exterior.

Explosion suppression - h~ingsysttmlinan airuld%fueltankar
other c~eti containingan qlosive fuel vapor, vhich is
triggeredby the Initislphase of an erplosion. Fkx@d dispersim
of the in-~ agerrtprevents a pressure rise beyond safe limits.
Agent discharge is ~ered by”pmxmure rtie or radi=tion
sensing.
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Fire barrier - A ~5t50n uhich wKU resist f- penetmtim under the
severe C20mdition of fYre= &rat5an ti vibration like- to

occur at its lMxatinn.

Hre ?reststan-t - Fire msistzmt Stmct=e, qcip==t , vir5m& Cm&ml-s,
azui pi.p~ xmst be zibleto -perfarm their imknded Afux.rndionsunder
421em severe renditions of f5re and tibmtion HTlk& to occur

et the particular Mcatian for a period of at least five -z55mrkes.

Fire zone, putaxti.al -Acmparbmt vkreafYre ispossibledneti

specified Corsditians pwvai~ in this C=prt==t CR ti adjacent

~se

= Zme &axKtar-2 - E& mdiation sensing detedxxrs.

~ resistxlnt - I?hw3 resi~ rnterial skill not ignite ~~q

w~der all ~ ~tures of insstion, and sba31
be self -ertingui~ after raval of a flame. Uhen used in fire

zones vith ~ erti~ capabilities, it @x&l not af%erfluu-

F.~le - ~bks are solids, fluids or gases vhicb will ate

readiJyinti,m*as )Vdmcartmn fuels and lubricants.

Fueun& gmvity - See gmvi~ fueling.

\
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Lightning diverter - A device which protects areas of the aircrafi from
a lightning strtie lQhtning strike could cause a
haz=d. The device can be a rod or a strip which protrudes from
the skin of the aircraft, extracting lightning and carving the
current the skin without dangerousresis~ce heattng~

Pressure f’ueling- Filling of an aircraft fuel tank through a fieling
line which ultimateQ is attached to the fiel tank. The force of

fluid motion is pressure applied to the fluid.

Protrusion - Minor components of an aircrafi protmding from the main
contour of the airframe, such as search lights, bcmb racks~
certain types of antennas} ventral and dorsal fins, etc.

Purge - To clean cm slush such as fuel vapors or smoke from a
compartment.

Radiation sensing detector - A device which detects a visible flame
through radiation. These devices are of%en referred to as visual,
flame} or surveilknce detectors.

Residence time - See dwell time-

Single failure - In addition to the obvious, the following combinations
are considered salety-wisez equivalent to a single failure:
(a) A combination of failures which cannotbe detected d~ying a
preflight check or normal flight but which may be found to be in
a failed or unsafe condition when an additional failure occurs;
(b) A combination or chain reaction of failures caused by one
single failure.

Scupper - A small basin incorporating a filler cap, and a drain for
disposal cf spilled or overflowed fluid.

Smoke detector - A unit which detects smoke by photo-electric, visual or
olfactory means.

Spark, electric - A luminous disruptive electrical discharge of veq’
short iiure.timbetween.t-w conductors smarated hy air or ot”her
gas.

Store - Equipment stored internally or externally of an aircraft, easily
removatie or interchangeable, such as bombs, rockets and
auxiliary tanks.

Surveillance detector - See radiation sensing detector.

Squib - A p~otechnic device used to initiate fire extinguishing agent
release or igritjm 0?’an explosjve device.

Vapcr barrier - F/allthrough which aqv anticipated vapor cannot
penezrate.
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Ruaglqh

/’

Accessibility -----------------------------------------

Initiators ----------------------------c-o------

Accessories -------------------------------------------

I%tential fire zones ---------------------------

Support ------.---------------------------------

Agent quantit;:~ fire exting~isher ---------------------

Air conditioning --------------------------------------

Air ducts, potential fire zone -----------------”------
Air inlets --------------------------------------------

Auxi1iary power plant --------------------------

Combustion heater ------------------------------

Engine -------z---------------------------------

Air inlets and outlets, potential fire zone
-----------

Air shutoff valves ------------------------------------

Air systems, high pressure ----------------------------

lhplosion hazard -------------------------------

IOcation ---------------------------------------

Support ----------------------------------------

AIXlbienttemperature, inhabited mea -------------------
Antenna lightning arrestor ----------------------------

Arcs, fiel tank, lightning ----------------------------

Arrestors, flame --------------------------------------

Auxiliary power pknt (see power phnt) ---------------

Mggage Wld cSrgo comp~~tments ---..--.---oc---_-----_-
Construction ----e---.--------------------------

Electric wiring -----------.--------------------

Fire detection --------.------------------------

Ftie extinguishing -----------------------------

Flammable fluid lines --------------------------

Lining ---.-------------------------------------

Li&.ts ------------------”.---------------------

Requirements -----------------------------------

Ventilating air --------------------------------

Batteries, electric storage ---------------------------

B2bliogn@~ ------------------------------------------

Berths, irhbited area --------------------------------

Bmdder ce~ cavity -----------------------------------

Blankets, inh,atited area ------------------------------

Deed air ducts ---------------------------------------

231.

2.7.13.8

2.11.1.7
2.2.8
2.2.1.6
2.13.9
2. 19.8
2.11.1.2.3

2.11.3.4
2.11.4.4
2.11.2.4
2.11.1.11.
2.11.1.4
2.10.3
2.10.3,4
2.10.3.3
Z.lc.j.>
2.19.2
2.18.1.6
2.18.1.2
2.18.1.3

2.20
2.20.3
2.20.3.3
2.12
2.13
2.20.5
2.20.3.3
2.20.3.2
2.20.3.4 ~
2.20.2
2a20.3.1
2.7. u
2.15.8
Appendix A
2.19.4
2.1.2.2
2. 19.1.3
2.2.1.5

—-.. _____ __ -A. -t.— -n _ ______ _y -_& -L -..1 a k- ..- .-.+- A \
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!n-HrlBK-221(WP)
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Bleed air systems -------------------------------------

Anti-stall -------------------------------------

lbnding jur~a, fuel tank -----------------------------

Boost pump -----------.--------------------------.-----

Motor drati ------------------------------------

Motor vent -------------------------------------

Brakes, landing wheel ---------------------------------

Bridge wire circuit -----------------------------------

Cabin interior material -------------------------------

Cargo compartments ------------------------------------

Flammable fluid lines --------------------------

Cartridge stinters (see starters) ---------------------

Cavities ----------------------------------------------

Bladder cell ----------------.----.-------------

Flexible tanks ---------------------------------

Rigid tanks ------------------------------------

Cell bladder ---.----------------------------------.---

Combustion fundamentals -------------------------------

Ccxnbustionheaters ------------------------------------

U ducts --------------------------------------

M
-Combustionair ducts ---------------------------

mains -----------------------------------------

Ekhaust system ---------------------------------

Heating air ducts -c----------------------------

CamIMWtnents ------------------------------------------

Baggage and cazzgo------------------------------

Flammable system drainage ----------------------

Fuel drainage ----------------------------.-----

Fhel tank ---c-- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --

Ventibt ion ------------------------------------

timpartment configuration, potential fire zone -------.

Components --------------------------------------------

Electric location ------------------------------

system clear=ce ------------------------
@gen system temperature ----------------------
Hot engine section -----------------------------

C0mpre6sor, air, explosion haz=d ---------------------
Connections------------------------------.------------

D&’ueling---c----------------------------------

Inhabited areas --------------------------------

Containers --------------------------------------------

Q gen support ---------------------------------

Ratable oXygen --------------------------------

2*8
2,8.4
2,18.1.2
2.2.3

2.2:3
2.2.3
2.10.7
2.7.13.4

2.19.1

2.2.1.7.8

2.1.2.2
2.1.3.2
2. 1.3.1
2.1.2.2
2.15.2
3*
2.11.4
2.11.4.3
2. IL4.4
2.D.4.3
2.11.406
2.u. h.5
2.11.4.2

2.20
2.2.1.3
2.1.1.3
2.4.1
2.1.1.3
2.2.1.3
2.11.1.16

2.7.2
2.9.2.5
2.9.2.1
2.U.2.6
2.10.3.4

2.5.3
2.19.9

2.9.4

2.9.2.2
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Containment, rotating equipment -.---------------------

CQntamination, o~gen system -.--------------.---------

Continuous,fire detector -----------------------------

Control system,fire extinguisher---------------------
@ash fire prevention---------------------------------

Crash inerting ------------------.--------------

Drip fences ------------------------------------

Electric batteries -----------------------------

Flammable fluid accessories --------------------

Flammable fluid ties -----------e--------------

Friction sparks -----------------.--------------

Ihel tank design -------------------------------

lhel tank location — -“------------------------------

Landing lights ---------------------------------

&ash protection -----------------------.--------------

IUel tanks -------------------------------------

Definitions ----------------------------------_--------

@fueling ----.----------------------------------------

Connection -------------------------------------

Dipstick, fiel --------------------z-------------------

Discharge, vent and drain -----------------------------

Diverter, Eghtning ------.--------z-------------------

Drainage ----------------------------------------------

EOost pump motor -------------------------------

Carrier based aircraft .------------------------

Combustion air heater --------------------------

Configuration ---------.------------------------

Discharge ----------.---------------------------

Electric valve ---------------------------------

Flammable systems compartment ------------------
lhel tank compartment --------------------------

iManifolti--------------------------------.------

l%tential fire zone ----------------------------

Xlripfence --------------------------------------------

Iklcts------------------------.------------------------

Hot gas -------------------------------.--------

Inhabited areas --------------------------------

2010.2.2.1
2.9.5
2.9.6
2. X2.2

2.13.5

2.15
2.15.9
2.15.3 ‘

2.15.8
2.15.5
2.15.4
2.15.6
2.15.2
2.15.1
2.15.7

2.1.1.1.6

Appendix B
2.5
2.5.3

2.2.7
2.4.4
2.18.1.4

2.2.3
2.4.7
2.11.h.f5
2.4.5
2.4.4
2*2*5
2. 2.1.3
2.1.1.3
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.15.3

2.2.1.5
2.19.9

Electrical systems ------------------------------------ 2.7
Electric cmponents -----------------------------------

Batteries,storage -----.----------------------- 2.7.IJ
2.15.~

Compartment pressure --------------------------- 2.7.8
Components in fire zones --------------.-------- 2“● ,*4
Explosion proofness ---------”------------------ 2.7.3.1
Ftiewall connections --------------------------- 2.7.4

233
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Flammable syst~6 ------------------------------

FUnnnable fluid zones --------------------------

R2el tanks -------------------------------------

Weling and defuellng systems ------------------

Non-metillic =terial -------------~.-----------

Overheat protection ----------------------------

Qgen systems ---------------------------------

Tbwer receptacle -.-----------------------------

Potential fire zone ----------------------------

Valves -----------------------------------------

Electric ground receptacle ----------------------------

~ectrical wiring, baggage and cargo compartment ------
~ectricity, static (also see lightning) --------------

bw ener~ -------------------------------------

R.ectro explosive systems -----------------------------

Einergencyfire provisions -----------------------------

kergency handle -------------------------------

Rnergency operations ---------------------------

Fire extinguishing -----------------------------

Indicator lights ---c---------------------------

Iam-ps------------------------------------------

Engine co~artment, flammable tanks -------------------

Engine starters (see starters) -.----------------------

E@pent, f-able fluid, inhabited mea ------------
Equipment, high speed, rotating -----------------------

~erspeed protection ---------------------------

Evacuation, smoke -------------------------------------

Exhaust -----------------------------------------------

Wtridge starters -----------------------------

Rockets --------------------------------------.-

Ebdlau6tsystems ---------------------------------------

Combustion heaters -----------------------------

Engine -----------------------------------------

Potential fire zones ---------------------------

E@losives --------------------------------------------

InstaUt ion -----------------------------------

LOcation ---------------------------------------

Explosion hazard --------------------------------------

High pressure air compressor -------------------

~losions, potential fire zone -----------------------
Explosion proofness -----------------------------------

Electric components ----------------------------

lbcplosionsuppression ---------------------------------

Application c-----------------------------------

Installation -----------------------------------

Response time ----------------------------------

~stem monitoring ------------------------------

‘knk pressure ----------------------------------

2.2.1.4
2.7.3
2.1.1.4
2.5.2
2.7.9
2.7.3.2
2.7.6
2.7.10
2.11.1.9
2.2.5
2.2.2
2.20.3.3
2.18
2.18.2
2.7.13
2.14
2. U+.3
2.14.2
2.14. T
2.14.4
2olh.5
2.1.1.1.1
2.1.1.1.2

2.19.10
2.10.2
2.10.2.2
2.19.u

2.10.~.4.5
2.10.8

2.11.k.5
2.u.2.5
2.u.1.13
2.1o.4
2e10.b.3
2.10.k.2

2.10.3
2.n.1.3

2.7.3.1
2.17
2,17.1
2.17.4
2.17.2
2.17.3
2.17.2
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Extinguishing, fire -----------------------------------

~ectrical components and circuitry ------------

Fasteners ---------------------------------------------

Filler cap cables *------------------------------------

Filler units ------------------------------------------

Flammable fluid tank ---------------------------

Filling provisions, o~gen ----------------------------

Filter, radio frequency -------------------------------

F5re

Fire

Fire

Fire
Fire

access door --------------------------------------

Auxiliary power plant --------------------------

Power plant ------------------------------------

detection ----------------------------------------

Design ------------------------------------------

kcat ion ---------------------------------------

Operation --------------------------------------

System requirements ----------.-----------------

~es of detectors --.-----------------.--.-----

extinguishing ------------------------------------

Agent quartity ---------------------------------

Container location -----------------------------

Control system ---------------------------------

Electrical components and circuitry ------------
Main power plant -------------------------------

Nitrogen volume --------------------------------

l%essure indicators ----------------------------

%tential fire zones --+------------------------

Safety outlets ---------------------------------

Squibs -------------------------------”-----,----

etiinguisher, hand -------------------------------

Ghields ------------------------------------.-----

Auxiliary power plant --------------------------

Main power plant -------------------------------

Firewall, electric comector --------------------------

Fire zones (also see potential fire zones) ------------

Bleed ah duct ---------------------------------

Electric equipment -----------------------------

Fittings ----------------------------------------------

FUmmable systems -----.------------------------

IMel lxmks -------------------------------------

oxygen system ----------------------------------

Flame arrestor -----------c-.--------.-----------------

Flammablefluids --------------------------------------

2.13
2.13.6

2.1.1.8
2.18.1.2

2.2.2
2.9.5
2.7.13.6

2.11.3.6
2.11.2.10
2.32
2J2.6
2.12.5
2.u.4.4
2.u. k
2.12.2
2.13
2.13.9
2.13.4
2.13.5
2.13.6
2.11.2.1
2.13. u
2.13.8
2.u.l.15
2.13.10
2.13.7
2.19.X2’

2.11.3.3
2.11.202
2.7.4

2.8.3
267.4

2.2.1.7.5
2.IL1.6
2.1.1.5
2.15.1
2e9,=j
2.18.1.3
2.3
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..
Flammable fluid systm

--------------------------------

Accesskie6 ---------------------------------L.

Accessory ~pport ----e-.-----------------------

Compartment ventilation ------------------P------

Component insukt ion ------.--------------------

Electric equipent ---------------------------.-

unit ------------.------------------------

Hoses ------------------------------------------

Hot gas ducts ----------------------------------

Inhabited areas --------------------------------

Lines ------------------------------------------

Lines illCtUTgo COmp~tments --------------------

Lines in potential fire zone5 ------------------
Lines in wheel wells ---------------------------

Iacation ---------------------------------------

@gen systms ----------------------------.-

Pressure ------------------------------------

Pumps ---------------------------------------

Tank vent lines -----------------------------

Tubes ---------------------------------------

Flamnabk fluid =6 ------e--------------------------

FYiction sparks ---------------------------------------

Fuel --------------------------------------------------

kircraf%~ turbine engine ‘----------------------
Dipsticks --------------------------------------

Shutoff valve ----------------------------------

Transfer system --------------------------------

“ientsyst~ -------------------------------------

Fuel tanks (see Wnks) --------------------------------

Fueling -----------------------------------------------

Ressure system --------------------------------

I%el jettisontig --------------------------------------

Leakage ----------------------------------------

~dBIK’n~S of ignition ~d c~bustion -----.---------
roses, shunt -----------------------------------

Gages, qusatity ---------------------------------------

Gas, inerting -----------------------------------------

Generati~ system, tieh gas --------------------------

GroUndi~, initiator ----------------------------------

Ground receptacle, electric ---------------------------

2.2
2.2.8
2.15.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.9
2.2.lob
2.7.3
2.2.2
2.2.1.7.3
2.2.1.5
2019.10
2.2*1*7
2.15.4
2.2.1.7.8
2.20.3.3
2.2.1.7.6
2.2.1.7.9
2.2.102
2.9.2.4
2.2.1.8
2.2.3
2.4.3
2.2.l.1=4
2.1
2.15.6

3.3.1
2.2.7
2.u..I.4
2.2.9
2.2.9

2.5
P.5.4
2.6
2.6.2
3*
2.7.13.3

2,2.4
2.16.3
2.ti.3
2.7.13.5
2*2.2

.
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Gun instalhtion -------------------------------------- 2.10.6
Ihel tanks ------------------------------------- 2.10.6.4
Gas data --------------------------------------- 2.10.6.2
Ventilation ------------------------------------ 2.10.6.3

Hazards ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -----

High speed rotating equipment ------------------
High speed rotating equipment -------------------------

Hoses, flammable ~stems ------------------------------

Hot gas ducts -----------------------------------------

Hydraulic canponents ----------------------------------

Shielding --------------------------------------

Hand fire extinguishers -------------------------------

Handle, emergency -------------------------------------

~draulic tanks ---------------------------------------

Ignition and combustion fundamentals -------------d----

Indicator lights, fire --------------------------------

Indicator) pres=e~ fire efiinguisher ----------------

Inerting ------------.---.-----------------------------

Gas --------------------------------------------

Oxygen concentration ----------------m--------0.-

Chcygenevolution -------------------------------

Purge mats -------------------------------------

Redundant systems ------------------------------

Requirements ------------------------------.----

E@tem monitoring ------------------------------

*stem tests -----------------.-----------------

Inhabited areas ---------------------------------------

W conditioning -------------------------------

Ambient temperature ----------------------------

Berths -----------------------------------------

Blmlkets -----------.---------------------------

Ihcts and connections --------------------------

F-able fluid equipment and l~es ------------
IMel tanks -------------------------------------

Md fire extinguishers -----------------------.

Materiais --------------------------------------

Snoking facilities ------------------.----------

Storage facilities -----------------------------

Texbiies ---------------------------------------

Treatment of material --------------------------

Ventikt ion and smoke emcuation ---------------

Waste material ---------------------------------

Wood and ylywood -------------------------------

2.10.2.3
2.10.2
2.2.1.7.3
2.201.5

2.7.2
2.19eu2
2.14.3
2.1.1.101

3“
2.14.4
2.13.8
2.16
2.16.3
2.16.1.1
2.16.1.2
2J6.6
2.16.5
2e16.2
2.26.4
2.16.7
2.19
2.19.8
2.19.2
2.~9.4
2.190 1*S
2.19.9
2.19.10
pc~ol.p
2.19.x2
2.19.1
2.19.6
2.19.5
2.19.1.2
2.19.3
2.19. n
2.19.7
2. 19.1.4
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hiti8tOr 6y6tW --------------~----------------------

Accessibility----------------------------------

EYCPlotigbridge vtie ------.-------------------

locationand wiring ----------------------------

Shieldingand @ounding ------------------------

Interstatetileedair ----------------------------------

Insulation--------------------------------------------

Bleed air systems ------------------------------

Components,flmmable fluid --------------------

IWel tanks -------------------------------------

180Ution, fire zone ----------------------------------

Jettisoning, fuel ----------------------------------.--

Discharge --------------------------------------

Leakage -------------m--------------------------

Uuxps, fire warning -----------------------------------

143ndinglights ----------------------------------------

Leakage -----------------------------------------------

IWel jettisoning -------------------------------

I@ltning ---------------------------------------------

Antem ----------------------------------------

Arcs h. fhel tank ------------------------------

Diverters --------------------------------------

Thel tanks -------------------------------------

~el tank vent discharge -----------------------

Fuel tank wall penetration ---------------------

Lightning induced voltages ---------------------

Vent and drain discharge -----------------------

L@htSJ we ~d cargo cq~tment -----------------
Lights, indicator,fire -------------------------------

M@ts, lllnding----------------------------.----------

Lights, master warning, fire --------------------------

Lines -------------------------------------------------

we and cargo cmnpartxne~t ------------------

Flammable fluid --------------------------------

Inhabited =eas --------------------------------

Location ---------------------------------------
@gen systm ----------------------------------

htential fire zones ---------------------------

SlppoX%----------------------------------------
Loads, fiel tank --------------------------------------

hcation ----------------------------------------------
meed air system -------------------------------

Eiectric conrpcnents----------------------------

Explosive5 -------------------------------------

2.7.13.2
2.7.13.8
2.7.13.9
2.7.13.7
2.7.13.5
2.8.4

2.8.2
2.2.1.9
2.1.1.1.2
2.11.1.2

2.6
2.6.1
2.6.2

2.14.5
2.15.7

2.6.2
2.18.1
2.18.1.6
2.18.1.2
2.18.1.4
2.1.101.5
2.18.1.3
2.18.1.1
2018.1.5
2.4.4
2.20.3.4
2.14.4
2.15.7
2.E.4.4

2.20.3.3

2.2.1.7
2.19.10
2.2*102
2.9.3
2.u.1.6
2.2.1.7.2
2.1.1.’7

2.8.1
2.~.2
2.10.4.2

.

)
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I

‘\
)

IHre detectors ---------------------.-----------

Fire extinguisher container --------------------
FMnmEble fluid component6 --.-----------------
Fhmnable fluid systems ---.------.--------*----

Flammable fluid tank6 --------------------------

~el t~s, crash protection .------------”-”---
Fhel tank, propellers -----------.--------------

Yhel tanks and turbines ---------------0--------

?hel vent disch~ge qening -----.--.-----------
High preswe air ~stm ----.------------------
Hi@ speed rotating equipment ------------------
Initiators ad Wing --------------------------

@gen systems ---------------------------------

@gen systems, prope~ers and rotorS ----------

Manifolded drains -------------------------------------

Materials, cabin interior --------------------------.--

Treatment -------------------------------.------

Waste ------------------------------------------

Material ------.---------------------------------------

me ~tiguisher Sys-tem -----------------------
Ebtential fire zone ----------------------------

electrical -------------------------

Master fire ~.ing Ught -----------------------------

Muunting ----------------------------------------------

Internal t~s ---------------------------------

Potential fire zone systems ----------------.---

Nitrogen volume, fire extinguisher --------------------

Oil ---------------------------------.-----------------

Auxiliary power plant tanks --------------------

Coolers ----------------------------------------

Shutoff valves ---------------------------------

OPetigs, potential fire zone -------------------------
Werheat protection -----------------------------------

Electrical components --------------------------

OverSpeed protection ----------------------------------

Rotating equipment -----------------------------

@gen concentration, inert- ------------------------
@gen evolution -------------.------------------------

@gen systems-----------------------------------------

Cleanliness ------------------------------------

Component clearance ----------------------------

2.12.5
2,130h

2.2.1.2

2.2.1.2

2.1.1.1

2.15.1
2.LLLh
2.1.1.1.3
2.18.1.3
2.10.3.3
2.10.2.1
2.7.13.7
2.9.2
2.9.2.6

2.4.5

2.19.1
2.19.3
2.19.7

2.13.3
2OU.1.1O
2.7.9
2.E.4.4

201.2.1
2.IL.1OI2

2.13.KL

2.11,305
2.u.2.9
2.n.l.4
2.11.2.7
2. LL. 1.2.2

2. 7.3.2

2.10.2.2
2.16.1.I
2.16.1.2
2.9
2.9.6
2. 9.2.5

-/ -.=--

..

/
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----—

~qOnent tem~ ~ratue ---------------------------------
Container

~uppcrt---- . ,---.------------:::-

E~ec;ric component ~@~at=Or’c---------------

FiUir~& provisions ---------

------------

F~~able
f~~id components-------~~e---e ------------

Lines and fittings----------

---.----~.--------

and t~bine rotors
-------------

~ope~ers
containers--------

-------

~rtable oXfgen

-c------c-----

~st~ ~yout---- ._------

~ssive

Plwooa
portab~
potent5

. ------------

defense)
fuel t@S-----”~--------------------

----- ---------

) ifiabited ~ea----~----------------- ---------
container--

-------------
.e0XY13en ---- ------- ------------
al fire zone

---------------

Accessories----------- --------------------------

Air ducts-----------

--
----------”---

and outlets --------
-----------

Air i~~ets
------------- ----

~iliaYY Power ‘~----------------------------

Combustion heaters
---

c~~tment
confi~ation ----------------------

--------- -------

~finition -------------------------------------

~ain~e-----
--------------- --.----

equipment---”-
-----

Electric
---.-

-----
~hau~t systems------~~~~~::;;----------::-----

~~osion~-----------

-----

~=able
~~uid ~ines---------~~~~~z ----------------

Fire detection---------------------------------

Fire efiiy~isninG -----
-------

------------------ --e---
~irmlls-------:”:::::----.”--------::::------

lSOmtion -------
-----”

fineS~ fl~able fluid---~~~~~~;--------------;

Main pover p~nt-----c---

--------
--------------------- ----------

~teria~S---~---”----_------”-------~-----c----

l%mlnting syst~S
----------- --

~utoff means-------------------------------------------
~in-----z---

.-----w-----

*u~~al pOtential ‘~~e~~?~!-----” -------------
fiUilia~----

-------------
pmnt ~ ------
~ ifiets------------

+ire prOvLs~~~~~~~~~ l~~~~~~;z~~~=~~~~~ergencY “
Fire acceSs aoors--~~--------------” -----------

Fire shields-------

--------------
---------- -------

Oil t~S----”--~~---------------C------

Ventimtion -----

pOwer

2.9.Z.l
2.9.4
2.7.6
2.9-5
2,9.2.4

2.90~
2.9.2.6
2.9*2*2
2.9.2.3

2.1.1.6
2.19.1e4
2.9.2”2
2*I1
2.2.8
2.~1.L7
2*1~.1.2@3
2.~.l.1~

----

t-lot
sta:
prf
?ts”
;---

!
. ,

)rs$ .

rail’

---
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Power plants, uaixi------------------------------------

bm.~~~ents in hot s~ct~~ns------------ ---------

~al engine installation-----------------------
%4ergency fire Provisio~s----------------------
Engine ah inlets------------------------------

lh.haustsystems------.-------------------------

Fire access door-------------------------------

Fire extinguishing-------------------.---------

Fire shield------------------------------------

Oil cocler----.--------------------------------

Oil shutoff valves-----------------------------

%nk, Gil, hydraulic) wter alcohol------------
Power receptacle, external,----------------------------

Press-ue----------------------------------------------

Electrical compartment-------------------------

,Flammable fluid systems------------------------

Pressure fueling--------------------------------------

Adapters---------------------------------------

~eSSUe indicators, fire extin~isher ----------------
Pressure relief valve---------------------------------

Extinguisher system----------------------------

w.p , flammable fluid---------------------------------

Quantity gage-----------------------------------------

Lightning-------.------------------------------

Radiation fire detector-------------------------------

Radio frequency filter--------------------------------
Receptacl.e,power external----------------------------

Reliability, fire detector----------------------------

Rockets------------------------------------------------

Rotating, hish speed equipment----------------------e-
Aerodynamic speed limitation-------------------
Containment-----------------------e------------

Eviction braking-------------------------------

Eaz~-ds----------------------------------------

location---------------------------------------

Overspend protection---------------------------

Power turbine-------------------------.--------

Rotor strength--------e-------------------.----

Speed limiting de~rice--------------------------

*f~ty ~ut~e~-----------------------------------------
Fire extin~wisher------------------------------

S:~ppers----------------------------------------------

Pral.nage---------------------------------------

Shielding, hitiator ----------------------------------

.%mt flls(?s--------------------------------------------

2011.2
2.IL.2.6
2.11.2.3

-42*A
2.u.2.4
2.IL.2.5
2.11.2010
2.11.2.1
2.32
2.11.2.2
2.11.2.9
2.IL2.7
2.1.1*1.1
2.7.10

2.7.8
2.2.1.8
2.5.4
2.2.2
2.13.8

2.13.10
2.2.3

2.2.4
2.18.1.5
E.E?.2
2.7.13.6
2.7.10
2.x2.4.2
2a~~e8
2.1002
2.10.2 .2.3
281O*2*2.1
2.10.2.2.4
2.10.2.3
2.10.2.1
2.1002.2
2.11
2. 1002.2.2
2. 10.2.2.5

2.13.10
2*2*2
2.4.1
2.7.13.5
2.7.i3.3
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.
Shutoff zeansj potential fire ZiOnC--------------------
Shutoff ~lves ----------------------------------------

Electrical-------------------------------------

Fuei tank--------------------------------------

Skin, skin structure, fire zone-----------------------
Skin penetration, lightning---------------------------

tioke evacuation--------------------------------------

%oking facilities, inhabited area--------------------
Squibs------------------------------------------------

Fire extinguisher------------------------------

Starters----------------------------------------------

Hazards----------------------------------------

tiers?eed protection---------------------------

Starters, cartridge-----------------------------------

Cartridges-------------------------------------

Cartridge storage------------------------------
Exhaust----------------------------------------

Gas leakage------------------------------------
Inadvertent ignition---------------------------

Werpressure protection------------------------
Static electricity (alscl see lightning)-------------- -

Static electricity, low ener~------------------------
Storage batteries-------------------------------------

Storage facilities, inhabited area --------------------
Suppression, explosion --------------------------------

!Iknks, flammable fluid ----------------- ---------------

Crash protection -------------------------------

Compartments ----------------------.------------

Electric equipment -----------------------------

Engine compartment -----------------------------
Engine compartment, prove----------------------
Fasteners --------------------------------------

Filler units --------------------------- ------- -

Fittings ---------------------------------------

Flexible tank cavity ---------------------------

F.2el,

Fuel,
Fhel,
rlel,
Fuel,
Fhel,
P.2el,
Fhei,
~%el,

&z compartment lccatim -----------------------
Hydraulic --------------------------------------
LAabited area---------------------------------

2.11.1.4

?-*
2*
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3&.
2.
2.
~<.
2.

7
1.~*5
11.1.2.02
18.1.1
19.11
19.6
7.13.2
13.7
lo.’j
10.5.3
10.5.2
10.5*5
10.5.4.6
10.4.2
10.5.4.5
10.5.4.5
10.5.4.1
lo+.k.j
18
18.2
7,11
19.5
17

2.1
2.1.1.1.6
2.1.1.3
2.1.1.4
2.1.1.101
2.1.1.1.2
2.1.1.8
2.2.2
2.1.1.5
2.1.3.2
2.18.1.2
2.1.1.9
2*1.1*3
2.1>.2
2.1.1.2
2.18.1.2
2.iE$.l.l
.2.15.1
2.18.l.T
2.LC.6.G
2.1.1,1.:
2.1.1.2
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Integral----------------c----------------------

Insulation-c-----------------------------------

Lightning protection-----.---------------------

IOcation---------------------------------------

Loads------------------------------------------

oil--------------------------------------------

Passive defense--------------------------------

PropeUer --------------------------------------

Rigid tank cavity------------------------------

Self-sealtig-----------------------------------

!Ibrbines---------------------------------------

Vent lines-------------------------------------

Water-alcohol----------------------------------

Thermal protection------------------------------------

Electric components----------------------------

Temperatme, ambient, inhabited ~ea.-----------------
Tempera-e, oxygen system Cqonent------------------
Te6t6-------------------------------------------------

Inerting system--------------------------------

Textiles, inhabited area------------------------------

~eatmentj material, inhabited area-------------------
!Ihbes-------------------------------------------------

,Flammable system-----------a-------------------

Unit, fire detector-----.-----------------------------

Valves------------------------------------------------

Fuel tank shutoff------------------------------

Ihel tank vent lines---------------------------

Valves, shutoff---------------------------------------

oil--------------------------------------------
Potential fire zone----------------------------

Ventilation air--------------------------------

Vents-------------------------------------------------

Vent

Vent

Battery----------------------------------------

Boost pump motors------------------------------

Discharge--------------------------------------
Ihei tank-------------------------------------c

di6charge----------------------------------------

Lightning--------------------------------------

LOcatioIl------”--------------------------------

~6t~, fhel-------------------------------------

Rocket exhaust ------- ------- ------- ------- -----

243

2.1.5
2.1.1.1.2
2.1.101.5
2.1.1.1
2.1.1.7
2.1.1.1.1
2.1.1.6
2.1.1 .1.1
2.1.3.1
2.1.3
2.1.1.1.3
2.4.3
2.1.1.1.1

2.7.3.2
2.19.2
2.9.2.1

2.16.7
2.19.1.2
2.19.3

2.2.1.7.4
2.11.1.6

2.32.2

2.2.5
2.1.1.5
2.2.6

2.11.2.7
2.u.1.4
2.4.8

2.7.11

2.2.3
2.4.4
2.2.6
2.18.1.3
2.18.L3
2.4.4
2.2.9
2A.3
2.10.8
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Venti~tion ----------------------------.--------------

wil~q power plant------------e-------------
~~i~ratiOn----------- ----e-------------------

Flammable system compartment ----“--------------

F1OW paths------------------------------~-------

Ihel tank co~p~tment-------.--.-.----x----------
Gun gas------------------‘“-------.---.---------

Ventilated areas-----..-----------.---..-.---- ..--
------

Ventilattig airj baggage and cargc compartment--------

ventilation and smoke e~cil~t~~,r,- ---------------

- - ..- - -- -

-----------
Warning s:;stem-------------------------------

Brake overheat---------..---------....-----------

Pire (see fire detection)-------......
-----------

waSte material, inhabited area------------
------------

water-alcohol tank-------------- ----------------------

~~q ~e~------------------------ ---------------------

Flmable f~uia Ilnes----------------
------------

Wires
---------------------------.--.--------------------

Ffie-.-------------------- -------.-_------------

‘ln:tiat~r i~etit:~~j----------.----.---------_---
fis~bt:bx-’-----------”---.--.--.----------------

R~~ti~-------- -------------- .-..-----.---------

tippor~-----”
------------------..--- --..-- --- “

and cargo 2@Ill~a~l,ij,~.----------
----- ----

Wiring, ~~age
Hood, inhabited area------------,-------,---------

-------

,,\I\’EliNMENT PRINTINC) O!-k’lCL 10?

2.u.3ta
2.4.8
2.2.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2
2.1.10j
2.10.6.3
2.4.2
2.20.3.1
2.19011

,

2.10.7

2.ig.7
‘2.1.1.1*1

2.2.1.7.9

2.7.4
2.7.13.7
2.7,3.4
2.7.3.4
2.7.39 4
2.20.3.3
2.19.104

\
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l?oRE-imD

This Aircraft Fire Protection Handbook contains requirements and design
objectives fcr Navy aircraft. It alsc contains some fundamental infor-

mation on physical properties cf air, fuel and ignition sources, and

thei~ ii.terreiazior. in c~~~~~-s ~ fire ~r:d e-@cslo~-~
}. b~bliography Of

reie~ramtliterature is added which, in Comectiori Wizh the fundamentals,

should far.i~izate the iesigier$’ tasks cf implementing the requirements

and objectives of The Handbook.

Tne Handbook will be incorporated in the specification requirements of

contracts for new Navy aircraft models.

Amendments tc this Handbook will be issued ac necessary to maintain

up-to-date req-tiireme.ntscc~lsiste~lt-tiit.nthe state-d’-the+rt. Amend-

r,ent~ wili be tly page revisions and revistid paragraphs till be suitably

identified.

Where the requiremer~tsof this Handbook conflict with any applicable

Government specifications, the requirements of the spe~ificat+ons
shal2

take precedence. Wnere no such conflict exists, compliance mt~i the

requirements of this Handbook is mandatory,

,

.

)

.

.

i
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Component location------------------------------

Drainage and ventilation ------------------------
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.

Fittings------------------------------------”
Lines in potential fire zones----------------
Lines in inhabited~eas---------------------
Lines M cargo cqrtients ------------------
Lines in wheel wells-------------------------

Internalpressure-------------------------------
Insulation--.-----------------------------------

Tank fillerunits----------------------------------
Pumps for flammablefluids-------------------------
Quantitygages-------------------------------.-----
Electric valves------------------------------------
Valves in fuel tank vent l~es.--------------------
~el dipsticks-------------------------------------
Accessoriesin potential fire zones----------------
Ihel transfersystems------------------------------

Flammable fluids--------------------------------------
Drainage, ventilationand vents-----------------------

Drained areas--------------------------------------
Ventilated areas-----------------------------------

Vent lines-----------------------------------------
Vent and drain discharge--------------------------0

Drain configurations-------------------------------

Drainage in potentialfire zones-------------------
Drainage in carrierbased aircrdt -----------------
Ventilationconfi~ations-------= -----------------

~elin~ and defueling---------------------------------

Tank fi~er units----------------------------------
Electric current-----------------------------------
Defieling connection-------------------------------

Ressure fie~g -----------------------------------

Fuel .5ettisonin~--------------------------------------

Jettison disch=ge---------------------------------

Leakage--------------------------------------------
Electrical &stems ------------------------------------

~ecifications-------------------------------------

Ccqmnent location---------------------------------

Canponentsin flamnable fluid zones----------------
Explosionproofness-----------------------------
Overheatprotection-----------------------------
Short circuit-------------------------------------
Wires-------------------------------------------

Componentsin ftie zones---------------------------

_ents h fuel ttis ---------------------------

Oxygen equipnent-----------------------------------

Crash fire preventim ------------------------------

Electricalcompartment~eswe--.-----------------

I&agraph

2.2.1.7.5
2.2.1.7.6
2.2.1.7.7
2.2.L7.8
2.2.1.7.9
2.2.1.8
2.2.1.9
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
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2.3
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paragraph

Nonmetallicmaterial -------------------- --------

titeAmQ power receptacles-------------------------
Main storage electricbatteries--------------------
Static electriodty---------------------------------
E2ectroeqlosive systems---------------------------

Specifications----------------------------------
Initiator systems-------------------------------
Shunt fises-------------------------------------
Bridge vlre circuit-----------------------------

Initiator shielding and ~ounding ---------------
FMio tiequency filter--------------------------

IOcation of initiatorsand Wirhg ---------------

Accessibility -----------------------------------

12@oding bridge wire initiator systems---------
Bleed alr system6------------------------------------0

location-------------------------------------------
Insulation-----------------------------------------

Bleed air ducts in fire zones----------------------
Anti-stall bleed air-------------------------------

u systems ----------------------------------------
&cifications -------------------------------------
Location---.-0-------------------------------------

Component temperatures--------------------------
Portable o~gen c~tainers ----------------------
System layout-----------------------------------
Flammable fluid co~nents ----------------------
Camponent clemance --------------------------.--

~ope~ers and turbine rotors-------------------
Lines and fittings---------------------------------

LOntainer supprt ----------------------------------

Fiulng p.rovisiuns---------------------------------

Cleanliness ---.------------------------------------

~ -------------------------------------

General--------------------------------------------

M.@l speed rotating eq~pent ----------------------
IAxation----------------------------------------

Overspeed protection----------------------------

Containment------------------------.---------

Rotor strength ,-------------------------------

Aetodynmnic speed Imitation -----------------
~ction braking-----------------------------
Speed l~ting detice------------------------

Other hazards-----------------------------------
Fuuer turbines----------------------------------

2.7.9
2.7.10
2.7.u
2.7.12
2.7.13
2.7.13.1
2.7.13.2
2.7.13.3
207J3. b
2.7.13.5
2.7.13.6
2.7.13.7
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2.8
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2.9
2.9.1
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2.9.2.2
2,9.2.3
2.9.2.4
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2.9.2.6
2.9.3
2.9.4
2.9.5
2.9.6
2.10
2.10.1
2.10.2
2,10.2.1
2.10.2.2
2.10.2.2.1
2.10.2.2.2
2.10.2.2.3
2.10.2.2.4
2.10.2.2.5
2.10.2.3
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High pressure air syst~s -------------------------
Specifications---------------------------------

General----------------------------------------

IOcation-------------.-------------------------

Explosion hazards-----c----------------.-------

Wpport -----------------.----------------------

Explosives----------------------------------------

Specifications---------------------------------

location---------------------------------------

Installation.-----------------------------------

Engine starters-----------------------------------

Specifications---------------------------------

tierspeed protection---------------------------

Other hazards----------------------------------

Cartridge starters-----------------------------
Imdvertent ignition------------------------
Gas leakage---------------------------------

tierpressure protection---------------------
Cartridge storaCec-----.--------------------

EMaust -------------------------------------

Cartridges----------------------------------

Gun installations---------------------------------

General----------------------------------------

Gun gas data-----------------------------------

Venti~tion ------------------------------------

IUel tanks-------------------------------------

landing wheel brakes------------------------------

lhrternalrockets----------------------------------

Potential fire zones---------------------------------

General-------------------------------------------

Definition-------------------------------------

Fire zone isolation----------------------------

F’tiewalls-----------------------------------

Skin and skim structure---------------------
Air ducts-----------------------------------

Explosions-------------------------------------

Shutoff mems ----------------------------------

Flammable fluid tanks--------------------------

Lines for flammable fluids---------------------
Flammable fhid accessories--------------------
Drainage and ventilation-----------------------
Electric equipment-----------------------------

Materials-------------------------------------c

Air inlets and outlets-------------------------
Mounting systems---------------------------c---

&haust systems--------------------------------

Rragaph

2.10.3
2.1003.1
2.10.3.2
2.10.3.3
2.10.3.4
2.10.3.5
2.1o.4
2.10.4.I
2.1o.4.2
2.10.4.3
2.10.5
2.10.5.1
2.10.5.2
2.10.5.3
2.1o.5.4
2.10.5.4.1
2.10.5.4.2
2.10.5.4.3
2.10.5.4.4
2.10.5.4.5
2.1o.5.4.6
2.10.6
2.10.6.1
2.10.6.2
2.10.6.3
2.1o.6.4
2.10.7
2.10.8
2.11
2.11.1
2.11.1.1
2o11o1.2
2.11.1.2.1
2.11.1.2.2
2.U.1.2.3
2.11.1.3
2.11.1.4
2.1101.5
2.u.1.6
2.u.1.7
2.11.1.8
2ouol. g
2.11.1.1o
2.11@i=ll
2.11.1*12
2.U.1.13
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Fi-. detection---------------------------------

Fire extinguishtig--------------------------.--

tipent cofii~ation ----------------------
Main power pknts ---------------------------------

Fire extinguishing-----------------------------

Fire shield------------------------------------

Ihal engine instalution-----------------------
Engine air inlets------------------------------

Exhaust systems--------------------------------

Cmponents in engine hot section---------------
Oil shutoff valves-----------------------------

Oil, hydraulic and alcohol t@$---------------
Oil coolers------------------------------------

Fire access door-------------------------------

Ebergencyfire provisio~----------------------
Auxiliarypouek plants----------------------------

Specifications----.----------------------------

Venti~t ion------------------------------------

F&e shields-----------------------------------

Air inlets-------------------------------------

Oil tanks--------------------------------------
Fire access doors------------------------------

Cmbustion heaters--------------------------------

Specifications---------------------------------

Heating air ducts------------------------------

Combustionair ducts---------------------------

Air inlets-------------------------------------

Exhaust system---------------------------------

Drains-----------------------------------------

Other potential fire zones------------------------
Fire

General-------------------------------------------

!&pes of detectors--------------------------------

Specifications------------------------------------

Detector system re~~~ents ----------------------
finction---------------------------------------

~stem reliabiMty -----------------------------

C!onstmction-----------------------------------

Operation-------------------------.------------

Fire resistance--------------------------------
~~t~ ~~~t*-----__-”-- __---------------”----

Multl-eAgfie tia~ti~ns ---------------------
Detector location---------------------------------

Design requirements-------------------------------

2.11. I.14
2.11.1.15
2.11.1 .16
2.11.2
2*13.201
2.11.2.2
2.u.2.3
2.u.2.4
2.11.2.5
2.u.2.6
2.u.2.7
2.IL2.8
2.u.2.9
2.IL2.1O
2.11.2.11
20U.3
2.u.3.1
2.u03.2
2.11.3.3
2.11.3.4
2.11.3.5
2.11.3.6
2.11.4
2.u.4.1
2.U.4.2
2.u.4.3
2.u.4. J
2.11.h.5
2.u.4.6
2.IJ.5
2.12
2.”X2.1
2.X2.2
2ouo3
2.x2.4
2.u.4.1
2.X2.4.2
2.EJ+.3
2.M.4.4
2.I.2.4.5
a.M.4.6
au. k.7
2.u2.5
2.22.6
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Fire tiinwishi~ -----------------------------------

General-------------------------------------------

Specifications------------------------------------

E@3tem materials----------------------------------

Container location--------------------------------

Control sys-tem------------------------------------

Electrical components and circuitry---------------
Squibs-----------------------.--------------------

Ressure indicators-------------------------------

*ent quantity------------------------------------

Safety outlet-------------------------------------

Nitrogen volume-----------------------------------

Eand fire extinguisher ------- ------- ------- -------

Emergency fire provisions----------------------------

General-.-----------------------------------------

Ehergency operations------------------------------

mgine fire...-.. -.—.—--— —- n--- --—0— -—

Equipment fires-----------------—— -----------

Bnergency handle----------------------------------

Indicator lights----------------------------------

lamps----------------------.----------------------

Master fire warning lights and auditory si~ls- --
Fire extinguishing--------------------------------

Crash fire Prevention--------------------------------

Rel tank location--------------------c-----------

Fuel tank design------------------------.---------

Drip fences---------------------------------------

Flammable fluid lines-----------------------------

Flammable fluid accessories-----------------------
IYiction sparks-----------------------------------

Banding lights------------------------------------

Electric batteries--------------------------------

&ash inerting---------------------.--------------

Inerting---------------------------------------------

General-------------------------------------------

@gen concentration---------------------------

~gen evolution-------------------------------

Inefiing requirements-----------------------------

Inerting gas--------------------------------------

~stem monitoring------------------.--------------

Redundant inerting system-------------------------
FWge mats----------------------------------------

&stem tests--------------------------------------

Explosion suppression-----------------.--------------

Application---------------.-----------------------

Response time and tank pressure -------------------
System monitoring----.----------------------------

Installs++ .7)
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --

2.13
2.13.1
2.13.2
2.13.3
2.13.4
2.13.5
2.13.6
2.13.7
2.13.8
2.13.9
2.13.10
2.13.11
2.13.u2
2.14
2.14.1
2.14.2
2.14.2.1
2.14.2.2
2.14.3
2.14.4
alh.j
2.14.6
2.14.7
2.15
2.15.1
2015.2
2.lj.3
2.15.4
2.15.5
2.15.6
2.15.7
2.15.8
2.15.9
2.16
2.16.1
2.16.1.1
2.16.1.2
2.16.2
2.16.3
P.3604
2.16.5
2.16.6
2.16.’7
2.17
2.17.1
2.17.2
2.17.3
2.17.4
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Rmgraph

Static ele’ .ricity-----------------------------------

Lightning-------------------------------------.---

~el tank wall penetration ---------------------

Arcs in fiel tanks-----------------------------

~el hnk vent tisch~ge -----------------------

Lightning diverters----------------------------

Lightning induced voltWe6---------------------
Antennas---------------------------------------

LOW energy static electricity ---------------------

Mhabited areas--------------------------------------

Materials “-----------------------------------------

General----------------------------------------

Textiles---------------------------------------

Blankets---------------------------------------

Ambient temperature-------------------------------

!Xkeatmentof materials----------------------------

Berths--------------------------------------------

Storage facilities---------------------------------

&oking facilities--------------------------------

Waste material------------------------------------

Air conditioning----------------------------------

~cts and their connections-----------------------
Fable fluid equipment and lines---------------
VentiMtion and smoke evacuation------------------
Hand fire extinguishers---------------------------

&g%e and cwgo cOmpartments-----------------------
Ger,eral-------------------------------------------

Protection requirements---------------------------

%:%e ~d cargo coxrprtment constmction --------
Ventilathg air--------------------------------

Impatient lining-----------------------------

Electrical wiring and fkmmable fluid Mnes----
Lights-----------------------------------------

Fire detection------------------------------------

Fire extinguishing--------------------------------

~----” ---------------
neral----------------------------------------------

A~eri c air--------------------------------------

FM ble f1- ----------------.--------------------

Airc~ turbine engine ~e~---------------------
Other flammable fluids--------p-------------------

Flammable fiel-ati ~es --------------------------

Sources of ~ti~n ----------------------------------

Aut0genou6 ignitio~-------------------------------

Rlctlon sparks ------- ---.--- -------------- -------

2.18
2.18.1
2.18.1.1
2.18.1.2
2.18.1.3
2.18.1.4
2.18.1.5
2.18.1.6
2.18.2
2.19
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2019.10
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2.20.4
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NOTICE OF INCH-POUND
CHANGE

MIL-HDBK-221(AS)
NOTICE 1
27 December 1995

MILITARY HANDBOOK

FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN HANDBOOK FOR
U.S. NAVY AIRCRAFT POWERED BY TURBINE ENGINES

TO ALL HOLDERS OF MIL-HDBK-221(AS):

1. THE FOLLOWING PAGES OF MIL-HDBK-221(AS) HAVE BEEN REVISED AND SUPERSEDE
THE PAGES LISTED:

NEW PAGE DATE SUPERSEDED PAGE DATE

119 27 December 1995 119 3 May 1965

120 3 May 1965 120 REPRINTED WITHOUT CHANGE

2. RETAIN THIS NOTICE AND INSERT BEFORE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

3. Holders of MIL-HDBK-221(AS) will verify that page changes and additions
indicated above have been entered. This notice page will be retained as a
check sheet. This issuance, together with appended pages, is a separate
publication. Each notice is to be retained by stocking points until the
military handbook is completely revised or canceled.

Custodians: Preparing activity:
Army - AV Navy - AS
Navy - AS

(Project MISC-0218)

AMSC N/A FSC MISC
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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MIL-HDBK-221(AS)
NOTICE 1

NOTICE:NOTICE: Paragraph 2.13.2 recommends the use of bromotrifluoromethane,
CF3Br, an ozone depleting substance, for this application. Based on the
appropriate Technical Representative’s assessment, it has been determined
that a suitable substitute is not currently available. The use of
bromotrifluoromethane, CF 3Br, is permitted pending approval from the Senior
Acquisition Official for each acquisition.

Supersedes page 119 of 3 May 1965.

REPRINTED WITHOUT CHANGE
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Subj: PROPOSED NOTICE 1 TO MIL-HDBK-221(AS), "FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN
HANDBOOK FOR U.S. NAVY AIRCRAFT POWERED BY TURBINE ENGINES"

Distribution :

Commander
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
Attn: Code 4.3.5.2A (Bill Leach)
Highway 547
Lakehurst, NJ 08733-5100
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